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Résumé

La recherche d’information (RI) est devenue plus que jamais un outil

indispensable. Avec la croissance en volume d’informations, les besoins d’information

des usagers se sont aussi beaucoup diversifiés. Une même requête peut être utilisée pour

spécifier des besoins d’ information très différents pour des usagers différents. Dans une

telle situation, la requête ne peut plus être considérée comme le seul élément qui

spécifie le besoin d’information. D’autres facteurs contextuels doivent être pris en

compte.

Cependant, les approches traditionnelles n’utilisent que la requête pour retrouver

des documents. Ces approches deviennent insuffisantes. Cette étude aborde le problème

d’intégration des facteurs contextuels dans les opérations de RI.

Il existe un grand nombre d’études qui révèlent l’importance des facteurs

contextuels en RI. Mais peu d’entre eux ont été intégrés dans des systèmes

opérationnels. Dans cette étude, nous intégrons plusieurs facteurs contextuels dans un

cadre uniforme basé sur la modélisation statistique de langage. Chaque facteur est

utilisé pour construire un modèle de langage composant pour la requête, qui définit le

besoin d’information d’un point de vue différent. Le modèle de requête final combine

tous les modèles composants, qui ont pour objectif de rendre la requête plus complète.

Nous considérons une requête plus complète comme une meilleure spécification du

besoin d’information, qui permet de retrouver plus de documents pertinents.

Dans cette étude, nous distinguons deux types de contexte pour une requête:

• Contexte intra-requête, qui est le contexte spécifié par des termes inclus

dans la requête. Ce type de contexte nous permet de mieux comprendre le
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sens de termes de la requête, et ainsi déterminer des termes d’expansion plus

appropriés;

• Contexte extra-requête, qui définit des éléments au delà de la requête, reliés

à l’environnement de celle-ci. Dans cette recherche, nous étudions deux

contextes de ce type: le domaine du sujet de la requête qui définit le

background de la requête, et des caractéristiques de la collection de

documents qui révèlent les autres sujets avec lesquels le sujet de la requête

est développé dans la collection. Ces contextes nous suggèrent des termes

reliés à la requête de deux points de vue différents.

Pour exploiter le contexte intra-requête, nous créons des relations entre termes

qui déterminent des termes reliés selon des contextes plus riches. Deux modèles de

langage sont créés pour modéliser des contextes extra-requête: le modèle de domaine

est défini par un ensemble de documents dans le domaine, tandis que les

caractéristiques de la collection reliées à la requête sont reflétées par un ensemble de

documents de feedback.

Nous montrons dans cette étude que les deux types de contexte sont très utiles.

La méthode que nous proposons a été testée sur des collections TREC. Nos résultats

expérimentaux montrent les faits suivants:

• L’intégration des facteurs contextuels est très bénéfique en RI. Chaque

facteur contextuel apporte de grandes améliorations sur la performance de

recherche. Le modèle de requête complet qui intègre tous les facteurs

contextuels donne la meilleure performance;

• Les relations contextuelles entre des termes, qui exploitent le contexte intra

requête, peuvent déterminer des termes d’expansion plus pertinents que les

relations traditionnelles de co-occurrence sans exploitation du contexte intra

requête;
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• Les contextes extra-requête peuvent aussi apporter des améliorations

importantes sur la performance. En particulier, il est faisable de construire

des domaines de sujet et de les utiliser pour renforcer le modèle de requête.

Nous avons testé différentes stratégies pour construire et exploiter les

domaines de sujet. Toutes ces stratégies se sont avérées performantes;

• Cette étude montre aussi qu’en exploitant les documents de feedback, nous

pouvons capter des caractéristiques de la collection reliées à la requête. Ces

caractéristiques ont été très utiles.

Cette étude est la première à intégrer plusieurs facteurs contextuels, et à montrer

que ceci est faisable et bénéfique sur des collections TREC. Ainsi, elle montre une

direction prometteuse pour des développements futurs.

Mots clés: Recherche d’information, Expansion de requête, Contexte de requête,

Relation entre terme, Modèle de domaine, Modèle de langage.
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Abstract

Information retrieval (IR) is more than ever an indispensable tool in today’s

society. With the growth of volume of available information, users’ information needs

have also mucli diversified. The same query can be used to specify very different

information needs by different users. In such a situation, the query can no longer be

taken as the only element that specifies the information need. Other contextual factors

should be considered.

However, the traditionai approaches only use the query to retrieve documents.

These approaches become insufficient. This study investigates the integration of

contextual factors in IR operations.

There have been many studies showing the importance of contextual factors in

W. However, few of them have been integrated in operational W systems. In this study,

several contextual factors are integrated within a uniform framework based on a

language modeling approach. Each contextual factor is used to buiid a component query

model that defines the information need from a different perspective. Thc final query

model combines ail the component query models, which make the query more complete.

We consider a more complete query as a better specification of the information need,

which ailows us to retrieve more relevant documents.

In this study, we distinguish two types of context for a query:
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• Intra-query context, which is the context specified by the terms included in

the query. This type of context helps us to understand the meaning of query

terms and to determine the appropriate expansion terms;

• Extra-query context, which defines elements beyond the query itself and

relates to the environment of the query. In this study, we investigate two of

them: topic domain of the query which defines background information of

the query; and the characteristics of the document collection which reveal

the other topics that are developed together with the query topic in the

collection.

To exploit intra-query context, we create context-dependent term relations that

detennine related terms according to richer contexts. Two language models are created

to model extra-query contexts: the domain model is defined by a set of in-domain

documents, while the query-related collection characteristics are reflected by a set of

feedback documents.

We show in this study that both types of context are very useful. Our method has

been tested on several TREC collections. Our experiments show that:

• The integration of contextual factors is very useful in IR. Each of the

contextual factors brings large improvements in retrieval effectiveness. The

complete query model that integrates all the contextual factors performs the

best;

• The context-dependent term relations that exploit intra-query context can

determine more relevant expansion terms than the traditional co-occunence

relations which do flot exploit intra-query context;

• The extra-query contexts can also bring large improvements in retrieval

effectiveness. In particular, k is feasible to build topic domain models and

use them to enhance the query. We have tested different strategies to build
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and to exploit the topic domain models. Ail the strategies have proven to be

quite effective;

• This study aiso shows that by exploiting pseudo feedback documents, we

can capture some query-related collection characteristics. These

characteristics are very helpful.

This study is the first one that integrates multiple contextual factors and shows

that this is feasible and beneficial on TREC collections. It paves the way for future

developments in this direction.

Keywords: Information retrieval, Query expansion, Query context, Term relation,

Domain model, Language model
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Everyone recognizes that we are living in a period of information expansion.

Information of every kind is more and more available, especially on the Web.

According to Netcraft’, the number of Web sites in May 2007 is more than 118 millions,

among which about 54 millions are active. In the following figure, we can observe the

rapid increase of these numbers since 1995.
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Figure 1. Total sites across ail domains in August 1995 — May 2007

(from Netcraft 1)
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1 http://news.netcraft.com/archives/web_server_survey.html
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The number of Web pages also increased at the same rate. In 2005, Guli and

Signorini [39] estimated that the Web size exceeded 11.5 billion pages. In February

2007, Boutell2 revised this number to 29.7 billion pages.

The growth in quantity of information can benefit end users by allowing them to

find information of any kind on the Web. Indeed, more and more users consider the

Web as their primary source of information. However, a piece of information becomes

usefttl only when it is provided to the right user for the right information need.

The goal of information retrieval tIR) systems is to find relevant documents

from large document collections (incÏuding the Web) to satisfy the information needs of

users. These systems are central to many applications and tasks. They are a means to

transform a piece of information into a piece of useful information. The utility of W

systems is largely exemplified by the popular utilization of search engines on the Web,

which are examples of IR systems in the Web environment.

Despite the popularity of search engines and the progress in W technologies,

users are stiil faced with the problem of retrieving irrelevant documents and missing

relevant ones. In many cases, the retrieved information is flot relevant, while much

relevant information is flot retrieved. There is an acute demand for more accurate W.

Along with the growth in the volume of information, there is also a sharp

increase in kinds of information available, as well as kinds of information needs from

users. The traditional basic W function is to suggest documents which contain

potentially relevant information. This basic function has been largely extended in recent

years due to the development of the Web. for example, one can use the results of a

search engine to calculate the popularity of a term in a language. For example, using

Google3, one can estimate that the term “search engine” is a much more popular term

2 http://www.boutell.comlnewfaq/misc/sizeofweb.html

This estimation is found by Googte on May 26, 2007.
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thari “information retrieval” since the former appears in about 219 million documents

on the Web, while the latter in 24 million documents.

Information needs also diversified. Search engines are flot only used to find

documents, they are also used as a means to construct meaning [131. End users may use

R systems and search engines to find various types of information, for example,

documents describing a concept or a specific event, the lowest rate for a travel, answers

to a specific question, etc. Yet the description about the variety of information needs

may be very similar. For example, a user can issue the query “Java Montreal” to find

information about the “discussion forum on Java programming tanguage in Montreat”.

Another user may want to find information about “an event in Montreal about Java

tanguage”. And a third user may want to find “travel information from MontreaÏ to

Java Istand” with the same query. This is just one realistic example of information

search on the Web. It illustrates the typical higher expectation that end users place on

search engines: they want search engines to better understand their information needs,

instead ofjust taking the words included in their queries. This also creates and enhances

several key challenges for modem W systems:

• How can we better understand the information need from a user?

• How can a system better judge document retevance to a user’s information

need?

These problems have existed since the beginning of the area of R, even when

W systems were designed to find references in libraries. These issues are related to the

following facts:

• A piece of information can be described in different ways by different words

in natural languages;

• A user’s information need is often described by a short query;
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The judgment of relevance is subjective and dependent on the user and on

the context in which the query is issued.

Traditional IR approaches rely on word matching between a document and a

query. However, the diversity of information and information needs makes it even

clearer than ever that it is insufficient to determine documents solely according to the

words that occur in the query and in the documents. W approaches should go beyond

the keywords of the query.

In this thesis, we will address the above questions from a broader perspective:

W is placed within a retrieval context, which contains useful information about the

underlying information needs. In addition, to judge if a document is relevant to a query,

some form of inference is performed so that a retrieved document does flot have to

contain the words of the query, but can contain related words. In doing so, a short query

can be enhanced by exploiting different types of resources and knowledge.

In the following sections of this chapter, we will further outiine the underlying

problems of current W that we will deal with (these problems will be analyzed in more

details later). Then we will describe the basic ideas that we propose to deal with them.

Finally, we will outline the overall organization of the dissertation.

1.1 Problematics

Besides the problem of understanding and indexing documents, two key

problems of W systems, which we will deal with in this thesis, are:

• The specification of a user information need;

• Thejudgment of document relevance.
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1.1.1 Information Need and Specification

When a user needs some information, he should formulate a query to describe it.

This can be a Boolean expression such as “information AND retrievat”, or a free text

description such as “information retrievat”. However, the formulation of a good query

is not an easy task. This is due to several reasons:

Unclear information need:

In some cases, the user does flot know precisely the information he is

looking for. He only has a vague idea about it. This often happens in everyday

life, when a person asks someone else for information. Some conversation often

takes place before the user himself understands exactly what information is

needed. When dealing with an end user of a search engine, the same situation

can occur. However, cunent search engines are unable to engage in a

conversation with the user in order to clarify the information need. Tlie user is

left on his own to specify his information need as much as he can. As a

consequence, the specification may be vague.

• Inexact query formulation:

Even if the user knows exactly what he is looking for, he often does flot

know how to express it clearly. For example, he may not know the best terms to

use. A typical situation is when a user wants to find a replacement car part that

lie secs on the car, but does flot know the name of it. So lie may use an

inappropriate word to describe it.

• Partial specification:

In many other cases, even if the query contains some correct words, the

words may flot be the only ones to describe the corresponding concepts. For

example, a user may want to shop for laptop computers and can choose to use
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“laptop” as his query. However, other terms such as “portable computer”, “PC’,

“iBook”, etc. can also be used to describe laptop computers in documents. These

latter documents can also be relevant to the user’s infonnation needs even if

they do flot contain the word “Ïaptop”. By including only “laptop” in the query,

the latter documents are missed.

The problems we described above are common, especially in Web searcli,

as general users only use 2-3 words in thefr queries on search engines [461

[92][112]. In [46], the following statistics have been found on a set of 54,573

queries collected from the transaction log on 10 March 1997 of the Excite search

engine:

Table 1. Query Jength distribution (from [46])

Terms in query Number of querïes % of ail queries

More than6 1,10$ 2

6 617 1

5 2,158 4

4 3,789 7

3 9,242 1$

2 16,191 32

1 15,854 31

0 2,584 5

Total 51,433 100

We can see in this table that most users use at most 3 words in their

queries. Given this situation, an acute problem is to see how the system can

better understand the user’s information needs behind the query, and to locate

the relevant documents as much as possible.
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In this study, our goal is to create a better query description for retrieval

purposes. Namely, we will try to enrich the user query automatically by exploiting

appropriate knowledge and contextual information.

1.1.2 Relevance Judgment

Given a query, most cunent approaches to IR try to determine a set of relevant

documents according to whether the words included in the query also appear in the

documents. These approaches are indeed based on word matching and are ofien called

“bag-of-words” approaches. Undoubtedly, the results determined using this approach

can stiil be useful. For our earlier example on “laptop”, one would expect that there

may be many documents containing the word “laptop”, in which the user can find

relevant information. In many other cases, the word matching approach is insufficient.

This is die case when a query contains ambiguous words such as “Java”. For example, a

traveler may want to find information about “bus services in Java Island” prior to a

travel. Using the query “bus service in Java”, die user can be oriented to wrong

documents about “Java language”, in particular, about “implementing enterprise

service bus in Java”. Indeed, in cunent search engines, most top-ranked resuits with this

query are more related to “Java language” than to “transportation in Java Island”:

among the top 100 answers from Google4, 99 concems “Java language” and only one is

related to “transportation” (however, it talks about bus service in Sri Lanka, which is

inelevant to the query).

The overwhelming number of answers about “Java language” may be partly due

to the fact that ifiere are much more documents about “Java language” than about

Searched on May 28, 2007.
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“transportation in Java Island” on the Web. Nevertheless, for this particular user, most

of the search resuits are inelevant.

The above example shows clearly that the word matching approach is

insufficient to mimic the relevance judgment expected by the user. In this particular

example, it would be useful and necessary to take into account the cunent situation of

the user, i.e., he is “preparing a travel”.

A strong reason for the ambiguous interpretation of the query is the lack of

consideration of the retrievai context: the user is preparing a travel, so he is more

interested in information about “traveÏ” than “programming tanguage”. Knowing this

fact, an R system shouÏd orient its search towards travel-related documents.

In fact, when the user issues a query, he has some goals, which are often hidden

behind the query. He also has a background (in our exampie, “travel”) or a domain of

interest for a particular query. Ail these factors can help interpreting the query conectly.

These factors are called contextualfactors, which we wili further discuss in Chapter 3.

Contextual factors usually are flot considered in traditional IR systems and in

current search engines (GoogÏe, with its personalization, is one of the few exceptions).

We will show in this study that it is possibie and beneficiai to integrate severai types of

contextual factors to enhance the query from different perspectives.

1.2 Proposed Approach — Integrating Different

Contextual Factors in IR

In this thesis, we focus on the two problems that we mentioned in the previous

section, i.e., the incomplete specification of information need in a query, and the much

simplified context-independent relevance judgment by R systems.
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Our hypothesis is that once the query is enhanced to include related words, the

query is more capable of retrieving relevant documents. Let us consider again the earlier

example on “bus service in Java”. This query may appear very ambiguous for a search

engine. One possible way to make it clearer is to add some related terms. For example,

knowing that the user is preparing a travel, we can deduce the words, such as

“transportation”, “hotet” and ‘flight” are related to this background. The fact that we

add the word “transportation” into the query “bus service in Java” makes the retrieval

resuits from Googïe5 appear to be more relevant: among the 20 top resuits, the

documents #10, #1 1 and #12 are related to “bus transportation in Java Istand”. If we

add more related words, the resuits become even more relevant. When ail the above

related words are added into the query, 12 results among the top 20 ftom Googte deal

with “bus transportation in Java Island”.

This example shows the impact of introducing more related terms into the query:

this can render the query less ambiguous and more oriented to the appropriate context.

This process is commonly cailed query expansion, which is typically used to increase

recati (more relevant documents are retrieved). In this study, we will use it as a means

to increase precision (the retrieved documents are more relevant) as well.

Our goal in this study is to develop methods to determine the appropriate terms

to be added to the query. In this study, we will consider the query enhanccment from

several perspectives:

• By applying appropriate knowledge to the query to infer related terms;

• By integrating the background information of the query;

• By exploiting some characteristics related to the collection.

We will describe these aspects in more details:

Searched on May 28, 2007.
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Automatically expand the user query description by applying

knowledge;

The problem of incomplete specification of information need has been

studied for a long time in IR. Most research work proposes to use query

disambiguation or expansion to make the query more complete and less

ambiguous. However, many methods for query expansion try to determine

related terms to be added according to simplistic relations between ternts, which

are highly ambiguous. For example, for the query “hoteÏ in Java”, the two words

“hotet” and “Java” are used separately to suggest two sets of expansion terms. It

is possible that the inappropriate word “programming” will be added because of

its strong relationship with the word “Java”, even if it is unrelated to this

particular query.

In our saidy, we propose the creation of less ambiguous term relations

for query expansion. In particular, we will embed some context words in the

relations. For example, in our term relations, the word “hotet” will be considered

together with “Java” to suggest other related terms for the query “Java hotet”.

The addition of such a context word in the relation will limit the applicability of

the re1ation to queries that contain both “Java” and “hotet”. It is expected that

the suggested expansion terms are more related to the query. This will lead to an

approach of context-dependent query expansion. As we will describe later, the

context-dependent term relations will be extracted from the document

collections.

• Incorporating more contextual factors into the process of matching

documents with the query.

If we are aware of the context of the user when he issues a query, e.g.,

his goal, his background, his domain of interests, etc., these factors should also
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be taken into account. Our example of “bus service in Java” is related to this

aspect.

Much effort lias been spent to consider these factors, mostly in attempts

to personalize search engines and R systems [18][27][36][48]. Personalized R

tries to favor the documents that are related to the general domains of interests

of the user. However, in these approaches, a unique user profile, which mixes up

ah the domains of interest of the user, is created. For our “bus service in Java”

example, if the user is interested in both Travel and Computer Science, then the

user profile would be of little help because documents relating to both

“transportation in Java Istand” and “Java language” will be favored.

In this study, we will use a different approach: instead of modehing the

user as a whole, we will mode! each of its domains of interest separately. When

a query is submitted, the appropriate domain of interest wil! be determined

according to the domain models, and the conesponding domain model wi!l be

used in the retrieval process.

The central idea we propose in this study is to exploit query contexts. This idea

is flot new. However, the exploitation of contexts has been re!atively limited. In this

study, we will design a different method to integrate contexts into R operations. In

particular:

We wilI distinguish two types of context: context within query (or intra

query context) and context around query (or extra-queîy context);

The former means the context specified by the words that occur in the

query, which provide usefu! information for the interpretation of the query or the

query terms. The latter means the contextua! factors in the environment of the

retrieval, such as the user’s domain of interest, the characteristics of the

document collection, etc. To our know!edge, the concept of context within query

is quite new and has flot been exploited previously as a contextua! factor in R.
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• Multiple contextual factors will be integrated into a uniform framework;

Previous studies usually integrate one contextual factor. We will

integrate multiple factors to enhance the query using different resources: general

knowledge, domain of interest, collection characteristics related to the query

topic (through feedback documents).

• We will use statistical language modeling (LM) as our basic integration

framework.

This choice is motivated by the solid theoretical foundation of the

framework, its ability to deal with incomplete and noisy data, as well as its

flexibility to be extended to integrate more criteria. We will show that LM

framework can be extended to take into account more contcxtual factors.

However, this study will also show its limitations. What we will observe in this

study is that LM can integrate some contextual factors in a straightforward

manner (see Chapter 4). However, for a more refined integration, more

sophisticated mechanism is required.

Our approaches will 5e tested on several TREC collections. The experiments

aim to validate the following hypotheses:

• The context-dependent query expansion method that we propose is more

effective than the previous context-independent query expansion methods;

• Both contexts within and around query can improve retrieval effectiveness,

and they can 5e combined to produce further improvements.

1.3 Contributions

This study aims to make contributions on the following aspects:
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Identification of a new type of context — context within query:

Contextual factors have been revealed in a number of studies in IR.

However, the factors are ail about the environment of the query, e.g., the goal of

the search, the background of the user, etc. In this study, we wiil show that

another type of context exists within the query itseif, and it is very usefui in W.

To our knowledge, it is the first time that this type of context is identified

and considered in W.

• Using multiple domain models — context around query:

In order to take into account the diverse interests of a user, we propose to

modei each domain of interest separately. When a user issues a query, the

appropriate domain of interest wili be determined (either manually by the user or

automatically by the system) and used in the retrieval process. In this thesis, we

will show that it is possible to ciassify a user query into related domains

automaticaily, and such an approach using domain models is both feasibie and

effective. This approach is different from most of previous methods on

personaiized W.

• Multiple contextual factors:

In previous experiments using retrieval contexts, only one type of

context is considered usually. In this study, we investigate the integration of

several contextual factors at the same time.

• Language modeling as an appropriate implementation framework:

Language modeling has been widely used in IR in recent years. However,

few contextual factors have been integrated in it. In this study, we show that

ianguage modeling offers an appropriate framework that can be extended to

integrate contextual factors of different types.
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1.4 Organization of the Thesis

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:

In Chapter 2, we wiIl describe the basic notions of W as welÏ as the main

processes.

In Chapter 3, we will revisit the key notions of information need, query,

relevance and relevance judgment. This will ftirther motivate our approach using

various contextual factors.

In Chapter 4, we wilÏ describe the general language model that we propose. Two

main components of the general model — context-dependent query expansion and

domain model — will be further described respectively in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6.

In Chapter 7, we wiIl describe two simple methods for parameter training in our

experiments.

Chapter 8 describes our experiments on several TREC collections.

Finally, general discussions about tIns study and some conclusions will be given

in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 2

Traditional Information Retrieval

In order to situate our study in W enviromnent, let us first describe the basic

concepts of information retrieval, as well as the basic retrieval approaches in this

chapter.

2.1 Basic Concepts of Information Retrieval

Information retrieval (IR) aims to retrieve relevant information from a large

collection of documents in order to satisfy the user’s information needs, which is

usually expressed as a query in natural language. Salton and McGill defined W as

follows [791:

“Information retrievat is concerned with the representation, storage,

organization, and accessing of information items. Items found in retrievaÏ systems are

characterized by an emphasis on narrative information. Such narrative information

must be anatyzed to determine the information content and to access the role, each item

mayplay in satisfying the information needs ofthe users.”

The ultimate goal of IR system is to retrieve ah the relevant documents

according to a user query while rejecting non-relevant ones. An information retrieval
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system should provide the users with a convenient and effective means to access the

information that they are interested in. There are three basic concepts involved in IR:

document, queiy and relevance.

Document:

A document can be a text, a segment of text, a Web page, an image, a

video, a piece of music, and so on. We cail document any unit which can

constitute a response to a query of the user. In this thesis, we only deal with the

textual documents, and documents designate whole texts (we do flot intend to

retrieve portions of texts). In this situation, we can also consider a document as a

sequence of words (terms) without particular structure, written in a natural

language such as English. A term is a unit extracted from a document in an

indexing process, which represents a part of the document content.

• Information need and Query:

Whenever a user needs to find information for whatever purpose, there is

an information need. The user then needs to interact with an W system in order

to find new information. To do this, the user has to express his information need

by a query, which can be a formai expression (e.g., Boolean expression) or a

free sequence of terms. In this study, we consider the latter case: a query is a

free text expression.

• Relevance:

Relevance is the central concept in W. It expresses the relation between

the desired document and the information need. However, the concept of

relevance is very complex, because users of W systems have very different

needs and very different criteria to judge whether a document is relevant or flot.

Therefore, the concept of relevance aiways covers a very vast range of criteria

and relations. As we will see in more details in Chapter 3, besides the query,
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relevance judgment also depends on many contextual factors, such as the goal of

the search, the background of the user, and 50 on.

In order to determine the documents to be retrieved, the generai approach is to

carry out an indexing process on both documents and queries. This process described in

more details below, produces a set of weighted indexes to represent their contents. Then

a degree or a score of relevance is determined according to the conespondence between

the representations of document and query. This score is computed during the retrieval

process. Indexing and retrievat processes are two main steps in W. We wiil describe

them in more details in the following sections.

2.2 Indexing Process

As a document is usually written in natural language, it cannot be compared

directiy with a query to estimate its relevance. An internai interpretation needs to be

created. Indexing is a key process in W which converts the document from a natural

language into an internai representation. The goal of indexing is to recognize the

content of a text, and to represent it by a representation manipulable by computers.

Usually, the internal representation is based on keywords.

The main tasks involved in this process are: term selection and terni weighting.

These tasks are often performed together.

2.2.1 Term Selection

Not ail words are equaily significant for representing the contents of a document.

It is nccessary to process the text of the documents in the collection to determine the

terms to be used as index terms. The first step of indexing aims to select a set of
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meaningful elements from ifie text and consider them as indexes in W systems. The

extraction process usualiy considers the foilowing aspects:

• Tokenization:

This process converts a stream of characters (document text) into a

stream of words (the candidate words to be adopted as index terms). Normally,

it recognizes spaces and punctuation marks as word separators.

• Stopword removal:

Words which are very frequent in a document collection and function

words are not good descriptors of document contents. A set of function words

(e.g., prepositions, articles) and domain-specific frequent words (e.g.,

“document” for some collections) are considered to convey no useful semantic

information for retrieval. These words are called stopwords, and they are filtered

out from potential index terms. A stoplist contains the set of stopwords (e.g.,

“the”, “of’, “and”). It is built up manually for each language.

• Word stemming:

Words of different forms do flot necessarily mean different things. In

English and other European languages, words with the same root or lemma

typicaliy convey similar semantic information. For example, “retrieval”,

“retrieve”, “retrieving”, etc. are ail related to the meaning of “retrievat”. If these

word forms are used as different indexes, documents containing each of them

wilI be considered to be completely different. In reality, we would rather

consider these words to be similar. Therefore, a stemming process is usually

employed to eliminate the meaningiess differences in form, and to transform

these word forms to the same foot form (e.g., “retriev”).

Stemming tries to remove the ending (or suffix) of a word according to

manually established pattems. For example, the pattern:
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A + “ing” —> A

will remove the ending “ing” from “retrieving”, resulting in the root form

“retriev”. The most widely used stemming algorithm in W is the Porter

algorithm [70].

In some cases, a simple stemming may wrongly unify words with

different meanings, such as “tube” and “tub”, ‘feat” and ‘feature”, etc. A more

complex word transformation can use more linguistically motivated method, by

examining the syntactic category of the word, and transforming it to a root form

(or citation form) according to its category. For example, Savoy [$5] used such

an approach for French. The word “porte” (door) will be normalized to “porter”

when it is a verb and remains unchanged when it is a noun.

After these steps, the remaining words are usually considered as potential

indexes of a text.

2.2.2 Term Weighting

Once index terms are determined, it is also important to determine an

appropriate weight to each term (index). The weight of a term should reflect how

representative the term is for the content of a document.

It is generaÏly believed that the more a term appears in a document, the more it

can represent the content of the document [60]. This is the TF (term frequency) factor.

On the other hand, a frequent term in a document may flot 5e specific to that document.

It can also appear frequently in many other documents. In this case, the term does not

have a high discrimination value allowing us to distinguish a document from the others.

Therefore, such a term should not be attributed a large weight. So a second factor IDF

(inversed document frequency) is added [9$]. The best descriptors are words that have

both high information value (TF) and discrimination value (IDF). Therefore, the
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common method is to combine the above two factors to measure the important terms for

document.

Below is one of the typical idfweighting schemes used in W:

(N
w(t,D) = tf(t,D)x1og —

n,

where f(t, D) is the frequency of term t in document D, N is the number of documents

in the whole collection, and nt is the number of documents containing term t.

There are several variants of lf*idf weighting schemes. For example, the

following weight of term t in document D uses the cosine normalization (the

denominator factor), which corresponds to the tfc weighting schema in the Smart

system [78]:

‘(t, D) x iog[1

w(t,D)= t

D) X 1og
tEV n,

where V is the whole vocabulary.

2.3 Retrieval Models

Once the indexing has been carried out, the next problem is to determine the

degree of correspondence between a document and a query. During retrieval process,

the query is compared with each document representation in order to estimate the

relevance between them. The general approaches usually depend on how many words

are shared between the documents and query representations, and how important these

common words are.
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Below, we will describe some of the existing retrieval models: Bootean model,

vector space model, probabitistic modeÏ and statistical language model.

2.3.1 Boolean Mode!

In the classical Boolean model, a document is represented as a logic conjunction

of terms: D : t1 A t2 A ... A t. The terms are those that appear in the document. This is

indeed a binary weighting of terms: terms that appear in the document are weighted Ï,

and terms that are absent are weighted O.

A query is a Boolean expression of terms, such as Q : (t1 A t2) y t4.

To determine if a document should be retrieved, one has to determine if the

following logic implication is valid: D
— Q. Documents D which imply the query Q

are retrieved.

As we can see, this basic Boolean model has several problems:

• Terms are flot attributed with appropriate weights. Binary weights are often

too coarse-grained to reftect the importance of terms in a document and in a

query;

• The whole evaluation basically examines if the required terms appear in a

document. The final resuit is a set of documents, which imply the query.

However, no ranking is made among them. The user can be left with too few

documents (with a hard query) or too many documents (with an easy query);

• Even though the model is based on Boolean logic, there is indeed no

inference in the retrieval process. for example, a document about “text

retrievat” will be judged to be irrelevant to a query on

“document A retrieval “, since “text A retrievat — document A retrievat” is
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an invalid logic expression. This is because no relation between “document”

and “text” is taken into account.

The classical Boolean mode! lias been extended on the above aspects. For

example, term weighting has been integrated by using fuzzy logic [49] [74] or p-norm

[$0], and documents can be ranked. Related words can also be viewed as having a logic

implication relation; such relation can be used to expand queries (we will see more on

this later).

2.3.2 Vector Space Mode!

Vector space model is one of the most commonly used models to measure the

similarity of a document and a query. In this model, the document and query are

represented as n-dimension vectors, where n is the number of ail the indexed terms. A

vector space is determined by ail the index words selected from the entire document

collection. A value in a document (query) vector denotes the importance of the

corresponding word in that document (query). In other words, given a vector space as

follows:

vector space: (t1 , t2 ,..., t )
A document and a query may be represented as the following vectors of weights:

D:(wd,wd wd)

Q:(wq,wq,,...,wq)

where wd and wq are the weights of t in document D and query Q respectively.

Query matching involves measuring the degree of similarity between the query

vector Q and each document vector D. The vector space mode! evaluates the degree of
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similarity sim(D, Q) between each document and the query according to the similarity

between their vectors. The document which is the most similar to the query is ranked

the highest, and will be considered to be the most relevant to the query. The common

way to measure the similarity is by the following innerproduct or cosine formula:

inner product: sim(D, Q)
=

W X

W. X Wq

cosine formula: sim(D, Q) =

____________________

X(Wq)2

Vector space model has been very popular due to its clear mathematical

interpretation and simplicity to implement. It has also proven to be an efficient and

effective model.

However, we also notice that the basis of this model is the assumption of a

vector space, in which dimensions are mutually independent. In practice, every word (or

stem) encountered in the document collection is used as a dimension. This means that

each word is assumed to represent a different dimension (and meaning). The similarity

function only considers the terms that appear in the query. A term in a document, which

is different from the terms in the query, does flot have any significant impact (except the

normalization effect) on die similarity value. This is indeed a process of keyword

matching.

The independence assumption made here is flot true in reality. In fact, different

terms may have the same meaning (synonymy), and a term may also have different

meanings (polysemy). The traditional vector space model is unable to account for these

problems. Several approaches have been proposed to solve these problems, including

constructing a new vector space (as in LSI — latent semantic indexing [26]) and query

expansion (see Section 3.3.2).
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2.3.3 Probabilistic Models

Another family of models tries to capture the notion of relevance and irrelevance

and to rank a document according to its probability to be relevant and irrelevant. Let us

use Ret and NRe1 to represent respectively relevance and non-relevance. The key

problem is the estimation of P(RetID) and P(NReÏID), i.e., the degree of relevance and

irrelevance of a document D. Notice that Ret and NRet are dependent on the query (or

the information need), so Ret and NRe1 indeed represent ReÏQ and NRe1Q; P(RetID) and

F(NReÏID) are indeed P(Re1ID,Q) and P(NReÏID,Q). However, we will ignore this index

in the following discussions.

The quantities P(RetID) and P(NReÏID) are often difficuit to estimate directly.

We then use Bayes rule to transform them as follows:

P(Rel I D)
= P(D I Ret)P(Ret)

P(D)

F(NRe1 I D)
= F(D NReÏ)F(NRet)

P(D)

To determine if a document is to be retrieved, we are indeed making a binary

decision: whether the retrieval of a document is useful or not. Here we assume that a

relevant document is useful while an irrelevant one is not. Related to the decision theory,

this decision can be made according to the following Bayes decision rule:

If P(ReÏID) > P(NRe1ID) then D is relevant, otherwise, it is irrelevant.

Then the decision can also be made according to the following ratio:

P(Ret I D) P(D I Rel)F(ReÏ)
ratto(D)= =

P(NRet I D) F(D I NReÏ)P(NReÏ)
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It is showed that if documents are ranked in the reverse order of this ratio, the

effectiveness of the system is optimized (probability ranking principle) [751, or the user

can obtain the highest utility.

We assume that F(Ret) and P(NReÏ) are dependent only on the given query and

the document collection. They are the same for ail the documents in the collection. Thus

they do not affect the ranking of different documents and can be ignored in the ranking

function. Therefore, document ranking can be made according to the following retrievat

status value (R$V):

RSV(D) = log
P(D I Rel)

P(D I NRe1)

Below, we will describe two existing probabilistic models: Binary Independent

Model and BM25.

2.3.3.1 Binary Independent Model

We now consider that each document D is represented by a set of binary events,

which are the presence or absence of different terms. Let us use x to denote the

presence (when x,= 1) or absence (when x= O) of a term t- in document D. Then D can

be represented as follows:

Then P(DIRe1) can be caiculated as fo!!ows:

P(D I Rel) = P(x1 Rel)F(x2 I x1,Ret)...P(x I x1,x2,...,x_1,Rel)

However, this non-simpiified form is very difficuit to calculate because of the

dependencies between terms. To simplify the calculation, it is then assumed that the

presence or absence of a term is independent from those of other terms. We then arrive

at the binary independent mode! and F(DIRe1) can be simplified as foliows:
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P(D I Rel) fl P(x I Rel)

Sïmilarly:

P(D I NReÏ) = flP(x1 I NRe1)

The key problem becomes that of estimation of P(x Rel) and P(x1 I NRe1).

The traditional way to estimate them is to assume that we have a set of samples of

relevant and irrelevant documents for each query. For example, one can acquire such

sets of samples through relevance feedback, i.e., the user indicates whether a document

in the retrieval resuit is relevant or flot. With a set of sample relevant and inelevant

documents, we can establisli the following contingency table for x- (where we assume

that we have N samples, and each of the number represents the number of

relevantlirrelevant documents which contain or do flot contain the term):

Table 2. Relevant contingency table

Relevant Irrelevant Total

x=1 r n-r ni

x• = O R - r N - R - n + r N - n1

Total R N-R1 N

Then F(x1 I Ret) and P(x1 I NRet) can be estimated as follows:

P(x1 =1IRe1)=LL

F(x1 =OIReÏ)=
R1—i

=1—P(x1 =lIReÏ)
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P(x.=1INReÏ» “‘

N-R1

F(xj=OINRel)=N1+ =1—P(x=1INRel)

We can also represent P(x Ret) and P(x1 I NRe1) as follows:

P(x I Ret) = P(x1 = 1 ReÏ) F(x1 = O I ReÏ)l_x

F(x1 I NRet) = P(x1 = l NRet)x F(x1 = O NRe1)l_xi

Then we can derive:

RSV(D) log
P(D I Ret)

F(D I NReÏ)
n D

X l—xi

=Iog 1=1

rt(’ )XI(NR1J1I+1i)l_XI

N-R1 N-R1
n .(N—R, —ni +,.) ‘ (R1 —)(N—R)

=x.1og +1og
i=1

Z (n1 — r)(R1 — R. (N — R. — n. +

The last term in the above expression is independent of the document (i.e., x).

Therefore, it can be ignored. Documents can then be ranked according to the first term.

As samples are limited (if ever available), a form of smoothing is necessary.

Robertson and Sparck Joncs [76] proposed the following formula of smoothing:

(r + O.5)(N — R. — n. + + 0.5)
w(x.) = log

(n1 — + O.5)(R1 — + 0.5)

Then we have:

RSV(D)=xw(x)
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where x indicates whether a term appear in the document or not, and w(x) indicates its

weight.

2.3.3.2 BM25

In the above weighting schema by Robertson and Sparck Jones, a number of

factors have been ignored, such as the frequency of the term in the query and in the

document, and the length of the document. These latter factors have been shown to be

important in IR. In order to integrate them into the weighting schema, Robertson et al.

have developed a series of ïmproved weighting schemas, called 3M (best match). One

of the proposed schema, called 3M25, weights a term as follows [77]:

BM25(x =

+flfq (k1 +1
log

+0.5)(N—R1 —n1 +r +0.5)

(k3 ±fq1) (k1(1_b+b]PL)+.) (n1 — +0.5)(R1 —i +0.5)
avdt

where ifq and zJ are the frequency of the term t in the query and in the document, IDI is

the length of document and avdt is the average length of documents in the collection,

and k1 e [1.0; 2.0], b (usually set at 0.75), and k3 e [0; 1000] are constants.

In general, IR users do not provide explicit relevance judgments. It is then often

the case that we do flot have any sample for the estimation of P(x1 Rel) and

P(x1 I NReI). In other words, r = R 0. We use the whole collection to approximate

the set of irrelevant documents. This approximation can be made because the collection

contains far more irrelevant documents than relevant ones. Therefore, 3M25 becomes

as follows:

3M 25(x.)
(k3 + 1)tfq1 (k + fltL

log
N — n1 + 0.5

(k3 +q1) (k1(1—b+bJ---)+f) n1 +0.5
avdÏ
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Notice that the term log
N — n + 0.5

coffesponds roughly to the IDF factor we
n. +0.5

described earlier (i.e., 1og-).
n.

Aithougli BM25 lias produced good resuits in experiments, the addition of new

factors is made according to heuristics. The way that they are introduced into the above

formula can only be justified lieuristically or empirically.

There have been several other forms of probabilistic models [311 such as Bu

(binary independent indexing model) and 2-Poisson model, which assumes a different

distribution norm. We can observe that in ail these models, terms are aiways assumed to

be independent. An interesting exception on this aspect is the dependence tree modet

[102]. lnstead of assuming strong independence among terms, Van Rijsbergen proposed

to capture the most important link between a term and another. The whole dependence

relations form a tree structure as follows:

X5

X6

figure 2. Dependence relations tree structure (from [1031)

Then the joint probability P(xi, x2, X3, x4, x5, x6) is estimated as follows:

P(xi,x2,x3,x4,x5,x6)=P(xj)P(x2xi)F(x3Ix2)P(x4Ix7)P(x5Ix2)P(x6Ix5)
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Van Rijsbergen proposed to use maximum spanning tree to determine the best

term dependencies. Maximum spanning tree is a tree that contains the strongest

corrections, which cover ail the terms in a set. It is similar to minimal spanning tree.

This dependence model has been successfully used on small collections, but for

larger collections, we encounter the problem of complexity to determine such trees for

documents [42].

2.3.4 Statistical Language Models

Language models have been successfully applied in many application areas such

as speech recognition and statistical natural language processing (NLP). Recently, a

number of researches have confirmed that language modeling is also an effective and

attractive approach for information retrieval [62][43][50][52][69][97][1 15]. It not only

provides an elegant theoretical framework to TR, but also results in good effectiveness

comparable to the state-of-the-art systems.

In the following sections, we will describe the two score functions that are

normally used in language modeling approach, and the important process in LM: model

smoothing.

2.3.4.1 Query Likelihood

The language modeling approach to information retrieval was first introduced by

Ponte and Croft in [69] and later explored in different studies. The basic TR approach

based on LM constructs a language model for each document D, i.e., a probability

distribution PQ I O) among ah the terms t in the vocabulary V. The score of relevance

of a document D is determined by its probability to generate the query Q, or the

likelihood of Q in the document model. Suppose we have a query:
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By assuming independence between query terms, the query likelffiood is

determined as follows:

P(QI8D)=HP(ti ID)

oc lOP(t. OD)

= logP(t. I 0)
te Q

The document model is a unigram model, which does not consider any relation

between terms. One can also use a bigram model instead of unigram model. Then the

query likelihood can be determined as follows:

P(QI6D)=P(tl IOD)flPQ Itl,OD)

This model assumes that a term depends on its precedent term. However,

experiments showed that this bigram model only outperforms marginally unigram

model, while the model is much more complex [97]. Therefore, the state of the art stiil

uses unigram models.

2.3.4.2 KL-Divergence

Another widely used score function is based on Kullback-Leibïer divergence

(KL-divergence) or cross entropy, which determines document ranking according to

how the document model is close to the query model. The corresponding score function

is defined as follows:
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score(Q, D) = —KL(OQ O)

= P(t. J )xloa
PQ I °D)

t

P(t1 I8Q)
oc P(t iOQ)x1ogPQ I&D)

where 0D and O are the document and the query language model respectively. In the

transformation from the second une to the last une, we dropped a constant

PQ1 I O ) x log FQ1 OQ) which is independent from the document, so does flot
t eV

affect the ranking of different documents.

Besides the direct interpretation of closeness of models, we cari also explain the

above score in another way as the followïng tog-Likelilzood Ratio [62]:

LR(D, Q) = iog
F(D I

= log
P(Q I D)

P(D) P(Q)

The interpretation of the above expression is that a document D is ranked

according to the change of its likelihood before and after the query is given (i.e., the

change between P(D) and F(DIQ)), or to the change of the query likelihood before and

after the document is retrieved (i.e., the change between P(Q) and P(QID)). In both

cases, the more there is a change, the more it is believed that the document has an

impact on the query or vise versa. So the document is closely related to the query, and

should be ranked high.

In the above equation, we can further use a unigram model

P(Q 6D) = fJF(t I O) = fJP(t1 6DYRt to estimate P(QID), and we use the
i=1 teV

collection model P(Q I O) = flP(t 8,) = flP(t O)tm as an approximation of
i=1 teV

F(Q). Therefore:
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LR(D,Q) = f(tj,Q)xlogti I
tEV PQ1 I 6)

oc
tf(t1,Q)1P(t1 CD)

tEV IQI °‘P(t1IO)

= P(t. O )xlog P(tÏ I 0)

teV PQ I 0c)

oc P(t1 I OQ)xlogP(t1 I O)
f, EV

which is the same as the score based on KL-divergence or cross-entropy.

2.3.4.3 Smoothing

In previous studies, it tums out that smootÏzing ïs a very important process in

building a language model [116]. The effectiveness of a language modeling approach is

strongly dependent on the way that the document language model is smoothed. The

primary goal of smoothing is to assign a non-zero probability to the unseen words in a

document. Without smoothing of the document model, the probability is estimated by

maximum Ïikelihood estimation (MLE) or relative frequency. This means that a query

term that does not appear in a document will have zero probability in the model of that

document. As a consequence, such a document will not be retrieved (either according to

the query-likelihood formula or KL-divergence score). This is flot reasonable in IR. In

fact, a document can be relevant even if some query terms are absent from it. For

example, the document can contain some similar or related terms. To solve this problem,

we have to perform model smoothing, which will increase the probabillty from O to

some small value. It is shown that smoothing can naturally incorporate some term

weighting factors such as if*idf and document length [1171.

Two common smoothing methods are the Jelinek-Mercer interpolation

smoothing and Dirichiet smoothing:
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Jelinek-Mercer: PQ I O) = ML (t I OD) + (1— )ML (t O)

Dirichiet: PQ. J 6)
= (tl,D)+/tPML(tÏ

IDI+p

where 2 is the interpolation parameter and 0c is the collection model, tf(t , D) is the

term frequency of t in D, DI u is the number of unique terms in the document, and /1 is

the Dirichiet prior (or pseudo count). Both 2 and Ji can 5e tuned empirically using a

training collection. The parameter 2 can also 5e tuned automatically so as to maximize

the likelihood of a set of feedback documents [116]. We will provide more details on

this later.

More smoothing methods are used in statistical NLP [17]. Lafferty and Zhai

[116] carried ont an empirical comparison on several smoothing methods for IR. It tums

out that for short queries, Dirichiet smoothing is better than Jelinek-Mercer smoothing,

while for long queries, the opposite is observed.

Although we have both document and query models in the formulation based on

KL-divergence, in the basic language modeling approach, only the document model is

smoothed, while the query model is estimated by maximum Iikelihood estimation i.e.,

I 6) = f(t1,
, without any smoothing, where tf(t , Q) is the term frequency of

t in Q. Then we have:

score(Q,D) = PML(tI I OQ)xlogP(t I 8)
t-E Q

This score produces the same ranking as the query-likelihood score. In fact, we

have:
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score(Q,D)= FML(t I0Q)x1ogP(t IOD)
te Q

= ff(tiQ))xlogP(ti 013)
IQI

oc îf(t.,Q)XiogF(t. 0f))
t,E Q

= log P(t1 J 0
t,E Q

The last expression is indeed the log likelihood of the query according to the

document model.

The reason to use MLE for query model is due to the fact that, in the traditionai

setting, there is not much information available to define a query model, except term

frequency in the query. This is related to the assumption that query is the oniy element

availabie about information need.

In practice, this MLE model for query also has the advantage of limiting the

number of terms to look at during the retrieval process, thus reducing the complexity of

the query evaluation process: instead of making a summation over ail t. e V, one can

reduce it to t. e Q.

However, as in the other modeis, we can aiso observe in the above formula that

the score is stiii determined soieiy by the ternis that appear in the query (t e Q). So the

basic operation in the ianguage modeling approach remains that of keyword matching.

The above description concems the basic language modeis used in IR. In

Section 3.3.4, we wiii describe several extensions to them, which try to smooth either

document modei or query model using different strategies and resources.
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2.4 Evaluation

It is important to evaluate a retrieval approach or system on their quality. To do

this, we should have a test collection and define some measures of quality.

2.4.1 Test Collection

A test collection in IR should contain three types of data:

• A set of documents, called document collection or corpus;

• A set of user queries (or topics) that specify the topics of information needs;

• The relevance judgments of each document with respect to each query or

information need.

An W approach or system to be tested is run on the test collection: the set of

documents are indexed then retrieved using each of the queries. The retrieval results are

compared against the standard relevance judgments in order to measure the

effectiveness.

Several test collections have been created in the TREC 6 (Text REtrieval

Conference), CLEF7 (Cross-Language Experiment Forum) and NTCW 8 experiments. In

this study, we will use the collections from TREC.

6 http://trec.nist.gov/

http://www.clef-campaign.orgl

8 http://rescarch.nii.ac.jp/ntcir/
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2.4.2 Performance Measures

The performance of an IR approach or system is measured on two aspects: the

quaiity of the answers, the time and space requirements. In most W tests, we are

basically concemed with the quality of the answers, or the effectiveness of the approach

or system. The time and space requirements of a system are believed to be less critical,

as computers become more and more powefful, and can eventually satisfy the time and

space requirements, provided that the requirements remain in a reasonable range. In our

experiments, we will also evaluate the methods with respect to the quality of retrieval

resuits.

With respect to a given query, the collection of the documents can be divided

into four groups according to the relevance and the retrieval resuit.

Table 3. Relevant-retrieved document contingency table

relevant non-relevant

retrieved A B

non-retrieved C D

The standard measures of retrieval effectiveness are precision and recaït.

• Precision: Precision measures the proportion of relevant documents among

ail the retrieved documents, i.e.:

A
precision =

A+B

• Recail: Recait measures the proportion of ail relevant documents retrieved

by the system, i.e.:

A
recaïl =

A+C
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Precision and recali are flot independent. There is a strong relation between

them: while one increases, the other decreases. Therefore, we obtain a curve of

precision-recaït as shown in the foïlowing figure:

Figure 3. A typical curve of precision-recali

In order to arrive at a single number to measure the effectiveness, one ohen uses

average precision at 11 points of recall, i.e., the average of the precision values at 0.0,

0.1, ..., 1.0 recall level. Another average measure is meaii average precision (MAP),

which is calculated as follows:

MAP=±* >prec(D.,Q.)=±*
N j1 R. j l

N j1 I R. I Rank(D
, Q.)

where N is the number of test queries (topics) in the collection, R ïs the set of relevant

documents to Q and RI is its size, and prec(D, Q) is the precision value at the rank of

D in the resuit list of Q (by considering all the documents in the resuit Ïist up to Di).

Both 11-point average precision and MAP can reflect the global effectiveness of the W

system.

In some cases, we also use “precision at n documents” and “recali ai’ n

documents” to measure the precision and recali ratios when the top n documents are

retrieved. In particular, when we use a small n, precision at n documents indicates

0.8
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0
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Q.
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O
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whether the top few documents are relevant. This measure is oflen used for Web W,

where it is impossible to know the whole set of relevant documents for a query. The

measure of “precision at n documents” only requires relevance judgments for the top n

documents, which is more feasible in practice.

2.5 General Observations on Traditional IR

2.5.1 Keyword as Independent Semantic Representative

In almost ail the classical R systems, each document and query is represented

by a set of independent words (terms). No relation has been considered between

different terms. This approach is often called “bag-of-words” approach. In order to

retrieve a document for a query, the document should contain the same words as the

query, or at least some of them. For example, in vector space model, the more a

document shares words with the query, the higher its similarity is to the query.

We can observe here a gap between the goal of IR and its models: the goal of W

is to retrieve documents of certain meaning, while R system is usualiy implemented as

retrieving documents based on direct keyword matching. Indeed, there is not a strict 1:1

relationship between words and meanings. A word can denote different meanings

(polysemy) in different contexts, and a meaning may be expressed by different words

(synonymy). The system may both miss the relevant documents and retrieve the

irrelevant ones. For example, a search using the word “Java” could retum documents on

“coffee”, “travel” and “programming language” without differentiating the different

contexts of the word “Java”. On the other hand, a document on “Unix” may not be

retumed for a query on “operating system” if the words “operating system” is absent in

that document.
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The limitation of classical W is largely due to the keyword-based representation

of documents and queries and the assumption of independence between keywords. The

underlying problems with this representation have been known for a long time. Indeed,

such a representation and the conesponding retrieval process are unable to handie the

polysemy and synonymy problems.

Various approaches have been proposed to address these two problems:

Latent semantic indexing (LSI) [26] is one such approach proposed. In LSI, one

tries to construct another vector space from the original document-term matrix, in which

each of the dimensions is a linear combination of the dimensions (both document and

term) of the original matrix. The new dimensions are extracted through singular value

decomposition (SVD). The k strongest singular values are kept while the others are

trimmed. The strongest singular values correspond to the strongest orthogonal

dimensions that best approximate the original document-term matrix from the point of

view of Frobenius norm.

Hofmann [45] proposed a probabilistic variant of LSI, called pLSI (probabilistic

LSI). Instead of using SVD to determine the k best dimensions, Hofmann uses

expectation maxirnization (EM) algorithm to tune the k latent variables so as to

maximize the likelihood of the documents in the collection. Once the k new dimensions

are determined, a document and a query are compared in the new dimensions.

In both LSI and pLSI, the new dimensions are combined from the original ones.

It is expected that similar original terms can be grouped into the same latent dimension,

while an ambiguous word would correspond to several latent dimensions according to

the terms used together with it. The document-query comparison in the new dimensions

can then cope with the polysemy and synonymy problems to some extent.

A large number of studies also try to use word sense disambiguation and query

expansion to deal with the problems related to the 1:1 correspondence assumption. We
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will review some of ffiem in Section 3.3. Our approach fails into the same category as

query expansion.

2.5.2 Query as the Only Information about Information Need

Traditional IR approaches assume that query is the only information available

about the information need. If a term is flot specified in a query, it is assumed to be

unimportant for retrievai. For example, in vector space model, terms that do flot appear

in a query will flot have any impact on the similarity measure of a document.

In reality, a query is onÏy an approximate and incomplete description about the

information need. As we will describe in Chapter 3, mucli useful information is not

contained in the query.

Many cognitive studies have found that besides query, information need is also

described by many contextual factors. However, the consideration of the contextual

factors is a difficuit enterprise, due to the fact that the contextual factors are compiex

and have only been described in informai terms in cognitive studies. It is difficuit to

integrate them into operational W systems.

Recent studies have put more efforts on integrating contextual factors in various

ways, inciuding personalization W [27]{1O11. In these studies, extemal knowledge is

used to compiement the query, in order to arrive at a better specification of information

need.

In order to see the importance of contextual factors in R, let us review the basic

concepts of information need, query, reievance and reievance judgment in the next

chapter. This will further motivate our approach that exploits several types of contextuai

information.
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Chapter 3

Information Need, Query, Relevance and

Relevance Judgment

As we discussed in the previous chapter, traditional W approaches try to mimic

user’s relevance judgments by a word matching process between document and query.

To better understand the problems with this simplified approach, let us go back to some

fundamental aspects of IR: information need and its expression as query, retevance and

its judgments. Our review in this chapter aims to show that query should flot 5e

considered as a perfect description of the underlying information need. It is flot the only

element related to the information need, and many other contextual factors exist, which

should also be taken into account. This wilI naturally suggest a broader context

sensitive approach.

3.1 User Information Need and Query

When a user is in a situation where some information is required for whatever

purpose, there is an information need. Everyone needs information everyday for

different purposes in different tasks. One may need information to learn about a

particular concept, a special event, a person, etc. Information is needed when the
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available information is insufficient to perform a task. Beikin calis such a state

anomatous state ofknowtedge (ASK) [9].

To retrieve relevant documents from an W system, the user has to formulate his

information need as a query, which can take forms varying from Boolean expression to

free text. As we described in the previous chapter, in traditional W systems, query is

usually assumed to be the oniy input from the user and no other factors is considered

during the retrieval process. In reality, there are many other factors important for

determining relevant documents.

To better understand this, it is useful to mention some differences between data

retrieval and information retrievai. Data retrieval aims to determine which documents in

the collection or data items in a database contain the keywords specified in a user query

(e.g., a SQL query), while information retrieval tries to determine documents that are

relevant to a user’s information need [103]. One of the strongest dïfferences between

them is in the expectation of the user from the systems. In data retrieval, the user is

responsibie for formulating a correct query in a formai query ianguage, and the system

is responsible for retuming the set of data corresponding to the query. If the retumed

results do not correspond to the user’s need, the responsibility is usually placed on the

user. However, in W, die user only submits an informal query and the system is

expected to retum the answers that correspond to the user’ s information need. Even if

die query does not describe well die information need, the system is stili to be blamed

for unsatisfactory answers.

We can see here that an W system cannot take as granted that die user query is

perfect. An important aspect in W is to figure out “what the information izeed behind

the query is”, rather than simply relying on the keywords contained in the query.

Information needs can concem various topics [109]. They can arise for different

purposes [10$] and from different users. The nature of information need bas been

investigated in a large number of studies in cognitive and library sciences [100][109].
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In traditional library envfronment, librarians play the foie of intermediary

between the library retrievai system and the user. The librarian’s task is flot aiways

limited to finding a required book or reference for the user. He can also be an assistant

to heip the user clarify the information need and to specify the best query. For example,

when the user wants to find references on a topic (e.g., a scientific topic), the iibrarian

can start a conversation with the user in order to know the background of the user, the

purpose of the searcli, etc. Based on this information, lie can advise some specific

resources (reference bases) and formulate specific queries for the user. In this scenario,

before a request is forrnulated in any search system, a conversation takes place between

the librarian and the user, during which the librarian tries to leam more about the

particular information need of the user and about its contexts. This conversation is often

necessary to help specify the information need of the user accurately.

The above scenario also shows that user’ s information need is flot aiways clearly

defined. As there is no longer a liuman intermediary between the user and an R system

or a search engine, the user has to specify a query on bis own. In this situation, we can

observe several problems in query specification:

• The user may not know precisely what lie is looking for;

Even for the user himself, the information need may be implicit and

vague. For example, a user may need to find a method to solve a scientific

problem, say “the theoretical formulations of reasoning processes in an

iîformation system”, but he does not know what theoretical formulations to

request. What he can teli is the problem itseÏf. However, by specifying the

problem oniy, the information need is only partially defined. A more complete

specification would aiso comprise the particular theoretical formalisms, such as

“Bayesian network”, “BooÏean togic”, “default logic”, and so on. However, the

user may not be aware that these formalisms are related to his information need.
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• The user may not know how to formulate lis need or lie does flot know

what are the best words to use;

Another situation is that the user knows what is needed, but does flot

know how to describe it. For example, a user may be repairing a car problem.

He needs a particular car part, but does flot know its name. He is thus unable to

specify the information need clearly with the correct terms. This problem is

often solved by interacting with an intermediary (e.g., a mechanic or vendor of

car parts). Without such an intermediary, the user may choose an inappropriate

term.

• The user may put only some of the relevant words and omit others.

In most cases, the query is usually a very short natural language

description. Oniy the most important terms, from the user’s point of view, are

included. However, there may be many other words that correspond to the same

concepts. These latter words can also be used in relevant documents.

From the experiments in the STMRS system, Blair [11) observed that

“the variabitity in the words and phrases which the authors of the documents on

the system used to discuss the saine topic was extraordinaty and unpredictabte”

(p. 109), and “the most significantfactor contributing to poor retrievat resuits in

information retrieval is the inquirers’ inabiiity to predict the words and phrases

which represent ail and onty the relevant or usefut documents” (p. 112). This

observation is particularly true in the Web environment, where queries are a

largely reduced expfession of information need: only a few keywords are input

as a query [46]. It is clear that a query is far from being a compiete means of

expression to cover ail the ways that the topic is described in documents.

We have described in Chapter 2 that a good search term is the one that is

also discriminative, i.e., it can distinguish a subset of documents from the others.

However, the words selected by the user may not be the most discrïminative
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ones. Previous studies [661 showed that users tend to use frequent words in their

queries. Even if these terms are relevant to the information need, they can also

appear in many irrelevant documents. Therefore, they are flot the best terms to

use in a query.

Ail these factors often make the query a poor expression of an information need.

Several common problems occur in user queries:

• A user query contains some terms related to the topic, but these terms are

neither necessarily the best ones nor all the possible ones for the retrieval

purposes;

• The terms included in the query can be ambiguous.

Many previous studies have tried to deal with these probiems, mainiy by query

disambiguation or query expansion. We will review some common approaches later in

this chapter.

3.2 Relevance and its Judgments by the User

3.2.1 The Concept of Relevance

The ultimate goal of IR systems is to retrieve relevant documents for a user’s

information need. All the W functions should be designed in a way so as to reproduce

the relevance judgments of the user as much as possible. The concept of retevance plays

an essential role in IR [83]. Reievance is a relationship between a piece of desired

information and a user’s information need in a given situation. This concept bas many

dimensions, such as topicality (i.e., whether the document talks about the topic of the

query), appropriateness for the user’s background, recency, or authority. More than 80
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relevance criteria have been discovered in different studies [7][54][$6][$71[107].

Saracevic [$3] gave a review and a framework for an analysis of relevance with

emphasis on topic relevance, which is later extended in [$4].

Despite the large number of studies devoted to it, the notion of relevance is stiil

poorly defined. Froehlich summarized the cunent state of our knowledge on relevance

as follows [30]

• The inability to define relevance;

• The inadequacy of topicality as the basis of relevance judgments;

• The diversity of non-topical, user-centered criteria that affect relevance

j udgments;

• The dynamic and fluid character of information seeking behavior;

• The need for appropriate methodologies;

• The need for more complex, robust models for system design and evaluation.

In most studies, we usually distinguish two types of relevant judgments: (1)

topicat retevance; (2) user-centered retevance [28].

• Topical relevance:

Topical relevance is also sometimes called “aboutness”. It is concemed

with the fact that the document is “about” the topic of the query. Park [65]

defined “topical retevance” as follows:

“Topicat relevance is context-free and is based on fixed assumptions

about the relationship between a topic of a document anci a search question,

ignoring an individual’s particuÏar context and state ofneeds.”

The independence from the “particular context and state of needs”

means that documents are judged in isolation. A document about the query’s

topic, but described at a level unsuitable to the user (too superficial or too
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technical), is stiil judged topically relevant. The document is judged topïcally

relevant even if the user lias already read it before. Topical relevance is used in

most IR systems and models.

User-centered relevance:

Users do not judge document relevance solely on topicality: many

topically relevant documents can be judged irrelevant by the user for his specific

information need. To reftect the relevance intended by the user, the notion of

“user-based relevance” is defined. Different from topical relevance, relevance

from a user’s perspective needs to be recognized ‘from an individuat’s

subjective contexts and personaÏ needs as an undertying situational force in the

information seeking and retrievat process” [65].

User-centered relevance contains several types of relevancy, as defined

by Zhang et al. [118]:

• Direct evidence explicitly gives an answer to a user’s question;

• Indiiect evidence lets us infer an answer to the question;

• Contextual evidence provides peripheral or background information

surrounding an answer;

• Comparative evidence provides a basis for interpretation or inspires

some answer through perceived similarity to the question.

With respect to these types of relevancy, traditional IR approaches focus

on the first type — direct relevancy. Query expansion that we described earlier is

a means to deduce indirect relevancy. 11e other two types of relevancy have not

been much investigated and implemented.

In this study, we focus on the second and the third types of relevancy.

We will try to improve the second type of relevancy by creating more precise

term relations. We will also integrate an element relating to the third type of
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reÏevancy — contextual and background relevancy, by retrieving documents

containing background information related to the query. We will implement this

by means of a background domain model.

These types of relevancy also strongly correspond to different contextual

factors that influence relevance judgments. We will briefly review these factors

in the next section.

3.2.2 Contextual Factors in Relevance Judgments

Relevance judgment is affected by many factors, which are classified into

different categories. For example, Barry [7] identified seven categories of criteria

(factors) for user-based relevance, respectively pertaining to:

• The information content in documents:

• The user’s previous experience and background;

• The user’s beliefs and preferences;

• Other information and sources within the information environment;

• The sources of documents;

• The document as a physical entity;

• The user’s situation.

Other researchers have established different categories. Despite differences in

the categories of factors, some common factors emerge. Indeed, Barry and Schamber

[8) confronted their separate classification, and found that the factors that they

identified are very similar:
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• It tums out in ail the studies about relevance and relevance judgments that

topicality remains the most important factor: this is the criterion 1 listed by

B arry;

• The user’s domain of interest: this is the criterion 2 listed by Barry;

The user’s domain of interest defines a background of the user and the

information need. As we described earlier, user queries are usually short. Users

only include a few words into the query while leaving out other words (even

related ones). A short query is often ambiguous. By integrating the background

information, it can become less ambiguous.

For example, a user working in Computer Science area trying to find

information about “communication in Java” would likely put “communication”

and “Java” in his query. These two highly ambiguous words would lead to many

irrelevant documents. However, knowing that the user is interested in the

domain of Computer Science, the query becomes unambiguous (or at least much

less ambiguous).

• The user’s knowledge about the subject: this corresponds to Barry’s criterion

3 — user’s beliefs and preferences.

The user may have some knowledge about the subject. This knowledge

influences greatly lis relevance judgment of a document. For the same query or

information need, two users having different knowledge about the subject may

judge its relevance in different ways. For example, if a user knows that

“mnuttithreading” is related to “parattet computing”, then for a query on

“paraliet computing”, a document about “multithreading” could be judged

relevant. On the other hand, a user who does flot believe that the two ternis are

related (e.g., a computer novice) wouid not judge the document to be relevant.

Here we can see how the relations between different terrns cari influence
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relevance judgments. The importance of user’s knowÏedge is underlined in

several studies [1][57].

As Barry and others showed, there are many other important factors. However,

ail these factors are flot readiiy usabie in IR modeis because they are very often loosely

defined and their impact on relevance judgments is stili unclear. Therefore, most

previous studies that include contextuai factors into operational R models have focuses

on user’s profile and background factors. We wiii review some typical approaches

taking into account these factors.

3.3 Previous Attempts to Improve Query Description

In this section, we will review some previous approaches that deal with the two

probiems we mentioned: short query and contextual factors. We will go into some

details in this review since they are strongly reiated to our work.

3.3.1 Query Disambiguation — Attempt to Recognize Meaning

Words are often poor representation of meaning. In an ideal world, one would

desire an W system that works directly on the semantic level, i.e., to retrieve documents

about some meanings. However, this is unfeasible in practice: we oniy have words or

word sequences (sentences) in R systems.

In order to retrieve documents that are more related in meaning to a query, a

possible approach is to try to determine the meaning that a word denotes, then

document and query can be compared on the basis of the recognized word senses. The

determination of word sense requires disambiguation, i.e., to determine the correct word

sense among ail the senses that a word can represent. For exampie, given the word

“Java” used in the context of Computer Science, the goal is to select the sense

“programming tanguage” and exciude the senses of “island” and “coffee”.
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Word sense disambiguation is important for ambiguous words. This is also a key

problem in general natural language processing (NLP). Many approaches have been

developed for it.

For example, Yarowsky [113] used a semi-supervised method to leam useful

context words for disambiguation. The idea is as follows: a small set of seed context

words are determined manually for a given ambiguous word, then new context words

are learnt automatically. For example, for the word “plant”, one can select two useful

context word “manufacturing” and “grow” to distinguish the two possible meanings:

“industriat installation” and “naturat plant”. If the word “plant” is used together with

one of these words, then its meaning can be determined and tagged. From the tagged

texts, we can observe new context words that are strongly associated with one sense or

another. These new words are learnt as new seeds, and the process continues. Finally,

each word sense wiIl be associated with a set of discriminative context words, which

can be used to recognize the meaning of the word in a sentence or text.

Yarwosky showed that this approach can successfully leam to recognize word

senses. However, this approach can only be applied to a small set of ambiguous words,

because a manual selection of seed words is required at the beginning. This does flot

seem to be realistic in practice for W.

Another family of approaches tries to exploit the existing semantic resources,

such as a dictionary or thesauri. For example, Lesk [55] exploited the definition of word

senses in a dictionary: by comparing the context words of an ambiguous word used in a

text with the definitions of senses of that word, one can estimate a similarity of the word

usage with each of the definitions. The sense corresponding to the most similar

definition can be selected.

Voorhees [105] tried to deterrnine the correct word sense (or synset in Wordnet

terms) for a query according to the distance of possible synsets of different words in

Wordnet [61]: the synset that is the closest to the synset of other query term is selected.
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Unfortunately, this word sense selection process does flot seem to produce satisfactory

resuits: many wrong synsets are selected. Tndeed, Voorhees calculates the “semantic”

distance between synsets according to the topology of synset hierarchy in Wordnet, but

the latter does flot necessarily encode a semantic similarity. For example, some concepts

are developed in more details, thus have a deeper hierarchy, than some others. Then the

former tend to have a larger distance to a given synset than the latter. However, this

does not mean that the former is sernanticaÏÏy less similar to the given synset.

What is more problematic is the following result from Voorhees’ experiments

[106]: she seÏected the conect synset for each query word manually, and tried to expand

the query with the synset D as well as the related words. The manual selection of

synsets aims to simulate a perfect word sense disambiguation. However, in spite of this,

the retrieval effectiveness is stiil not improved from the basic method using vector

space model. We notice that in these experiments, only query words have been

disambiguated, while document words remain as they are. The experiments seem to

indicate that query word disambiguation alone is not sufficient to bring a gain in

retrieval effectiveness.

Sanderson [$1][82] attempted to simulate different levels of disambiguation

accuracy, and to determine the minimal accuracy for the disambiguation requfred by W.

He showed that in order to be useful in W, the disambiguation tool should have an

accuracy of at least 90%. Unfortunately, the current state of the art in word sense

disambiguation is well below this requirement. It seems that word sense disambiguation

is flot yet ready to be exploited profitably in W.

3.3.2 Query Expansion — Attempt to Complete a Query

Query expansion (QE) aims to improve query expression by adding related

terms to the query. The addition of new terms extends the original query so that it has a

wider coverage than the original query. This method can provide a solution to the short

query problem in W. By doing this, a query can become more complete in the sense that
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more relevant terms are included. As a consequence, more relevant documents may be

retrieved and the recaïl can be increased.

Query expansion also provides a means to relax the 1:1 correspondence between

word and meaning assumed in classical R models. Indeed, once a query is expanded, a

document does no longer have to contain the original query terms to be retrieved. A

query is now allowed to match documents which contain related tenns.

It is generally believed that the overall goal of query expansion is to improve

recaït. We will argue later that it also allows us to improve precision indirectly.

Two key questions in query expansion are: (1) which ternis should be added? (2)

how are new ternis weighted and integrated into the query?

3.3.2.1 How to Select the Expansion Terms

Intuitively, the added terms should have a strong semantic relationship with the

existing terms in the original query. That is, a new term should describe a concept

which is strongly related to the concepts described in the original query. There are two

ways to determine such terms:

• The user may select the terms to be added interactively with the system;

• The system may do it automatically using different resources.

In the first manner, the system usually exploits a thesaurus that stores a set of

possible relationships between terrns. For example, for each term, a thesaurus may store

a set of synonyms, more specific and more general terms. If a term is included in a user

query, the system can suggest the related terms to the user. However, this expansion

method relies on intensive interactions with the user. In practice, it is often a heavy

burden to the user. So it is only used in domains where specialized thesauri are available,

and the users are willing to make efforts to cooperate with the system to find the

relevant documents. In general R or Web search, users are not willing to collaborate in

this way. Automatic query expansion is often preferred.
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Automatic query expansion tries to identify the most closely reÏated terms from

the resources and then adds them into the query. A key factor that determines the effect

of query expansion is the selection of appropriate expansion terms. Several resources

have been commonly used for query expansion: thesauri, co-occurrence statistics and

pseudo reÏevancefeedback. We will provide a brief description of them:

Thesauri:

Thesauri contain manually validated relations between terms, which can

be used to suggest related terms. The best known thesaurus is Wordnet [61].

Intuitively, thesauri are good resources for query expansion. However, as

suggested by Voorhees’ experiments [105][106], thefr effects in practice can be

surprisingly low. Some of the reasons are as follows:

Although Wordnet contains many relations validated by human experts,

the coverage is far from complete for the purposes of IR: not only linguistically

motivated relations, but also association relations, are useful in IR. For example,

there may not be a formaI linguistic or semantic relation between “peace talk”

and “Middte East”, but this association relation is very useful for IR.

Another problem is the lack of information about the appropriate context

to apply relations. For example, Wordnet contains two synsets for “computer”,

one for the sense of “machine” and another for “human expert”. It is difficult to

automatically determine the correct synset to expand the word “computer” in a

query in Computer Science area.

• Statistical co-occurrences:

Another often used resource is associative relations extracted from co

occurrences: two terms that co-occur frequently in the same context are thought

to be associated to each other [34] [47] [95][102]. Context of co-occunences may

be document, paragraph or sentence. It can also be within a sub-sentence
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structure, such as noun phrases or subject-verb structure. More often we can use

windows of fixed size as co-occurrence contexts.

Typically, one extracts co-occunence relations between two single

words, for example, “york —÷ new”. One should notice that such co-occunence

relations are very noisy: frequently co-occurring terms are flot necessarily

reïated. For example, in newspaper articles, common words such as “year”,

“time” and “report” often have strong co-occurrence relations with many words.

However, they are flot truly related to these latter. On the other hand, they can

also miss true relations. For example, one could flot extract co-occurrence

relation between “lyre” and “tire”, because true synonyms are rarely used

together.

Co-occurrence relations have been used in many studies in IR [731 [951.
In [37], it is shown that when queries are expanded using term co-occunence

information, worse system effectiveness can be obtained. Smeaton and van

Rijsbergen [95] also did flot observe the noticeable improvement using co

occurrence relations for query expansion, and this was believed to be due to the

limited amount of data.

Overali, the effect of co-occurrence relations seems to be relatively

limited. This may be due to several reasons:

First, real semantic relation, in particular, synonymy, can be hardly

identified through co-occurrences. In fact, words that are very similar in

meaning tend to repulse from each other in continuous portions of text [93].

Second, Peat and Willet [66] observed that statistical relations usually

link terms of similar frequency of occurrences in document collection. They

have similar degree of generality or specificity to the application area. Adding

such a related term into a query does flot make the original query more specific

or more general. Therefore, it does flot bring much new information to the query.
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In addition, as users tend to use frequent words in their queries, the added words

also tend to be frequent words. They have poor discriminative value to

distinguish a document from the others.

Third, co-occurrence relations are highly ambiguous. Most co

occurrence relations are established between single words such as “Java —*

programming”. This relation is strongly context-dependent: it only applies in

cornputer-related context. However, the appropriate application context is not at

ail specified in this relation. Therefore, when the word “Java” is encountered in

a query, the relation is aiways applied. Unavoidably, much noise will be

introduced in queries concerning the other meanings of “Java”.

• Relevance feedback and Pseudo-relevance feedback:

An alternative to query expansion is to use the user’s relevance feedback.

After the system has retrieved a set of documents, the user is asked to judge

some of them, indicating whether they are relevant or not. Based on these

judged documents, the system can have a more precise idea on what the user’s

intention is. It is assumed here that the user is more interested in the documents

similar to the ones that are judged relevant, and is not interested in those similar

to the judged irrelevant ones. By incorporating the words found in the relevant

documents (or by increasing their weights), and eliminating those in the

irreÏevant documents (or by decreasing their weights), it is expected that the new

query is doser to the user’ s intention, thus describes better his information need.

When no relevance feedback is provided by the user, one can also

exploit a set of top ranked documents retrieved with the original query: these

documents are assumed to be relevant ones, and the same query expansion

process as before is used. This method is called pseudo relevance feedback or

btind reïevancefeedback. This approach is widely used in IR.
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It is interesting to compare query expansion and pseudo relevance feedback to

see their similarity and difference. These two methods both aim to expand the original

query, however from dïfferent perspectives. In the first case, we indeed exploit the

general relationships between terms, either the relationships are created manually in a

thesaurus or extracted from a document collection. In the second case, the extraction of

terms is circumvented within a subset of documents that are the most related to the

query. The term extraction process can be considered to be similar to a co-occurrence

analysis within these documents, since the terms that occur strongly within these

documents also have high co-occurrence counts with the query terms in these

documents. However, an important difference between them is that co-occurrence only

reflects the relation between a term and another term, whule a term extracted from the

feedback documents has implicitly a relation with the entire query. The contexts from

which expansion terms are extracted are also different: in co-occurrences, terms are

extracted within a small window, whule in pseudo relevance feedback they are extracted

from the whole document (or passage).

In [111], Xu and Croft called the two cases global and local context analysis

respectively. They have shown that when each analysis is used alone, local context

analysis is more effective. However, the best resuit is obtained when both types of

analysis are combined.

Both co-occurrence relations and pseudo relevance feedback exploit implicitly

collection characteristics. The co-occurrence relations extracted from a document

collection reflect the way that terms are used in the collection, togeffier with some other

terms. The implicit exploitation of collection characteristics is even stronger in pseudo

relevance feedback. The subset of documents used to determine expansion terms are

those that are related to the query in the given collection. These documents strongly

reflect the way that the query topic is developed and described within the collection.

The topic can be described together with some other topics. These latter can be

extracted as expansion terms from the feedback documents.
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For example, in a collection of newspaper articles covering the period of the

event of “9-]]”, the term “New York” is strongly related to “terrorisrn”, “air htjacking”.

Therefore, the feedback documents for the query “New York” would likeÏy contain these

terms. On the other hand, from another document collection covering a different period

of time, the feedback documents would more likely describe “stock exchange”.

Therefore, feedback documents implicitly reflect some collection characteristics, and

we can consider them as a portrait of the collection concerning the query topic.

3.3.2.2 How to Integrate New Terms into a Query

A common way to add expansion terms into the query is by using the Rocchio

formula [79], or a similar one. The original Rocchio formula was developed for manual

relevance feedback, with a set of judged relevant documents and a set of irrelevant

documents. The new query is formed as follows:

new_query = axold _query+ ,OxR— yxNR

where R and NR are the centroid vectors of the set of relevant and inelevant documents

judged by the user, a, fi and y are the factors that determine the importance of the

original query, the relevant and inelevant documents in the new query. As we can see in

the formula, the new query tends to become doser to the relevant documents and far

away from the irrelevant documents.

When pseudo relevance feedback is used, we assume the top ranked documents

to be the relevant ones. Then some terms are extracted from these feedback documents,

and are added into the original query, using a similar formula to Rocchio’s:

new_ querv = a X old — query + /3 x PR

where PR is the centroid of the pseudo relevant feedback documents.

The parameters a, fi and y are important in these formulas. They determine the

relative weights of the expansion terms with respect to the original query terms. As
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exemplified by Voorhees’ experiments [105][106], adding expansion terms in a

simplistic way may flot increase retrieval effectiveness. In some other studies using

Wordnet [15], it has been shown that with a more appropriate weighting methods, the

relations stored in Wordnet can improve the retrieval effectiveness.

In an attempt to select better expansion terms and to make a better weighting,

Qiu and Freï [73] proposed the following approach to select expansion terms: terms are

seiected according to their relations to ail the query terms, which is calculated as the

sum of their relations to each of the query terms. That is, the expansion terms t is

weighted according to the following similarity function:

sim(t, Q) = sim(t, t)

teQ

where sim(t,t) is a similarity measure between two terms, which is obtained from a

statistical thesaurus constnicted based on term co-occurrences in their case.

Therefore, a term that is related to several query terms will be favored. In fact,

the reïationship between two single words does flot specify its application context. It is

uncertain, in general, whether it applies to the given query. Through the above

similarity with the whole query, Qiu and Frei intended to favor expansion terms that are

related to several query terms, thus believed to be more appropriate to this query.

In fact, the effect that Qiu and Frei desired is similar to pseudo relevance

feedback: they want to determine expansion terms more related to the whole query.

However, this effect is limited due to the nature of the relations used, in which an

expansion term is suggested only according to one term. Many inappropriate terms will

remain after selection and weighting. For example, if “Java —* programming” is a very

strong relation, then for a query “Java hotet”, according to Qiu and Frei’s calculation,

sirn(”prograrnining”, Q) will stili be strong even if “programming” is flot related to

“hotet”. We can see that this posteriori conection or filtering has very limited effect.
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In this thesis, we argue that the key problem lies in the insufficiency of relations

based on single term considerations to specify the appropriate application context. The

solution thus lies in the construction of richer relations that specify more precise

application context. We arrive at a more precise application context by including more

ternis in the condition part of the relation.

3.3.3 Previons Attempts to Integrate Contextual Factors

Previous studies concerning the utilization of contextual factors in IR mainly

focused on personalization. We can find two main approaches to integrate contextual

factors: (1) using user context or profite [27][4$][1O1]; (2) using topic domains

[58][108].

3.3.3.1 User Profile

In the first group of methods, a user profile is constructed to contain a set of

terms (or a vector, a statistical language model, etc.) corresponding to the user’s long

term interests. Then a query is enhanced (or the results re-ranked) according to the user

profile.

The basic assumption is that a user is usually interested in certain topics and

these latter are limited. In a subsequent search, the user usually prefers to retrieve

documents that are somehow related to those that he has read previously. For example,

a user interested in Sports would tend to select sport articles in lis future searches. By

creating a user profile, which keeps trace of what the user lias read or is interested in, a

new search can be helped.

There are several ways to define a user profile:

. The user can select a set of words related to the topics of interest;
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• There may be documents classified into different directories according to

topics (e.g., ODP9 or Yahoo! Directory). The user can select the categories

of lis interests. Then the system collects the documents from these

directories and constructs a user profile from them. This approach is used in

[18];

• The system can observe the documents that the user has read or browsed in

the past or stored on his personal computer, and use them to construct a user

profile. This approach is used in [27][48][86][1O1], as well as in Google

Fersonalized Search [36].

In W, personalization is often concemed with contents, i.e., one tries to capture

the topics of interest of the user. In other applications such as recommender systems,

more types of user characteristics may be included, for example, the type of movie the

user prefers. However, these additional characteristics are highly application-dependent,

and they have flot been widely explored in general text retrieval.

Once a user profile is constructed, they are usually used to re-rank the retrieved

documents: the score of the top retrieved documents are modified according to another

score based on the correspondence of the documents to the user profile.

We observe in these studies that one single user profile is usually created for a

user. In the document re-ranking step, documents are re-ranked according to the whole

user profile. For a user who has stable topics of interest and the new query is in the

same areas, such a personalization is useful. Problems arise if the user is interested in a

large variety of topics. In this case, a document in a topic domain (say, Travel) may be

favored because of a different topic domain (say, Computer science) in the profile. This

influence may be incorrect.

http://dmoz.org
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Another problem arises when the user submits a query which falls outside of the

domains of the user profile. In this case, the user profile is still used to favor some

documents, which is also inappropriate.

These problems show that with a unique user profile, it is difficult to determine

whether the user profile should be used, and which part of the user profile should be

used. Therefore, we propose to model several topic domains instead of one single user

profile.

3.3.3.2 Topic Domains

Only few previous studies have tried to exploit topic domains for queries

[58][lO8]. The purpose of this enhancement is to try to incorporate the most frequent

terms in a topic domain into the query. This is often necessary because the query only

contains a few words, and all the background words in the corresponding domain are

flot included. For example, the word “computer” usually does not appear in a computer

related query such as “Java program”. The addition of the word “computer” into the

query will provide some background information to the search, and this may make the

query more focused.

In [58], Liu et al. defined a set of domains using ODP directories. The domains

related to a query are identified according to the query. The corresponding domain

model (a vector in this case) is used to re-rank the retrieval results. Interesting

experimental results are reported. However, only a small scale experiment has been

carried out.

A similar approach is used in [12][23][lO$], where domain models are created

using ODP categories and user queries are manually mapped to them. However, the

experiments showed variable results. In some of the cases, improvements are observed

whereas in other cases, no improvement or even degradation is observed. It remains

unclear whether domain models can be effectively used in IR.
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Our approach will follow the same principle. However, we will incorporate a

query classification process to determine the query domain automatically. The addition

of this process will make the approach more feasible in practice, since no manual

identification of domain will be required.

3.3.4 Attempts in Language Modeling Approach

As our study will be canied out within the language modeling framework, we

will pay special attention to the attempts to enhance queries in language models. Our

approach will be compared with them.

3.3.4.1 Exploiting Term Relations

We have mentioned that ail the traditional IR models consider terms as being

independent. In the basic LM approaches, the same assumption is made: we only use

independent terms as unigrams.

As terms in reality are not independent, several attempts have been made to take

into account term relationships or dependencies to some extent.

Song and Croft [97] extended the unigram model to bigram model. In the latter,

a term is considered to be dependent on its precedent term, i.e., give a query Q tit2. .

its likelffiood in a document model is determined as follows:

P(QIOD)=P(tj OD)flP(t Itl,OD)

To deal with the data sparseness problem, the bigram model should be smoothed

with the unigram model and the collection model.

In the bigram model, we assume that any word depends on, and only on, its

precedent word. This may give rise to several problems:
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• Such dependency is very noisy, i.e., many considered dependencies are flot

true. One hopes that with a large set of data, true dependencies will emerge.

However, this is flot always the case;

• The dependency is limited to local dependencies between adjacent words.

More distant dependencies in a sentence cannot be captured;

• The complexity of the model is largely increased compared to a unigram

model;

• More importantly, while texts contain full ordered sentences, users often

formulate their queries as a set of words without caring much about ordering.

The experiments of Song and Crofi showed that bigram models do flot bring

significant gain over unigram models: the retrieval effectiveness is only marginally

better, but the complexity of the model is much higher. So the state-of-the-art of LM in

IR still uses unigram model.

An important characteristic of the traditional n-gram models is the importance of

word order: “Java program” is different from “program Java”. However, queries in W

are often words in quite free order. For a user, the above two word sequences could

mean the same thing. Therefore, Srikanth and Srffiari [99] proposed to use biterms, in

which the order of the words within a bigram is ignored. This produced better

effectiveness than bigram model. However, the problem of noisy biterm relations stiil

remains, and biterms are also restricted to adjacent words.

In order to solve the problem of short distance dependency, Gao et al. [32]

proposed the following approach to link terms within a sentence: given a link model

which specifies the probability of a link, they try to determine the best links that cover

the sentence. For example, the sentence “how has affirmative action affected the

construction industry” can be parsed as follows (where an arc represents a retained link,

and stopwords are removed):
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(how) (has) affirmative action affected (the) constniction industry

Figure 4. Links in a sentence

The best links are determined using an algorithm similar to maximum spanning

tree. In order to create a link model (which is used to parse the above sentence), they

used an iterative process looping in the following two steps on the document collection:

(1) previous link model is used to parse every sentence in the collection to select links;

(2) a new link model is constructed according to the result of this parsing. The initial

link model is created using co-occurrence statistics.

To retrieve a document, the document should not only satisfy the term

requirements (modeled by both unigram and biterm models), but also the link

requirements, i.e., the document should also contain the same links as those recognized

in the query. The term dependencies recognized in a query impose a stricter condition

on documents to be retrieved. The effect is similar to the utilization of compound terms,

but within a purely statistical setting. Gao et al. showed that this method performs better

than the classical LM approacli.

Another famiÏy of models tries to exploit relationships between terms in a

similar way to query expansion (or document expansion). By such an expansion, a

document is allowed to match a query even if they do not share the same terms: they

can just contain related terms.

Berger and Lafferty [10] proposed a translation model to extend the unigram

language model as follows:

P(wIOD)= t(wIw)P(w IOD)
WEV
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where t(w w) denotes a relationship between two terms w and w, which is a

translation relation trained on a synthetic parallel corpus, by assuming that a sentence is

parallel to the paragraph containing it.

This approacli is further extended by Cao et al. in [15], in which several types of

term relations are integrated: relations from Wordnet or from co-occunence statistics. It

is shown that by integrating multiple types of relation, the retrieval effectiveness can be

much improved.

Notice that the above approach tries to expand the document model from

F(w I °D) to P(w1 Oj) . Another possible way to expand document model is by

document clustering. In [59], Liu and Croft clustered similar documents and a document

model is expanded by (interpolated with) the cluster model.

In our approach, we will work on query expansion. A similar approach

exploiting term relations will be used to expand the query model. However, an

important difference lies in the type of relation that we use: our relations contain more

context information than those used previously.

3.3.4.2 feedback Model

Several studies proposed to use feedback documents to create a new query

model to enhance the original one.

Zhai and Lafferty [1151 constructed a distinct language model from the feedback

documents 8v.. This model is then combined with the original query model to

construct a new query model

8Q =(l—a)OQ+a6f

where a controls the influence of the feedback model. Zhai and Lafferty called this a

mixture ,nodeÏ.
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A simple way to estimate a feedback model 8F is to use MLE. However, the

feedback documents contain both terms related to the query and common terms in the

language. What we desire is a model corresponding to the first part only. The second

part shouid be removed.

Zhai and Lafferty proposed an EM process to extract die feedback model as

follows:

A feedback document is assumed to be generated from two sources: the

feedback model O (to be extracted) and the general language model (approximated by

the collection mode! 6). Therefore, the log-likelihood of ail feedback documents is:

logP(F 18) = f(t,D)log[%fP(t I 8f)+(1—%F)P(t 8)J
DE C t D

where D is a feedback document in the collection, t is a term beiongs to D, and 2F in

this expression is set at a fixed value (i.e., 0.5). Then 8. can be extracted by using the

EM aigorithm [25], so that the above log-likelihood can be maximized. The EM updates

for P%(t)Of) (where 2 =1-%f)are:

(n) F(tI8F)
w (t)

= %fP) (t I 8F) + (1— % )F(t I 8)
(E-step)

rf(t, D)w’ (t)
(ti+l) — DEF

À — tfQ, D)w” (t1)
(M-step)

DEFrED

By using EM, they are trying to “purify” the document by eliminating some

background noise. Thus, the estimated feedback mode! will generally be concentrated

on words that are common in the feedback document set, but flot very common in the

collection language mode! P(• I 8e).
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Lavrenko and Croft [52] used feedback documents in a different way. They tried

to capture the notion of relevance through feedback documents. They considered the

feedback documents as samples of relevant documents. From them, a relevance mode!

is constructed. Despite the difference in principle, the effect of relevance mode! is

similar to the mixture model created by Zhai and Lafferty [115]. Therefore, we wi!l flot

describe re!evance model in details here.

3.4 Summary

The traditional approach to R usua!!y considers a short query as the only

information about die information need. However, a short query cannot describe die

information need precisely. The retrieval effectiveness with such a query can be

compromised.

In fact, besides the query, we also have much other information: the know!edge

or term relations, the retrieval contexts (user’ s background or topic domains of the

query), and some characteristics of die collection. A!l these types of information can

help enhance die query.

Many approaches have been proposed to exploit additional information:

• Knowledge or terms relations can be applied on the query to expand it;

• The user’s background can be exploited to direct the search toward

documents related to the profile or topic domains;

• Feedback documents can be used to find topics that are developed together

with the query topic in the collection.

Ah the previous approaches (except word sense disambiguation) have produced

some degree of improvements in retrieval effectiveness. In particu!ar, the utilization of

feedback documents has proven to be high!y effective.
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We aiso notice that previous attempts have usualiy been limited to the

consideration of only one of these aspects. No experiment has been performed to

integrate ail of them. In addition, oniy simplistic term relations have been used.

In the next chapter, we will propose a model that integrates multiple contextual

factors.
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Chapter 4

A General Language Model to Integrate

Contextual Factors

In the previous chapters, we mentioned various types of contextual factors.

However, few contextual factors have been integrated in operational IR systems. In this

chapter, we will distinguish two main types of contextual factors that we integrate, and

propose the general language modeling framework that we use to integrate them.

4.1 Insufficiency in Previous Approaches

Let us first summarize some of the remaining problems in previous studies,

which we will deal with in this thesis.

4.1.1 Ambiguity in Query Expansion

Previous experiments have found mitigated results using query expansion: query

expansion has lead to some improvements in retrieval effectiveness in some

experiments [73][ll1][115], but degradation bas been observed in some others
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[95][105][106]. Beside the particular problems, such as that related to term weighting, a

key issue is term and relation ambiguity. Relation ambiguity means we do flot know in

what context to apply a relation.

When an ambiguous term is included in a query, it is difficuit to determine in

which sense it should be expanded, and what related ternis should be added into the

query. For example, given the term “Java” in a query, it is difficuit to determine

whether “programming”, “coffee” or “istand” should be added into the query. This

problem is particularly difficuit to solve in most expansion approaches, in which the

expansion terms are determined from individual terms in isolation, i.e., from “Java”

alone. A relation such as “Java — programming” can be applied only in some contexts

(e.g., Computer Science). The application in a wrong context will produce inappropriate

expansion terms (i.e., noise).

Despite the attempts to select the best expansion terms, e.g., by summing up the

relations with ail the query terms [73], no radical solution to this problem bas been

proposed. The final weighting of the expansion term is still based on the original term

relations, which are created between single words, and no genuine context information

is considered in such a solution. The fundamental problem is not solved, but simply

alleviated.

4.1.2 Lack of Context in Relevance Judgment

Another underexploited aspect is the query contexts. Query expansion only

deals with the query, but not the contextual factors around it.

Some approaches have attempted to capture the user’s intent behind a query by

personalization. However, a unique user profile is not sufficient to deal with different

information needs of the users. For the latter, more refined modeling of contexts is

required. Modeling topic domains is a better approach than the unique user profile.
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In fact, the two above probiems ail concem query contexts: when a query is

expanded, we would like to make use of term relations that fit the context of the query;

when a query is evaluated, the context factors of the query should be considered as

much as possible. We wiil identify two types of context conesponding to these

situations: intra-query context and extra-query context.

4.2 An Example

b provide an intuition of what we intend to do in this thesis, let us describe an

example to motivate the approach.

Suppose a query about “air htjacking” within the domain Terrorism. The

retrieval is performed on a collection containing documents in the period of Sept. 11,

2001.

With the original query “air hijacking”, one may retrieve some of the relevant

documents, which contain the two words “air” and “htjacking”. This query can be

enhanced and expanded in different ways:

Knowledge (K):

By knowledge, we mean a set of relations between terms. We have some

general knowledge about “air hijacking”: we know that it implies “airpiane”,

“passenger”, ‘flight”, and so on. By applying the relations between terms to the

query, the latter terms can be inferred, which correspond to concepts that are

subsumed by the query.

In this thesis, we propose to use both terms in the query together to

deduce related terms (we call it context-dependent term relations). We will have

relations such as:
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air htjacking —* airpiane, air htjacking —* passenger,

In contrast, in the traditionai query expansion method, each of the query

terms is used to determine reiated terms separately. Likely, we wiii have the

foilowing sets of reiated terms:

air: orygen, gas, atmosphere,... slcy,... ftight,... broadcast,...

htjacking: passenger, skyjacking, airpiane,... carjacking, car,... piracy,...

When ail these terms are added into the query, much noise is introduced.

In our study, we wiii advocate the first strategy using severai query terms

together to determine a reiated term.

In generai, by appiying term relations or knowiedge to determine implied

terms, we are indeed trying to favor the indirect relevancy listed by Zhang et ai.

[118]: the documents about topics implied by the query are aiso retrieved.

Domain (Dom):

From the domain Terrorism, we know a set of frequentiy used terms,

such as “attack”, “terrorist”, “kidnapping”, “bomb”, “threat”, “kiti”, etc. These

terms are considered to be likeiy implied by any query in the domain of

Terrorism. As Terrorism is the background domain of the query, ail these terms

can be assumed to be reiated, and added into the query. The addition of these

background terms may favor what is caiied background evidence or relevancy

byZhangetal. [118].

• Relevance Feedback (fB):

In a particuiar document collection, the topic of the query (the event, the

person, etc. that the user is looking for) is surrounded by some other topics, i.e.,

the query’s topic is often described together with some other topics.
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For example in this particular document collection, the query topic “air

hijacking” is often developed together with “New York”, “world trade center”,

“September 1]”, “terrorist”, “Al Qaeda”, “Ben Laden”, and so on. These latter

terms are considered to be strongly related to the query in this collection, and it

is useful to retrieve documents about ffiese latter topics, such as “Al Qaeda”, as

welI. This may favor the contextual relevancy of Zhang et al. [1 1$].

The above collection characteristics about the query topic can be

reflected by the feedback documents, i.e., the top documents retrieved with the

original query. By extracting additionaÏ terms from the feedback documents, we

can capture the topics related to the query in this collection. Therefore, we will

use feedback documents as a means to capture some query-dependent collection

characteristics.

The above three expansion processes can add expansion terms from different

points of view. They are however not independent. Indeed, the suggested ternis on

different aspects may overlap. For example, if term relations are extracted from the

document collection, then the terms suggested by term relations will have much in

common with those suggested by the feedback documents. However, the former is

extracted from a wider context (the whole collection), while the latter is restricted to a

subset of documents. From this point of view, the former is more general and have a

wider coverage, while the latter is more specific to the query. They are complementary.

h the context-dependent relations, we also exploit some context information

which exists within the query, i.e., the words that co-occur in the query. So we also

consider these relations as exploiting the context information. Therefore, we distinguish

two types of contextual factors: the context that is implied in the user query, as used in

the context-dependent relations, that we cail context within query or intra-query context;

and the context outside the query, such as the background domain and the feedback

documents, that we calÏ con text o round query or extra-quei-y con text.
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4.3 Knowledge and Intra-Query Context

Knowledge (term relations) used in almost ail the previous W researches is

context-independent, i.e., created between a pair of single terms. A blind application of

such relations in query expansion can bring irrelevant terms (i.e., noise).

To soive this problem, Lau at ai. [53] defined strong logical relations to encode

knowiedge in different contexts. For example, in Computer Science, we can have “Java

— programming” and in Votcanotogy, we have “Java —3 Merapi” and “Java —

votcano”. In order to distinguish them, Lau et ai. proposed to add stronger conditions to

the relations, such as “Java A computer — programming” and “Java A —icomputer —

Merapi”. This addition will prevent the relation to be applied in a wrong context.

However, it is difficult to determine the strong logic condition (especially negation) in

such relation, unless they are defined manually.

An alternative is to use domain-specific knowledge to expand queries in the

corresponding domain. For example, we can include “Java —* prograinming” in the

Computer Science domain and “Java — Merapi” in the Votcanotogy domain. For a

query, the appropriate relations are applied. This approach has been used in some

specialized area, such as medicine, in which term relations in the MeSH (medical

subject headings) thesaurus are commonty used [91]. However, in many other domains

or for general domains, no such relations are available for use.

In an attempt to define user-specific domain knowledge, Croft [21] proposed an

approach to define rules in interaction with the user. However, this would require a

large amount of manuai effort from the user, even though this process can be helped by

some tool.

In many situations, one can only have general knowledge, such as those stored

in Wordnet or extracted from documents. Then a crucial problem is to determine if a
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given relation applies to a query or flot. We believe that the solution lies in the relations

themselves. The crucial problem in the relations cunently being used is the lack of

context information in them. Therefore, we propose to construct richer term relations

with stricter conditions, i.e., containing several words. For example, instead of defining

“Java —> compute”, we will create “{Java, program} —* computer” and “{algorithm,

program} — computer”. The applicability of the relations will be naturally restricted to

conect contexts. As a result, “computer” wiil be used to expand queries “Java

program” or “atgorithm program”, but not “W program”. We call these relations

context-dependent term relations, owing to the addition of context terms in them. This

idea used to W was first proposed in our previous study [5]. A similar idea was also

used in [114] for a specific task.

In the above relations, we use a set of terms as condition. A more generai form

of relation is between two sets of terms. This type of relation has been much

investigated in the area of association mie mining [44]. One may think that the

approaches developed in association rule mining can be directiy used in our case.

However, association mies are usually extracted from well structured data from

databases. To extract association rules, a compiete lattice (e.g., Galois lattice)

representing the whoie index relation is usually created, in which each node represents

the indexing relation between a set of indexes and a set of items. Then relations between

sets of indexes are extracted. This mining process requires a large space to store the

lattice and the mies to be extracted can be between arbitrary sets of terms, while our

relations take a much simpler form (with only one term as condition). Therefore, the

methods of association mies are too time- and space-consuming for what we propose

here.

There have been utilizations of sets of terms, instead of single words, as index in

IR [71]. However, sets of terms are only used to replace the original single index terms

and no relation is estabiished between sets of terms. Therefore, this approach only tries
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to build a more precise representation for a document, but it fails to find documents

described with different terms, which is our goal in this study.

The general context-dependent term relations we desire to extract are of the

following form:

{...tJ,tk...}—>tI

which means when we observe the terms { .
. .tj , ... } together, we can conclude in t.

Here { .
. .tj , tk ... } simply means that these terms appear together in a query or within a

window. No other constraint is imposed on the relationship between them.

The condition part of the above relation can be arbitrarily long. In practice,

however, we do flot need to create long conditions. This is because:

• In most cases of ambiguous words, the addition of one useful context word

suffices to disambiguate it;

• When the condition of a relation becomes longer, its applicability also

becomes more limited.

Therefore, we can limit the condition to only two terms:

{tJ,tk}-t

b this study, the above term relations will be extracted from the document

collection based on co-occunences (see Chapter 5). In our experiments (Chapter 8), we

will show that it is not useful to include more than 2 terms in the condition of the

relation.

This latter form of relation infers a new term from a combination of two terms

occuning in the same context. The two tenns do flot have to be adjacent. This is

different from the notion of biterm defined in [99]. However, for convenience, we will

still call this type of relation biterm relation. In our following description, we will

extend the notion of biterm to be “two ternis co-occurring in the same window”. This
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notion is much relaxed from that of [99]. It can be compared to the skip n-gram model

used in NLP [35], but without word order. In contrast, the traditional relation t. — t. is

called unigram relation.

When a biterm in the query matches the biterm of a relation, the relation can be

applied. In this case, we are more certain that the deduced expansion terms are more

related to the query than that deduced from the traditional unigram relations. For

example, when we deduce “programming” from “{Java, computer}”, we are more

certain of its correctness than when “programming” is deduced from “Java” alone. The

expansion terms suggested by biterm relations tend to be more relevant.

This type of term relation exploits the word contexts within the query or intra

query context. Many queries contain intra-query context. As Jensen et al. showed in

their study [46], 64% of the user queries on the Web contain at least 2 words. For this

part of the queries, context-dependent term relations can be applied.

In fact, users ofien do not use a single ambiguous word such as “Java” as query

(if they are aware of its ambiguity). Some context words are often used together with it.

In these cases, contexts within query are created and can be exploited.

Now let us describe the differences between context-dependent term relations

and some related work.

Differences from compound terms:

In the above definition of context-dependent term relations, we

deliberately used { . ..t1 , tk ... } to mean co-occurrence of terms. It is not intended

to mean stronger relations between these terms so that they can form a

compound term, such as “computer architecture”.

The idea of using compound terms as the condition of a terni relation

also seems intuitive. However, in order to see why this does flot work in R, let
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us first look at the way that compound terms or collocations are determined. One

usually considers the two following criteria (e.g., [64] [94]):

• Compound terms should fit in some syntactic structure;

• Meaningful compound terms should occur frequently enough in a

document or document collection.

The general approach is to use syntactic pattems to identify candidate

compounds first; then those that appear frequently are selected. This approach

has been tested in [29] by Fagan. For example, syntactic pattems such as (NN,

NN), (ADJ, NN) (where NN represents a noun and ADJ an adjective) are defined

manually to identify candidates. However, Fagan also showed that this syntactic

approach to determine compound is less effective than a purely statistical

approach. By grouping strongly co-occuning words together to form statistical

compound, larger improvements were observed in retrieval effectiveness.

Although more sophisticated methods have been employed later, which

exploit more sophisticated NLP techniques, such as POS-tagging and sentence

parsing, we are still facing the same problems:

• The basic assumption behind the utilization of compound terms to

represent documents and queries is that they represent more precise

meaning or concept. However, the detection is flot 100% accurate and

non-compound ternis can be wrongly determined. For example, in the

segment “. . .with... poweiful computer scientists can workfaster...”, it

is possible that the process detect wrongly “computer scientist” as a

compound term, while the correct term is “poweifut computer”;

• Compound terms do not always take a fixed form. They are highly

variable. For example, the terni “ontine bookstore” can also be expressed

as “bookstore on the Web” or “virtuat bookstore”. It is difficult to

recognize all forms of compounds and to relate each of them with others;
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Many queries do flot follow a strict syntactic structure. Thcy are only

concatenation of words such as “hotel waterfront”. It is often impossible

to recognize correctly a compound term from them.

The approach we advocate is more flexible. It can tolerate different word

orders and a larger distance between terms, and it can cover more interesting

groups of terms than stricter compound terms.

• Relations with word sense disambiguation and discrimination:

Our proposed approach follows the same principle as Yarowsky’s study

[113], which tried to determine the appropriate word sense according to one

relevant context word in the sentence. However, there are two important

differences: (1) the requfrement for query expansion is less than word sense

disambiguation: we do not need to know the exact word sense to make

expansion. We only need to distinguish different cases and to determine the

relevant expansion terms in each of them; (2) Yarowsky determined word senses,

but we determine related terms.

To some extent, our approach is related to word sense discrimination of

Schfltze and Pedersen [88]. In their approach, Schùtze and Pedersen considered

that an ambiguous word can 5e discriminated from other meanings by its context

words (that co-occur in the same windows). Therefore, each word sense can be

defined implicitly by a vector of context words. Given a query (of certain length)

and a document, it is then possible to determine if the words denote the same

meaning by comparing their context vectors.

To some extent, the approach of Schfltze and Pedersen corresponds to a

second-order term relations: two terms are considered to be related if they co

occur with the same context words. We will describe and test later an approach

(i.e., information flow) to create second-order term relations.
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In our approach, although we also exploit a similar idea to word sense

discrimination, we use it to derive first-order term relations with other terms.

Therefore, the utilization is very different. We will show in our experiments that

our relations are more effective than the second-order term relations.

4.4 Extra-Query Context: Domain of Interest and

User Profile

When a user issues a query, the query should be interpreted in the conesponding

domain of interest. This latter provides a background for the interpretation of a query.

One can see at least two types of element in a domain:

• A domain contains a set of domain-specific knowledge (i.e., term relations).

For example, in Computer Science, “Java — programming” is a valid

relation, thus can be included in computer-related background;

• A domain contains a set of frequently used specific terms. It reflects a set of

specific background terms for a domain, for example “pollution”, “ram”,

“greenhouse”, etc. for the domain of Environment. These terms are often

presumed when a user issues a query in the domain, such as “waste cteanup”.

These two types of element suggest two possible utilizations of domain: (1)

using domain-specific knowledge for query expansion; (2) using domain-specific terms

to complement the query.

The first utilization is similar to the utilization of other types of term relations in

query expansion. Intuitively, this approach seems to be a reasonable way to deal with

ambiguities in query expansion. For example, one can extract co-occurrence term
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relations from a specific domain, and use these relations to expand queries in that

domain.

However, the application cari also be limited in coverage: queries can also

contain general terms in addition to domain-specific terms. Domain-specific knowledge

does flot appÏy to the latter.

In our experiments presented in a later chapter, we will test both approaches to

use domains. Our experiments will show that domain-specific term relations are less

effective than general, context-dependent term relations. So we will mainly describe the

utilization of a domain as a set of specific terms. This strategy has been used in most

previous studies on personalized TR.

One way to take into account the user’s domains of interest is by personalization.

A user profile is constructed to reflect the domains of the user [6$]. However, as we

mentioned earlier, a single user profile is created for a user without distinguishing the

different topic domains. The systematic application of the user profile cari incorrectly

bias the results for queries unrelated to the profile.

A possible solution to this problem is the creation of multiple profiles, one for a

separate domain of interest [5$]. In this study, we will use this second approach and

model topic domains. We will propose different ways to construct domain models and

to determine the corresponding domain for a query (query classification problem).

In the following discussions, to contrast with the intra-query context that we

introduced, the topic domain of a query will be called an extra-query context since it is

an element outside the query.
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4.5 Extra-Query Context: Feedback Model and

Query’s Collection Context

Another extra-query context is collection characteristics related to the query.

Many attempts have been made in R to create query-specific profiles that reflect some

collection characteristics. The most common method is based on implicit feedback or

blind feedback [22][52][90][111][115].

In [90], Shen et al. exploited the implicit user relevance feedback to re-rank

documents. When the user clicks on a document, a relevance judgment is implicitly

made. Although the clïcked document is flot aiways relevant, most users do click on

documents which they think may be relevant. So these documents at least tend to be

more relevant than the others. Shen et al. considered the clicked document as a

“relevant” one, and the document in the resuit list are re-ranked accordingly. Indeed,

Shen’s approach is similar to pseudo relevance feedback, except that the feedback

documents used are also selected (so somehow judged) by the user.

As we mentioned earlier, by incorporating the blind feedback documents into a

query model, we can indeed enhance the query model with some collection

characteristics. The feedback documents help us determine the topics related to the

queries that are described in the collection. The additional information brought by these

documents forms a que ry-related collection context. However, to correspond to the

literature, we will continue to use feedback model to designate it.
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4.6 Context-Sensitive Language Modeling for IR

We have described three types of query context that we try to consider in this

study. 0f course, there are many more, but we will limit ourselves to these three, which

are representative and readily usable.

The next question is how they can be incorporated into a retrieval model. Many

previous studies have used heuristics to combine contexts with a retrieval model. For

example, user profile is used to re-rank the retrieval resuits according to a heuristic

function. In this study, we try to explore a more principled integration method.

We will use language modeling as our basic modeling framework. This choice is

motivated by several reasons:

• Solid theoretical foundation:

The score function is not based on heuristics, but on a theoretical

foundation. Even when simplifications are made, no heuristic factors need to be

introduced.

• Robustness to noise:

Language models can extract the most important elements from a data

set that contains noise (i.e., terms flot related to the topic). In our case, a

document cari contain some words that are flot related to the topic of the

document, together with the topic words. However, the language modeling

framework can tolerate sucli noise, and the most important elements can emerge.

• Extensibility:

The general language modeling framework can be easily extended to

include new components. As we described in Section 3.3.4, the basic language

models have been extended to incorporate term relations and pseudo relevance
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feedback. The same framework can be further extended to integrate more

contextual factors.

Our goal here is to create an enhanced query model by integrating ail the

available context information about the query. The enhanced query model corresponds

to a more complete query description that represents better the information need, and is

better suited to the document collection (through the incorporation of a feedback model).

This approach was first proposed in our recent study [6].

Let us assume a query model before its enhancement. This model is created

from the original query Q by using MLE (unigram model). The three contextual factors

used to enhance the query are as follows:

• The knowledge or term relations are applied to the query. This will resuit in

additional terms, which constitute a new language model ‘ for the query.

We have P (t I Os’) such that P(t I = y. if the traditional term relation
te V

—> t1 or its probabilistic version P (t I t) , is used, then P (t1 I O’ ) is

defined as follows:

F(t1 I8)= P(t1 It)P(t I8)
t1E V

If the context-dependent term relation {t,tk } — t1 is used, then

P (t1 I 0 ) is defined as follows:

P(t1 6) = P(t1 I tjtk )F(t]tk I 8Q)
tJtke V

In Chapter 5, we will describe in more details the ways to construct these

models;
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• A domain model is created from a set of documents pertaining to the domain.

A domain model is another language model 8°’” created from these

documents. We will describe how this model is created in Chapter 6. A

domain model is considered as a specification of the background aspects of

the query;

• Finally, a set of feedback documents will be used to create a feedback model

whïch reflects the way that the query’s topic is developed in the

document collection.

We consider that each of the above models specifies a different aspect of the

query. Therefore, they can be combined to produce a final query model. In this study,

we propose the foilowing interpolation for building the final query model:

P(tIOQ)= a1P(tIO)
lE X

where X = { O, K, Dom, F3 } is the set of ail component models, and a (with t = 1)

is a mixture weight, which controls the importance of each component model (the

tuning of the parameter O wili be described in Chapter 7).

Given the above final query model, we use a score function based on KL

divergence to score documents:

Score(Q,D)= [a1P(t 8)]logP(t OD)
tEV iEX

iEX teV

Let us define the following score function according to each of the component

models:

Score1(Q,D) = P(t I 8)logPQ I
tE V
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Then the final document score can be rewritten as follows:

Score(Q,D) = a1Score(Q,D)
jE X

This is indeed a combination of the scores determined by ail the component

models. It is similar to the document re-ranking strategy used in most previous studies

[12][4$J[1O1].

The final query model can be illustrated as an inference process through

different paths (models) as in the following figure:

DB

Figure 5. An illustration of general query model: term t can be inferred from the

query model in several ways

Each of the branches from Q constitutes a choice of the inference path. The

value a corresponds to the probability that die path is selected. Once a path is selected,

the corresponding language model is called to generate the term t.

Discussions:

• In the above method, we assume that each component model is considered to

describe a different aspect of the query. They are complementary;
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The component models are combined through a simple interpolation. Jndeed,

this also means that the component models are independent, as illustrated in

the above figure. One may question about this combination method. It ïs

indeed not true that each component model acts on the query (or information

need) independently. A model can interfere with another mode!. For

example, as we mentioned, the Imowiedge mode! can be part of the domain

model. However, few studies have addressed the prob!em of combining

different contextual factors. Interpo!ation seems to be a reasonable way to

combine them in such a situation;

• The main focus of this study is to see whether different contextual factors

can contribute to improving retrieval effectiveness. We do flot seek to define

the best way to combine them in this study. The combination method used is

simp!e. It can be improved in the future.

4.7 Logical View of the Generalized Model

The processes that we use to enhance our genera! query mode! are based on

inference: we try to infer related terms from the query in different ways so that the fina!

query model corresponds to a better and more complete representation of the query (or

information need). The retrieved documents wi!l flot be restricted to those that contain

the same terms as the initial query, but may also contain different re!ated terms. This

reftects the increased retrieval capabi!ity due to inference.

One may also think that the traditional LM has also such a capability: using

document smoothing with the collection mode!, a document also does not have to

contain the query terms to be retrieved. However, it is important to understand that the

document smoothing process is complete!y query-independent and it is performed
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regardless to the relationships between terms: the probability of the added terms is

solely determined according to thefr distribution in the collection, and they may flot be

related to the topic of the document.

For example, given a document on “natural language processing”, when it is

smoothed with the collection mode!, general terms such as “building”, “shopping”,

“sea”, etc. may all receive the probability similar to a strongly related term such as

“syntax”. Even if the smoothing process allows a document to match a query without

containing all the query terms, this process is not truly a logic inference.

Logic inference is usually made according to some basic logic relations, or

implications. The model that we propose strongly relies on logic inference. In this

section, we will describe our approach from the perspective of logic inference. The goal

is to explain the basic idea that guided us to this model.

The basic inference process is specified by the following deduction in classic

logic:

SI-A—>B

where S is a data set, knowledge or context, A is a logical expression — the premise or

condition, and B is another logic expression — the consequence or conclusion, if the

above expression is valid, then we say that A implies B, or B is infened or deduced from

A, given the context S.

In the classic logic, we also have the following equation:

SI-A-÷BSuAI-3

That is, given S, if we know that A — B is a valid implication relation, then B is

also valid in the context S u A, and vise versa.

This expression can well describe the essence of our approach: a query Q plays

the role of A in the above expression, a new term t corresponds to B, and the three

contextual factors play the role of S. If t can be inferred in this way, then we can
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consider it as a valid expansion term for Q in the context of S. Such an interpretation

has been considered in several previous studies [20][104].

The above deduction in classic logic does flot take into account uncertainty and

non-monotonicity in inference. In order to consider uncertainty in W, van Rijsbergen

[104], proposed the following uncertainty principle:

“Given any two sentences x and y; a measure ofthe uncertainty ofy—x relative

to a given data set, is determined by the minimal extent to which we have to add

information to the data set to establisÏz tÏze truth ofy — x.”

The above process is related to the Ramsey test in conditional logic [56], which

states that, to test if a conditional A — B is true in a certain situation S, one first lias to

change the situation $ minimally 50 as to satisfy A. Then we test if B is truc in the new

situation. This corresponds to the essence of the earlier equation

— A — B S u A —B . However, the difference appears when A and S are

inconsistent, i.e., there are pieces of elements in S that are contradictory to A. In this

case, S u A j —B is valid for whatever B in classic logic. In Lewis conditional (or

counterfactual) logic [56], the validity of this expression (with a different type of

implication) wiIl be determined in a different way: one first determines a new context S’

that is the “closest” to S and in which A is truc, then we check if B is truc in S’. This

process allows produce non-monotonic reasoning, i.e., it is allowed to have SI — A — B

but flot SI — A u C —÷ B, while in classic logic, this may not happen. For example, when

C added is inconsistent with S, a part of the statements in S shouid be removed to

accommodate C. This may Iead to the failure of deducing B. Therefore, the addition of a

new condition C may invalidate the implication.

The uncertainty principle of van Rijsbergen can model similar phenomena. It

tries to determine the uncertainty according to AS to be added minimally to S so that we
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can establish the truth of S u ASI — A — B. The larger is S, the more uncertain is

S-A—B.

However, the consideration of non-monotonicity in reasoning is beyond the

scope of our study. Our aim is more limited: we only aim to model the basic inference

process in IR corresponding to that in classic logic. The investigation of non

monotonicity in reasoning in IR requires more sophisticated tools than statistical

language modeling. We leave it as a future work.

Going back to the classic deduction and aiways without taking into account the

uncertainty aspect, our goal in this work is to determine t such that S
— Q —* t holds.

The context S is further spiit into three components: K (user knowledge), Dom (topic

domain) and FB (feedback documents). In this case, the underlying inference process

that we propose can be expressed as follows:

KuDomuFBI-Q—>t

where t represents an infened term, and — represents an inference relation. The above

expression is interpreted as follows: within the context of K, Dom, F3, the term t is

inferred from the query Q.

A further simplification that we made is to consider the three contextual factors

and original query mode! separately using the fol!owing principle:

KuDomuFBI-Q—t ifl-Q—>t or KI-Q—>t or DomI-Q—>t or FBI-Q—t

This principle is implemented within the !anguage mode!ing framework as

follows: each of the expression on the right hand side, i.e., — Q — t, KI — Q —÷ t,

DomI — Q —> t and FBI — Q — t, corresponds to a language mode!. The combination of

the “or” relation is implemented as an interpolation of these models.

The connection between the genera!ized !anguage model and the inference

relation can be seen as follows: the language mode! can be viewed as a set of (weighted)
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inference relations. If a term has a non-zero probability in a language model for query Q,
i.e., P(t I OQ) > O, then we can consider that the following inference can be made to

some extent: QI — t. With this interpretation, the final query model we wish to build

conesponds to a language model that infers the term t through several paths. Each of the

modeis on the right side of the above expression can be understood in the following

way:

I—Q—>tQI—tE P(tI6)

KI—Q —>tKuQI—tE P(tIO)

DornI—Q —tDomuQI—tE P(tIeg°m)

FBI—Q—>tFBuQI—tEF(tI)

where E means ifie corresponding element in language modeling approach.

So without considering the uncertainty of probabiiity, the above expression can

be expressed as foliows:

P(tIOQ)>O if PQI8)>O or P(tI)>O or P(tIag°m)>o or P(tIO)>O

where PQ I 6) is the final query model that takes into account ail the contextual

factors.

However, we need to consider this uncertainty in a more refined way, and we

choose to use interpolation.

Let us look at each of the component model in some more details:

•

This expression means that term t can be directly infened from the query

Q without any extra condition. This corresponds to the case where t appears in Q.
So the expression corresponds to the traditional query model. In terms of

language modeling, it corresponds to PQ I ), which can be estimated by MLE.
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• Kj-Q-t:

This part of the inference strongly corresponds to the classical inference

process in logic: t is inferred from Q by applying a set of knowledge K on the

latter. Here we assume that K is a set of term relations of the following form:

T—>t

where T is a term or a set of terms and t is another term. This relation means that

t can be inferred from T. In terms of language modeling, this relation can be

represented as the probability function P(t T). For example, “{ air hijacking }

— airptane” correspond to P(airptane air, htjacking) in language modeling.

When K is applied to a query, say on “air hijacking”, we can infer the

term “airpiane”. Then “airptane” can be added into the query. This process is

usually seen as query expansion In IR.

The inference KI
— Q —* t is indeed made of two steps: from Q we infer

some term or a set of terms T (e.g., a biterm in the query); then from T we infer

the terni t by applying knowledge K. So we have the following logic relation:

KI-Q—>t if I-Q—Tand KI-T—t

This corresponds indeed to the following relation in classic logic:

(A—B)A(B—*C)l-A—>C

In terms of language modeling, by considering ail the inference paths,

the above knowledge model is then built as follows:

P(tI6J)=P(tIT)P(TIO)
TeQ

We will describe this model in more details in Chapter 5. The inference

paths in this model can be ïllustrated in the following figure:
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P(t I T)

F(1 i’\ 6)

Figure 6. An illustration of knowledge model: term t can be inferred through

different terms T11

DomI-Q--3t:

In our modeling, Dom corresponds to a set of terms. For example, given

the Terrorisrn domain, we may have the following terms: Dom = {“attack”,

“terrorist”, “kidnapping”, “bomb”, .
. .}. These terms are assumed to be related

to any query in this domain. We can interpret the terms as having the following

relations for any Q in this domain:

Dom
— Q —> attack

Dom I — Q — terrorist

In fact, the foie of the query is to determine the correct domain Dom.
Once this is done, the subsequent inference from Dom is independent of it. So

we can write:

DomQ I — attack

DomQ I — terrorist
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Therefore, the inference process using thc query domain can be

expressed as:

DomQIt

In terms of language modeling, this corresponds to P(t eg°”1), where the

index Q onÏy means that the domain is selected for this particular query.

fBI-Q-*t:

By the feedback documents, we try to exploit some collection

characteristics. So what we intend to have is C— Q — t, i.e., in the given

collection C, how the term t can be infened from Q.

The way we exploit collection characteristics is through feedback

documents, which is a subset of documents related to Q. Let us write the

feedback documents for query Q as FBQ. So we have:

CI—Q—>t if fBI—t

Once the feedback model is determined, it acts on the retrieval process in

a similar way to the domain model and a language model P(t I 6FB) is built

accordingly.

In order to correspond to the literature, we will continue to use feedback

model (FB) to denote this model related to collection characteristics.

At this point, it is interesting to compare with the traditional smoothing

with the collection model. Indeed, the smoothing simply assumes:

CI-Q—t if CI-t

We can see that the smoothing process C— t is completely independent

from the query Q. Frequent terms in the collection are attributed higher

probabilities for whatever query. This utilization is obviously unreasonable from
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a logic point of view. This also explains once again the fact that traditional

smoothing is flot a true inference from the query.

The above logical interpretation of the generalized language model is much

simpÏified. We have flot fully considered the uncertainty involved. Our aim is to draw a

picture of what we intend to implement. The ultimate goal is to exploit various

resources and information to infer what a query (or information need) corresponds. Any

additional contextual factor, once properly modeled, can be integrated in a similar way.

Limitations:

However, the above description also shows some limitations of the model that

we propose, due to several simplifications:

• The components are considered separately during the inference process. In

reality, contextual factors cari interfere with each other. For example, the

appÏicability of a piece of knowledge can depend on the topic domain;

• Elements within each context model are considered to be independent. For

example, pieces of knowledge are considered to be independent (as can be

seen in Figure 6). Terms in a domain model or feedback model (a language

model) are also considered to be independent.

The above simplifications are flot aiways reasonable. Indeed, many elements in

the contexts are dependent. However, if we take into account ail the dependencies, the

models wiil become very complex and inefficient. So the above simplifications are

made for the sake of effïciency, in the same une as the traditional language models

where terms are assumed to be independent. This is also in contrast with several

previous studies on logical modeling of W [51], which aim to have higher descriptive

power, with the detriment of efficiency.
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In our modeling, we assumed that different pieces of information cannot be

contradictory. Therefore, a modeling in the une of classic logic is used. The assumption

is flot aiways true in reality. Pieces of information can be contradictory. To deal with

this problem, it would be necessary to employ non-monotonic reasoning. Approaches

have been proposed in [51][53]. However, it is stili flot clear how non-monotonie

reasoning can be efficiently managed in IR on large document collections. It is also not

clear whether the language modeling framework can be extended to account for this

problem. This would be an interesting problem to investigate in the future.

In Section 3.3.4, we have described ways to exploit feedback documents in

language modeling. In this study, we will use the mixture model proposed by Zhai and

Lafferty [115], which produced good results in previous studies.

In the next two chapters, we will describe in more details how the other two

models — knowÏedge model and domain model — are constructed and used.
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Chapter 5

Implementing Intra-Query Context

In this chapter, we will describe how context-dependent term relations are

constructed and how they are integrated into the general language modeling approach.

We will start by describing the implementation of traditional query expansion approach

in LM, which uses context-independent term relations. Then the approach will be

extended to integrate our context-dependent term relations.

5.1 Traditional Query Expansion in Language

Modeling

Term relations have been used in several recent language models in IR. Berger

and Lafferty [10] proposed a translation model that expands the document model. The

same approacli can also be used to expand the query mode!. Following [10], we arrive

at the co-occurrence model for query as follows:

P(t, I O) = P(t ,t &°) = P (t1 t. )P(t I O)
t-eV tEQ

where P (t1 I t) denotes the co-occunence relation between two terms.
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This is a simple knowled%e model. In this model, each original query tcrm t. is

expanded by related terms t. The relations between them are determined by P (t1 I t.).

We will explain how this probability is defined later.

Document score according to the co-occurrence model is as follows:

score0(Q,D) = P(t1 j O’)logP(t1 j D)
tE V

= P0(t1 I t.)PQ I &)logPQ I D)
t,eV tQ

However, if the query model is expanded on ail the vocabuiary (t1 e V), the

query evaluation will be very time consuming since the query and the document have to

be compared on every term in V.

In practice, we observe that only a small number of terms have strong relations

with a given term, and the terms having weak relations usually are flot truly related. So

we can well limit the expansion terms only to the strongly related ones. By doing this,

we can also expect to filter out some noise and considerably reduce the retrieval time.

Suppose that we have selected a set E of strong expansion terms. Then we have:

score0(Q,D) I t.)P(t I 6)1ogP(t I D)
t E Et E Q

Here the expansion terms are determined according to their relations to ah the

query terms (the sum over t e Q). This is the same method as that used by Qiu and

Frei [73], but in a LM setting. So our later comparison with this model also reflects the

comparison with the method of Qiu and Frei.

The next question is how to compute P0 (t1 I t1). We have described two main

famihies of relations (beside relevance feedback): thesauri and co-occurrence. Thesauri

have been used in several studies {15]{105][106]. However, mitigated results are

obtained. Cao et al. [15] showed that they can help improve retrieval effectiveness,
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while Voorhees [105][106] showed that the retrieval effectiveness is rather degraded.

Even when thesaurus relations have shown to be able to improve retrieval effectiveness

in [15], their impact is smaller than co-occurrence relations. Therefore, we will focus on

co-occurrence relations in this study. This does not mean, however, that other types of

relation cannot be also applied. Another reason for using co-occurrence relations is that

they allow us to compare easily context-dependent term relations to context

independent term relations.

To estimate term co-occunences, typically, one counts the frequency c(t1,t)

that terms co-occur within a certain context such as a window of fixed size. Then the

strength (or probability) of term relation is calculated as follows:

P (t it )—
c(t,t1)

CO

c(t1,t)

The extraction of such relations from a document collection is simple. The time

and space requirements are also not very high, with an upper bound of 0(1 VI2), where

lvi is the vocabulary size. Typically, for a TREC collection, the vocabulary size is in the

order of 100K.

We show here an example with terms “space” and “program”. The co

occurrence relations are extracted from the collection AP88-89 from TREC (see

Chapter 8 for more details about the collection):

space:

shuttte:0. 0140 taunch:0. 0091 nation:0. 0078 soviet:0. 0076 program: 0.0075

flight: 0.0065 year: 0.0064 center:0. 0064 station:0. 0064 nasa: 0.0060

adrninistration:0. 0057 mission:0. 0048 aeronautic:0. 0043 astronaut:0. 0042

agency:0. 0041 US: 0.0040 rocket: 0.0040 office: 0.0038 orbit:0. 0036

chaltenge:0. 0035 sateltite:0. 0034 system:0. 0033 tirne: 0.0032 discoveiy: 0.0032

man:0.0032 plan:0.0030 defense:0.0030 rnitlion:0.0030 day:0.0030

develop:0.0029 base:0.0029 state:0.0029 president.0.0029 air:0.0028 work:0.0026
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research:0. 0026 earth:0. 0026 test:0. 0026 missit: 0.0025 incÏude:0. 0024

arnerican:0.0023 unit:0.0023 office:0.0023 report:0.0022 rnake:0.0021

engin:0.002] peopte:0.0021 build:0.0021 crew.0.0020

program:

year: 0.0085 state:0. 0055 rnilïion:0. 0054 govem:0. 0047 federat:0. 0040

nation:0. 0040 bilÏion:0. 0037 drug:0. 0036 schoot:0. 0034 inctude:0. 0033

house:0. 0032 percent: 0.0032 people:0. 003] president:0. 0030 educate: 0.0029

depart: 0.0029 work: 0.0029 bush:0. 0029 time:0. 0028 develop:0. 0028 offlce:0. 0028

US:0.0028 plan:0.0028 aid.0.0027 catl:0.0026 report:0.0026 fund: 0.0026

sen’ice:O. 0025 administration:0. 0025 cut:0. 0025 cost:0. 0023 company: 0.0023

support:0. 0023 make: 0.0023 television:0. 0022 rnoney:0. 0022 show:0. 002]

part:0.002] space:0.002] spend:0.0021 budget:0.002] congress:0.0020

increase: 0.0020 propose:0. 0020 student:0. 0020 health: 0.0020 ainerican:0. 0020

soviet:0. 0019 country: 0.0019 test: 0.0019 new:0. 0019

We can see that tlie terms co-occurring with “space” are surprisingly related to

the meaning of “universe space”. This is because many articles in the AP collection talk

about this topic and fewer talk about “space and time” in general. For the term

“program”, we see much more diverse co-occurring terms. This term lias been used in

different contexts, for “government programs”, “schoot programs”, “space program”,

and so on.

For a query on “space program”, the related terms are determined as follows:

P(t1 I 8°) = P0 (t1 I t)P(t1 I 8)
t1E Q

We assume F(t I ) to be uniform. So for “space program”, the set of related terms

t. is determined by a weiglited union of the above two sets:
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space program:

year:0. 0074 shuttte:0. 0073 nation: 0.0059 taunch:0. 0049 soviet: 0.0048 million:

0.0042 state:0. 0042 adrninistration:0. 004] program:0. 0037 center:0. 0037

station:0. 0037 flight 0.0035 US:0. 0034 office:0. 0033 nasa:0. 0032 govem: 0.0030

time: 0.0030 president:0. 0029 agency:0. 0029 plan: 0.0029 develop:0. 0029

bilÏion:0. 0028 inctude:0. 0028 work:0. 0027 people:0. 0026 house:0. 0025

mission:0. 0025 system:0. 0025 federal.0. 0024 report:0. 0024 defense: 0.0024

day: 0.0024 percent:0. 0023 bush:0. 0023 test: 0.0022 call:0. 0022 make:0. 0022

aeronautic:0. 0022 asfronaut:0. 0021 american:0. 0021 base:0. 0021 school:0. 0021

unit:0. 0020 research:0. 0020 chatlenge:0. 0020 drug:0. 0020 depart: 0.0019

air:0. 0019 company:0. 0019 month:0. 0019

The most relevant terms to the query are in bold. As we can see, some of the

expansion terms are relevant, such as “shuttle”, “launch”, etc., but we also have many

irrelevant terms such as “-vear”, “office”, “time”, “include”, etc. Indeed, the simple

combination of the two sets is unable to determine which expansion term is related to

the whole query. The method proposed by Qiu and Freï [73] has the same problem.

5.2 Context-Dependent Query Expansion

Recail that our general context-dependent term relations correspond to the

following form:

{...tJ,tk...}tI

It is assumed that the more we put terms into the condition, the more strongly

the inferred term is related. However, when the condition contains more terms, the

complexity of die extraction process also increases: with n terms in die condition, the

relation requfres a time and space compÏexity of O(IVj’’). As we said earlier, it is not
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very useful to include many terms in the condition. Usually two terms together are

sufficient to describe a quite precise meaning. Therefore, we will mainly focus on the

relations with two terms (or a biterm) as follows:

{tJ,tk } — t.

or on its probability K (t J t.tk).

5.2.1.1 Extraction of Term Relations

The extraction of biterm relations of form {t , t, } —* or K (j I ttk), can also

be performed using co-occunence analysis. We determine the co-occunence frequency

c(tI,tJ,tk) of three terms within the same window. The probability PK(tj I tt/() is

computed as follows:

c(t. t tk)
FK(tI Itftk)=

ctltJ,tk)

The number of relations determined in this way can be very large, with un upper

bound of O(Jl,y3). However, many relations have very low probabilities and are often

noise. In order to reduce space requirement, we can simply consider a subset of strong

expansion terms, the relations with low probability are almost neyer used. Therefore,

we further apply the following filtering criteria on relations:

• The two terms in the condition should appear at least certain times together

in the collection (10 in our case) and they should be related. There are many

measures of term relatedness, such as inutuat inforntation, %-square,

information gain, etc. Here we use the following pointwise mutual

information as a measure ofrelatedness, which proved to be effective in [19]:
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F(t.,t)
?vuI(t.,t)=log k

F(tJ)P(tk)

if MI(t , t)> 0, we consider the terms to be related;

• The probability PQ1 I t.tk) of a relation should be higher than a threshold

(0.0001 in our case) to be kept.

By these filtering criteria, we are able to reduce considerably the number of

relations. for example, on a collection of about 200M, with a vocabulary size of about

148K, we selecte oniy about 137M such relations, which remains tractable. Indeed,

many of the remaining relations are stiil neyer used. Therefore, more severe filtering

criteria can be used to reduce the time and space complexity further.

Below is an example showing the terms related to the biterm (“space program”):

(space, program):

shuttte:0. 0174 soviet: 0.0146 nation:0. 0124 stalion:0. 0105 US:0. 0098 man:0. 0093

year:0. 0082 nasa:0. 0076 taunch:0. 0069 flight:0. 0069 adrninistration:0. 0065

defense:0. 0064 deveÏope:0. 0063 chattenge:0. 0055 billion:0. 0053 america:0. 0050

budget:0.0047 center:0.0046 aeronautic:0.0044 president:0.0043 base:0.0043

mission:0. 0042 war: 0.0041 include:0. 0039 missit:0. 0038 rocket:0. 0038

research: 0.0037 state: 0.0037 astronaut:0. 0037 agence:0. 0037 science: 0.0037

house:0. 0035 star:0. 0035 arnerican:0. 0034 rnoney:0. 0033 office: 0.0033

increase:0. 0032 spend: 0.0031 explore:0. 0031 work:0. 0031 reagan: 0.0030

unit:0.0030 support:0.0029 find:0.0029 time:0.0028 rniÏtion:0.0028 bush:0.0027

cut:0. 0027 discovery:0. 0027 satellite: 0.0022 booster: 0.0022 orbit: 0.0022

Compared to the expansion terms determined by simple co-occurrence relations,

this set of terms is more related to the query: the underlined words, such as “science”,

“explore”, “satellite”, “orbit”, etc. are the related terms which do not appear in
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traditional co-occunence relations. We would expect that qucry expansion with this set

of terms is more effective than with the previous one.

Having a set of relations, the corresponding knowtedge model is defined as

foÏlows:

P(t I6)= PK(t frftk)P(tJtk 18Q)
(tJtk)EQ

where (t1, tk) E Q means a biterm in the query. Then the document score according to

the knowledge model is defined as:

ScoreK (Q D) = (t frtk )P(tltk I é? ) log P(t I 8)
r-eV ftftk)EQ

Again, we can keep only a subset E of strongest expansion terms. Then the score

function becomes:

ScoreK(Q,D) P(t fr1tk)P(tltk I 6)logP(t I
r-cE (tjtk )eQ

5.2.1.2 Determining Biterms

Another question is to determine the biterms in a query, i.e., (t , tk) E Q in the

previous expressions. Severai approaches are possible:

• One can consider ail the possible biterms in the query. Using this approach,

we can cover ail the biterms in a query;

• As mutuat information reflects the relatedness of terms, it can also be used to

seiect biterms. Among ail the biterms in a query, we can select those whose

mutual information is positive: MI(t , tk)> O;

• We can consider only the strongest biterms that cover minimally the whoie

query. For example, for the query “US space program”, we would like to
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extract “(US program)” and “(space program)” from it. These two biterms

are the strongest ones that cover ail the terms in the query. This idea is

similar to maximal spanning tree: we consider each biterm as forming a link

between ternis, and the goal is to determine the strongest links that cover ail

query terms. The approach using maximal spanning tree has been used in a

probabilistic model in [102]t103]. A similar approach is also used in [32].

In our experiments, we will test ail these strategies. However, experiments show

that the first naïve method produces the best results.

5.2.1.3 Determining Biterm Probability

11e probability of a group of terms in the query P(qJqk I Q) can aiso be

estimated in different ways:

• We can estimate it according to the relative frequency of the biterm in the

query, i.e., compared to the total frequency of ail biterms. This is equivalent

to assign a uniform probabiiity to each biterm, le.:

F(qq I
= IB

where I Q lB is the number of biterms in Q;

• It can be weighted by mutual information. We can assume that, if two words

are strongiy associated, their association is more meaningful to the query,

thus should be weighted higher. Therefore, a possible way to assign a

probability to a biterm in the query is to use mutual information as its weight.

Then we use the foilowing normalized weight as biterm’s probability:

MI(qf,q)
I’(qfqk Q)—

MI(q1,q,)
(q1q,)€Q
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Ail the above weighting schemas are tested in our experiments. The first naïve

method produces the best results.

We have described the utilization of context-dependent term relations whose

condition is a biterm. if we do flot limit the number of terms in the condition to two and

allow more terms in the condition, the implementation is similar to biterm relations. But

computation time and memory requirement are likely to explore exponentialïy.

5.3 Second-Order Term Relations

The term relations described so far are first-order relations, i.e., related tenns

should co-occur within the same windows of text. This type of relation cannot be

establïshed between true synonyms in some cases. Therefore, second-order term

relations have been proposed [3$]. Second-order relation is established between terms

that co-occur with other similar terms. For example, “cloth” and “coat” can co-occur

with similar words. Therefore, we can consider them as similar. As we described

earlier, the second-order term relations have also been used in [381 [88].

Here we would like to compare second-order term relations with context

dependent term relations. In this section, we will describe one particular method based

on information flow, which is extracted from an analysis in HAL space. It is proposed

by Bruza et al. in [14][96] and is believed to be effective. We have tested this type of

relation in language modeling approach in [41.

5.3.1 Co-occurrence in HAL Space

1-TAL (hyperspace analogue to tanguage) is a cognitively motivated and

validated semantic space model for deriving term co-occurrence relations [14][96].
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What HAL does is to generate a word-by-word co-occurrence matrix from a large text

corpus via a l-sized siiding window: ail the words occuning within the window are

considered as co-occuning with each other. By moving the window across the text

corpus, an accumulated co-occunence matrix for ail the words in a certain vocabulary is

produced. The strength of association between two terms is inversely proportional to

their distance. This idea is similar to the decaying factor according to distance used in

[32].

An example showing the HAL space for the text “the effects ofpollution on the

population” using a 5-word moving window (Ï = 5) is depicted in the following table

(stopwords have flot been removed in this example).

Table 4. Example of a HAL space

the

The effects of
]_pollution

on population

effects 5

of 4 5

pollution 3 4 5

on 2 3 4 5

population 5 1 2 3 4

For example, the word “the” appears before “effects” in 5 sliding windows given

the window size 5 (shown in bold in the table). The original HAL space is direction

sensitive: the co-occunence information preceding and foliowing a word are recorded

separately by the row and colunm vectors. However, for the purpose of deriving term

relations in W, word order does flot seem to be important. Therefore, the HAL vector of

a word is represented by adding up its row and column vectors.

Compared to the traditional co-occunence analysis, HAL measure is more

sensitive to distance between terms. For example, the co-occurrence count in HAL

space between “effects” and “pollution” is 4, which is higher than that between “effects”
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and “population”, while in the traditional co-occurrence analysis, they are the same (i.e.,

1). The effect of this distance factor in HAL is similar to the decaying factor used in

[33], where the strength between two terms decreases when the distance between them

increases.

For a given word, the dimensions in its HAL vector whose weights are higher

than a threshoid (set at the mean positive weight in our experiments) are called “quality

properties” of the word.

To fit in the LM framework, a probabilistic HAL space can be estimated by

normalizing a HAL vector by the sum of ail the dimension weights:

- HAL(tIt)
P (t.It.)

It)
tkEV

where HALQ1 I t.) is the weight of t. in the HAL vector of t..

Below are the probability values we obtain for the simple example:

pollution = {the: 0.29, of 0.21, on: 0.21, effects: 0.17,population: 0.12}

Different words can be combined to form more complex concepts like “space

program”. A vector is computed for this latter by combining the HAL vectors of the

individual terms “space” and “prngram”. However, instead of simply adding two

vectors, Bruza et al. [14][96] used some heuristics:

• They consider that between “space” and “program”, one concept dominate

another. The dominant concept is the one whose IDF is higher (here

“space”). Therefore, the vector of the dominant concept is attributed higher

weight in the combination (see [14] [96] for details);

• The weight of a word that appears in the HÀL vector of both words is

boosted (multiplied by 2). This is done to favor the common ternis in both

vectors.
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The combined concept “space program” corresponds to the following vector:

space program:

program:0.40 space:0.38 shullle.0.37 stalion:0.33 nation:0.23 center.0.18

administration:0. 17 soviet:0. 17 aeronautic:0.15 agency:0.l5flight:0. 13 nasa:0.12

US:0.11 man:0.10 new:0.09 base:0.09 exploration:0.08 rocket:0.08 taunch:0.08

science:0. 02 research:0. 07 defense:0. 07 grant:0.07 bittion:0.07 bush:0. 07

council:0.06 america:0.06 president:0.06 technotogy:0.06 official:0.06

development:0.05 kennedy:0. 05 million:0. 05 missite:0. 04 mission:0. 04 probe:0. 04

aboard:0. 04 air:0. 04 chatleng:0. 04 commercial: 0.04 astronaut:0. 04 budget:0. 04

european:0.04 mir:0.04 quayte:0.04 star:0.04 unman:0.04 johnson:0.04

marshatÏ:0. 03 director:0. 03 earth:0. 03 house:0. 03 war: 0.03 work:0. 03

Compared to the expansion tenns extracted from simple co-occunence relations,

this set of terms is also related to the query. This may be due to the utilization of the

heuristics in the combination of terms. However, we will show in our experiments that

when HAL relations are used to expand queries, we obtain lower retrieval effectiveness

than with simple co-occurrence relations.

5.3.2 Deducing Information Flow Relations

Infonnationflow is a mechanism developed to do information inference. We say

that there is an information flow from a set of terms (or information items) t1,..., t to

another term t. if the former entails, or “suggests”, to some degree, the latter. This is

denoted as

The extraction of such information flow relations is flot performed only

according to statistics. Heuristics are used [14], which can be described briefly as

follows:
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• The initial HAL space is filtered so that for each term, onÏy strong co

occuning terms are kept as “quai ity properties” (QP) of the term;

• The degree of information flow t1
,...,

tj — t. is defined as follows:

w(t It1,., tk)

t(QP(tI...tk)nQP(tj))degree (t1,..., tk I—t) =

w(t t1,..., tk)

tQP(rI..Jk)

which is indeed the proportion of the overlapping quality properties between

the premise t1
,..., tk and the consequence t. , compared to those of the

condition.

For the same query “space program”, we have the following terms with an IF

relation to it:

space prograin I

prograrn:].00 space.1.00 nasa.0.97 new.0.97 US:0.96 agency:0.95 shuttte:0.95

nation:0.95 soviet:0.95 president:0.94 bush:0.94 mitlion:0.94 launch:0.93

call:0. 93 thursday:0. 93 research:0. 92 administration: 0.92 flight: 0.92 rocket:0. 92

defense:0. 91 fridaw0. 91 project:0. 91 svstern: 0.91 mission:0. 91 work:0. 90

officiai: 0.90 station. 0.89 /pjg:0. 88 announce:0. 88 science:0. 88 schedule:0. 87

reaan:0. 87 direct.0.87 air:0. 87 p:O.87 center:0.87 billion:0. 87 aeronautic:0.87

satetÏite.0. 87 fç0.86 new:0. 86 wednesday: 0.86 technoÏogy:0. 86 arnerica:0. 86

budget:0. 86 :0.86 back:0. 85 offlce:0. 85 ,nondw:0. 85 p:0.85 peopÏe:0. 85

man:0.85

The underlined words are the new ones compared to the HAL relations. We can

see that some terms such as “satellite” are absent from the HAL vector of “space

program”, but appear in the above W vector.

Finally, we can define the normalized W degree as the probability of a term in a

query:
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P]f (t1 OK)=
degree(Q—t1)

Q degree(Q I —tk)

This language model can be integrated into the score function as before.

5.4 Discussions

In this chapter, we described several ways to extract term relations. The simple

co-occurrence relation between single terms is the baseline model that we will compare

to. The second-order information flow relations are developed in [14], which have

produced very good retrieval results. The biterm relation is our new type of relation that

lias flot been explored in previous studies. From the implementation point of view, it is

only a straightforward extension from the simple co-occunence relation. However, the

more fundamental idea of including more context words into the relation which has not

been used before. So our approach will suggest a new research direction to perform

context-dependent query expansion. We will show in our experiments that this method

is more effective than those proposed previously.

In our approach, the language models we use are unigram models. This type of

model lias the advantage to be simple and efficient for use. However, it may not always

model the documents, a domain, etc. correctly. Therefore, as a future work, it would be

interesting to extend it to a model in which dependencies among terms are considered.

For term relations, it would be interesting to infer set of terms instead of single

terms. For example, a relation such as “{information, retrieval} — {search, engine}” is

a much more precise relation than “{information, retrievat} —* searcÏz” and

“{ information, retrieval} —* engine”. So the idea of grouping terms in the condition part

could also be extended to the consequence part. However, more efficient method than

the general association rule mining [44] should be developed for this.
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Chapter 6

Implementing Domain Context

In this chapter, we wiIl describe our approach to model and to use topic domains

of the query.

6.1 Domain-Dependent IR

Let us first describe how the doinain model P(t I is derived. The general

query mode! can exploit domains as follows:

F(t I = P(t,ODQ,fl IOQ)
Dom

P(t I ODO,fl)F(ODO,fl I 6)
Dont

In case that we consider several possible domains for a query, we need to make

the summation. In this study, we assume that a query only belongs to one domain.

Therefore, the selected domain model is assigned the whole probability, i.e.,

1(6Dorn I OQ) = Ï and ail the other domains
(0Do,m, I 6) = O.
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Let us denote the selected domain mode! as O’°’ Then the above part of the

general query model becomes:

P(t I OQ) P(t I

where 0D0?fl

= arg max (0DO,fl I OQ)

The score function according to the domain mode! is as fol!ows:

ScoreDom (Q, D) = P(t I 8Dorn ) log P(t I 6D)
tEV

P(tleg°”DlogP(tIoD)
tE E

In order to use the domain models as above, we have to deal with two problems:

• How to construct a mode! for each domain?

• How to select the corresponding domain for a query?

6.2 Constructing Domain Models

RecalÏ that we consider a domain model to be a probability distribution over

terms, i.e., a language mode!. We mentioned that it would also be possib!e to define

knowledge (term re!ations) within a domain. However, we will flot exp!oit this approach,

a!though some tests will be performed in Chapter 8.

The !anguage model for a domain is constructed according to a set of documents

included in the domain. For this, we assume that each domain contains a set of

documents c!assified in it. These documents can be identified in two different ways: (1)

using existing domains; (2) define one ‘s own domains.
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6.2.1 Using Existing Domains

One can take advantages of an existing domain hierarchy such as ODP and

Yahoo! Directory, and the documents manually classified in them can be used to build

domains models.

The Open Directoiy Froject’° maintains a domain hierarchy, and each domain

contains a set of manually identified Web pages. Figure 7 shows the top categories

defined in ODP.

Each of the categories is further separated into sub-categories. At the lowest

level, we can find a set of manually cïassified Web pages. Figure $ shows a fragment of

such a lowest-level category with some of the Web pages included.

Arts Business Computers
Movies, Television, Music... Jobs, Real Estate, Investine... Internet, Software, Hardware...

Games Health Home
Vjdeo Games, RPGs, Fitness, Medicine, Famity, Consumers, Cookine...
Gambling... Alternative...

World
Deutsch, Espafiol, Français, katiano, Japanese, Nedertands, Potska, Dansk, Svenska...

Kids and Teens
Arts, School Time, Teen
Life...

Reference
Education, Libraries..

Shopping
Autos, Clothine, Gifts...

News
Media, Newspapers,
Weather...

Society
People, Religion, Issues...

Recreation
Travel, Food, Outdoors, Humor...

Regional
US, Canada, UK, Europe...

Science
Biology, Psychology, Physics...

Sports
Basebail, Soccer, Basketball...

Figure 7. Top ODP directories

‘° http://dmoz.org
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I: Science: Environment: Air Quality: Acid Deposition (13)
• Acid Ram - Facts, news, children’s resources, and links from Environment Canada.

• Acid Ram News - Features links to news articles and related sites. Includes history, scientific
background information and FAQ.

• The Acid Ram Report - Student-created site discusses the causes, effects, geographic
distribution, and possible solutions for acid ram.

• Acid Ram--A Contemporary World Problem - This website explores the causes and solutions to
the acid ram problem.

• Margot’s Acid Ram SEA Prolect - Students fun and informative site about acid ram, in North
Carolina and in general.

• National Atmospheric Deposition Program (NADP) - US federal-state-NGO cooperative effort
operating a national precipitation monitoring network to observe geographic and temporal trends
in acidity, mercury, and other attributes. Includes data, maps, and meeting announcements.

• PPRP Atmospheric Deposition Measurement and Analysis - Information about and from
regional acid deposition monitoring programs in the Chesapeake Bay watershed (USA).

• UK Acid Waters Monitoring Network - Monitors the ecological impact of acid deposition in
areas of the United Kingdom believed to be sensitive to acidification.

Figure 8. Some Web pages in an ODP directory

With such an existing domain hierarchy, one can create a set of domain models

by exploiting the Web pages classified in each domain.

6.2.2 Defining One’s Own Domains

It is possible that no appropriate domain hierarchy is defined for an application,

and the user has to define his own categories. This situation happens when the general

categories are insufficient for a user. For example, a user may work in a very specific

area and need more fine-grained categories, or the existing categories do flot correspond

to the user’s conception and the user wants to define the categories in his own way. In

some cases, the user’s own domains cari be manually mapped to an existing domain

hierarchy. This is the approach used in [12][23][108]. However, this approach is flot

aiways feasible.
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An alternative way is to ask the user to assign a domain Dom(Q) to lis queries

for a period of time in order to collect example documents for each domain. In this case,

we can collect example documents in several ways:

• By user’s manual judgments: the user can judge the relevance of the

documents to a query. The relevant documents can be classified into the

domain Dom(Q). This is equivalent to a manual classification. However, the

approach is difficult to implement as most users consider the judgment of

relevance a burden and are not willing to do it;

• By observing the user’s interactions with the system: as an alternative, we

can collect the documents that the user chooses to read or browse through

for a query and put them into the domain Dorn(Q). This strategy is similar to

those that exploit user logs to guess the intent of the user [24];

• Using top-ranked retrieval results: one can also assume that the top-ranked

documents are closely related to the query, thus should be classified into the

domain Dorn(Q). This assumption is equivalent to the pseudo relevance

feedback.

Using each of the above approaches, we will be able to collect example

documents in each domain. In our experiments, we will compare the first and the third

approaches. We will flot test the second approach because our test data (from TREC) do

flot contain user browsing information.

We can now assume that a set of documents is available for each domain. We

wiÏl describe how to construct a domain LM from them.

The simplest approach that we can imagine is to use MLE to estimate this

domain model. The more often a term appears in the documents in a domain, the higher

is its probability. However, we also have to notice that the documents in a domain do

not only contain domain-specific terms. General terms in a language also occur

frequently. Therefore, by MiE, both domain-specific and general terms will be mixed
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up. What we desire, however, is a domain model ifiat focuses on domain-specific terms.

It is then necessary to purify the domain model 80 that common terms can be filtered

out.

To do this, we employ expectation maximization (EM) algorithm to extract the

specific part of the domain. This process is the same as that used in [115]. In this

process, we assume that each document in the domain is the resuit of generation from

both a domain-specific mode! (to be extracted) and the general language model

(approximated by the collection mode!). The goal of the EM process is to extract the

domain model such that the likelihood of the domain documents can be maximized.

This is a classical application of EM.

More specifically, the likelihood of a domain document D is expressed as the

following generation from a mixture of the domain model and the collection model:

F(D I 6Dom ) = FI [/Don,P(t I ) + (1
— Dom )P(t I 6c

)pf(tD)

te D

where 1f (t, D) is the term frequency of t in document D, and ‘Do,n is a smoothing

parameter. We fix the parameter ‘Do,n at 0.5 as in [115], where the same process is used

to extract a feedback model.

The EM algorithm is used to extract the domain model 9Do,n that maximizes

P(DomI 0’Dom) (where Dom is the set of documents in the domain), that is:

8Dom = arg max P(Dom 0 Dom)

= arg max fl fl [%m11P(t I )+ (‘ Do,n )P(t I o )](tD)

0Do,,, De Dom te D

During the EM process, the updating functions are as follows:

%
p(n)(

(n) r \ — Dom ‘ Domw it)— -scep
[‘Do,fl’ (t I OD )+ (1— ‘Dom )P(t
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rf(t, D)w’(t)
p(n+l)

(t O ) — DEDo,n ‘i tDom —

f (t, D)w (té)
-s ep

DDorn t,oD

where the superscript (n) means the value at step n. To start, we can assign

p(O) (t j ODo,;y) in different ways. In our case, we use MLE as the initial probability value.

One may question about the fixed value for the parameter 2Do,n• If we allow the

parameter to vary during the EM process, the parameter would tend to become 1. This

is because one would obtain MLE when 2Do,n = 1, and this would maximize the

likelihood of the documents in the domain. By fixing a value to this parameter, we force

a part of the MLE model corresponding to the collection model to be removed. This

allows us to purify the domain model.

The effect of the EM process can be observed in the following table, which

shows some words in the domain model of “Environment” before and after EM

iterations (the model converges after 12 iterations):

Table 5. Term probabilities beforelafter EM

Term Initial Final change Term Initial j Final [ change

air 0.00358 0.00558 + 56% year 0.00357 0.00052 - 86%

environment 0.00213 0.00340 + 60% system 0.00212 7.13*e6
- 99%

ram 0.00197 0.00336 + 71% program 0.00189 0.00040 - 79%

pollution 0.00177 0.00301 + 70% million 0.0013 1 5.80*e6
- 99%

storm 0.00 176 0.00302 + 72% make 0.00 108 5.79*e5
- 95%

flood 0.00164 0.00281 + 71% company 0.00099 8.52*e
- 99%

tornado 0.00072 0.00125 + 74% president 0.00077 2.71*e6
- 99%

greenhouse 0.00034 0.00058 + 72% month 0.00073 3.88*e5
- 95%
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We can see in the left part that the probabilities of domain-specific terms are

much increased, whule those of general terms in the right part are largely reduced. The

domain model can thus be assumed to reflect the specific tenns used in the domain.

6.3 Determining Query Domain

Once a set of domain models has been built, the next question is to assign the

appropriate domain to a query. There are two possibilities:

• The user can manually assign a domain to each of his queries. Ibis approach

is flot aiways realistic. lndeed, this assignment may be a burden to the user;

• An alternative way is to determine the query domain automatically. This is a

problem of query classification. We will describe this approach in more

details.

The problem of query classification is defined as follows: we have a set of

predefined categories, domains or classes. Each of them contains a set of documents

already classified in it. The task of query classification is to assign an appropriate

domain to a query. This task is similar to automatic text classification, at the difference

that a query is much shorter. It is expectable that short queries cannot be classified as

accurateïy as longer texts. Query classification has been investigated in several studies.

For example, Shen et al. [89] investigated the classification of Web queries, which are

often short and contain unknown words. In their approach, many Web resources and

heuristics have been employed to determine the class of queries. In our study, as we

target queries in TREC style, we do flot encounter the same problems. Therefore, we

will use an approach doser to text classification.
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6.3.1 Some Text Classification Approaches

In text classification, several approaches exist. We wiII describe briefly some of

them which have been widely used:

K-Nearest Neighbor (KNN) Classifier:

K-Nearest Neighbor is a well-known non-parametric instance-based

learning algorithm. It is based on the hypothesis that the characteristics of

members of the same class are similar; therefore, the points (i.e., the documents)

that locate closely in the vector space should belong to the same class. Given a

new document, its k nearest neighbors are determined according to their

similarity to the document (see section 2.3.2 for the formulas of similarity

calculation). Each of these neighbors votes for the class of the document. The

class with the highest votes is assigned to the document. The foïlowing figure

depicts a simple example of this method.

A B
A B

A
A -

A A 4-Li

V

A

A
B

B

Figure 9. K-Nearest Neighbor illustration

In this figure, arrows represent the distance from the new document to

their nearest neiglibors, and each neïghbor is given equal weight. When k is set

to 6, U1 and U2 are classified as members of groups B and A respectively,

because the majority of thefr neighbors belong to these classes.
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• Support Vector Machine (SVM):

The basic classification problem is two-class classification. For this,

SVM tries to determine a hyperplane that can maximally separate the instances

of the two classes.

Assume we are given a set of training documents x. e R’1 with j = 1,...,n

denoting different dimension of the space. Each document x. belongs to one of

the two classes and it is given a label y e {—1, + 1}. The goal of SVM is to

establish the equation of a hyperpiane that divides the points leaving alt the

points of the same class on the same side, whule maximizing the distance

between the two classes and the hyperplane, i.e., the margin. The support

vectors are those vectors (documents) that determine the margin. Informally,

they are the hardest data to classify, and the most informative ones for designing

the classifier. Here we will only discuss linear SVM.

The equation of the separating hyperpiane can be written as •x+b=O,

where x is an arbitrary data point to be classified, vector w (the weights of the

features) and constant b are leamed from a training set of linearly separable data.

2%

I w

N

w.x+b+1

ON v.x+bO

HI: w•x+bzI

Figure 10. Separating hyperpiane and margin
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In Figure 10, H1 and H2 are the furthest separating hyperpiane parallel to

the desired separating hyperpiane. They are called the margin planes. The

separating hyperpiane locates in the middle of H1 and H2. So margin planes can

be considered as wT •x+b=—1 and wT x+b = +1. The margin between them is

2

Iwi

The SVM problem is to find w and b that maximizes or minimizes
Iwi

the following cost function:

1 Tminimize — W W
2

SubjecttowTx+b+1 fory1=+1

wT.x1+b_l fory=—l

This is a quadratic programming optimization problem. We will flot go into

details about it.

Once the separating hyperpiane is found, the problem of classifying a

new data point x is now solved simply by checking which side of the hyperpiane

it falls on.

SVM has proven to be an effective classification method in many

experiments. However, it bas higher requirements for time and space than other

approaches, in particular Naïve Bayes classifier.

• Naïve Bayes (NB) Classifier:

Naïve Bayes classifier is one of the most widely used methods in text

classification due to of its simplicity and efficiency.
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Given a document D and a set of predefined classes t.. .c1
,... }, an NB

classifier computes the posterior probability that the document belongs to each

particular class ci., i.e., P(c I D), and assigns the document to the class with the

highest probability value. The posterior probability is computed by applying the

Bayes rule:

P(c. ID)=
P(DIc)P(c1)

P(D)

The denominator P(D) in above formula is independent from classes;

therefore, it can be ignored for the purpose of class ranking. Thus:

F(c I D) oc F(D I c. )P(c1)

In Naïve Bayes, it is further assumed that words are independent given a

class, i.e., for a document D = t1
,...,

P(DIc1)=flPQ Ici)

We then have:

P(c I D) oc flP(t I c)P(c1)

The class probability P(c) can be estimated by the percentage of the

training examples belonging to class C.:

where N is the number of training documents in class ç., and N is the total

number of training documents respectively. F(t1 c) is usually determined by:
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l+tf(t,c)
P(t c)=

,vI+IciI

where f (t ,c1) is the term frequency of the term t. within the training

documents of class ci., I V J is the total number of vocabulary, and c is the

total number of words in class c.. This estimation uses the Laplace (or add-one)

smoothing to solve the zero-probability problem.

Once the class model P(t I c.) and class probability P(c1) are estimated,

the classification of a new document is very efficient.

6.3.2 Query Classification Using Language Models

The Naïve Bayes classification is very similar to language modeling approach.

In fact, the probability P(t I c.) defines a unigram language model for class ci., and

P(D I c) is the likelihood of the document to be classified into this language model.

The only minor difference is that Laplace smoothing is ofien used in Naïve

Bayes classification, whule more sophisticated smoothing methods can be used in

language models.

It is then intuitive to extend the Naïve Bayes classifier by using a language

modeling approach. This extension has been considered by Peng et al. [67]. In our

previous studies [2][3], we have also investigated the utilization of LM for

classification, and we have attempted to integrate compound terms in it as well. The

experiments showed that the classification accuracy can be improved by replacing the

Laplace smoothing with other smoothing methods, such as Dirichiet.

Here we use a similar approach for the following reasons:

The class language model is easy to build and to update. This is

important for us because new documents will be added along with the
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utilization by the user. An approach such as SVM would be more

difficuit to be updated;

• Compared to KNN, the classification process of this approach is faster.

This is because we do flot have to calculate a similarity of the query with

each of the example documents, but only have to compare with a small

number of class models;

• Finally, in previous studies, NB and language models have shown good

classification resuits.

Given a set of domain models, we select the closest one with which the KL

divergence score of the query is the lowest, i.e.:

orn
= arg max P(t I 6 ) log P(t ODom)

0Do,, t€Q

As we showed earlier, this is equivalent to choose the class model, from which

the query can be best generated. This approach has an additional advantage that we do

flot need to construct additional model for query classification. The domain models used

here will be used later in our retrieval process.

6.4 Sub-Domain Models

Although domain models are more refined than a single user profile, the topics

in a single domain can stiil be very different. For example, some domains cover a large

variety of topics, such as Science and technology (a domain defined for TREC queries).

Using such a large domain model as the background can also introduce noise terms.

In order to create a domain model that is more related to the query, we can

constmct a sub-domain model as follows: the query is used to retrieve a subset of

documents within the domain. These documents are closely related to the query’s topic.

Then we construct a sub-domain with these documents.
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This approach is iudeed a combination of domain and feedback models. In

principle, one can expect higher effectiveness with such a sub-domain model than with

the entire domain model.

In our experiments, we wiIl see that this further specification of sub-domain is

useful in some, but flot ail cases.
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Chapter 7

Parameter Tuning

There are several parameters in our model: 2 for smoothing the document

mode! with the collection model, and the mixture weights a.(ie {0,K,Dom,fB}) for

combining different component query models. As our work is mainly concerned with

query model, in our study, we will use a ftxed manner to smooth document models.

Therefore, we determined a value (À = 0.5) that maximizes the effectiveness on a

training collection: TREC queries 1-50 and documents on Disk 2, and use the same

value for testing data throughout our experiments.

In this chapter, we will describe the methods to tune the mixture weights a. of

the component query models. We will propose two methods: (1) using a training dataset

containing documents, queries and relevance judgments; (2) using an unsupervised

training without relevance judgments.

7.1 Tuning with Relevance Judgments

Using a training dataset with relevance judgments, we can directly try to

determine the best parameters that maximize the final objective function, which is the

inean average precision (MAP) (see Section 2.4.2) on the training dataset.
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Assume a set of parameters
= (“o’ K Do,n “F8) , the query model is

described as follows:

P(t I 6Q,) = aP(t I
je X

where X = {O, K, Dom, F3). Then the document score is determined as:

Score(Q,D,)= aF(ti)log P(tI6D)
teV ieX

= aScore(Q,D)
je X

The average precision (AvgP) for a query Q cari be defined as a function of the

parameters as follows:

AvgF(Q,?ï)=
1 .1

I R0 I DeR Rank(D,Q,?Z)

where Rank(D, Q, ) is the rank of the j-th relevant document for the query Q. Then

the MAP fora set of N test queries is:

iN
MAP()=—AvgP(Q1,)

Finally, the parameter tuning problem is defined as follows:

ï= arg max MAP()

This maximization problem cannot be solved using the methods such as

gradient descent because the objective function MAF () is flot smooth. One suitable

method is une search (or coordinate descent). This method has been used previously in

machine translation t63] and IR [33], and it produced very good resuits. We follow this

approach here.
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The MAP function can be viewed as a multi-dimensional function. For the latter,

une search is a common method for its maximization [72]. The basic idea of une search

is to try to maximize each of the parameters in tum, while keeping the other parameters

unchanged in each iteration, until reaching a maximum.

Suppose a set of free parameters. Line search works as follows:

(1) A grid is defined by a set of values for each free parameter;

(2) A start point is chosen at random on the grid;

(3) Each parameter is selected in tum. This parameter takes on ail the possible

values, while the other parameters remain unchanged;

(4) The value of the parameter which gives the best value to the objective

function is chosen;

(5) The steps (3) and (4) are repeated on each parameter in tum until no

change is made on the values.

An illustration is shown in Figure 11, where we assume two free parameters

varying from O to 1. The objective function corresponds to the vertical axis. The path

indicated in the figure corresponds to the changes of the two parameters during 2

iteration loops.

In our case, we have four parameters which should satisfy the constraint that

their sutumation equais to 1. Therefore, we vary three parameters while the fourth is set

to the complement of the others. For each of the three parameters, the possible values

that it can choose in step (4) of the algorithm should also satisfy the constraint that a

1 - (sum of the two other parameters).

It is known that this algorithm can be trapped in a local maximum. In order to

avoid this situation to some extent, we repeat the line search 10 times, each from a

random point. The best values among the 10 runs are kept.
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For the purpose of our tests, we define a relatively coarse-grained grid. Each

parameter is allowed to vary among the following values: 0, 0.1, 0.2, ..., 1.0.

With such a limited number of values, it would be possible to perform an

exhaustive search on the whole rid, which contains less than 1 i nodes. However,

when the number of values grows, the complexity also grows quickly. Using une search,

we can refine the values and the search complexity only grows linearly to the number of

values in each direction.

The above training process determines the values of the parameters on a training

dataset. Then we assume that the same parameters can be used on a different dataset. In

our experiments, we will see that the values we obtain in this process are reasonable for

a new dataset. These values are often close to the optimal values. So the parameters

seem to be quite stable across document collections and queries.

Figure 11. Illustration of une search algorithm
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7.2 Tuning without Relevance Judgments

In many cases, we do flot have relevance judgments. The previous une search

algorithm (or any supervised leaming method) cannot be used to train the parameters.

In this situation, it is a common practice in IR to use a set of feedback

documents as “relevant” documents. Therefore, a possible way is to determine the

parameters such that they maximize the likelihood of these feedback documents.

This principie lias been widely applied in R, especially in the language

modeling framework, for determining parameters. For example, the mixture mode! used

by Zhai and Lafferty [115], the relevance model by Lavrenko and Croft [52] ail use this

principle. We follow the same principle here.

Given a set of feedback documents F3, its likelihood according to the query

mode! is defined as follows:

L(FB)= FIPDIOQ)
DE FB

= flfla,P(t I
DEfBIEV iEX

where f(t, D) is the terni frequency of t in document D, and 8 is a component query

model.

However, the above likelihood cannot be maximized because of the zero

probability problem. Indeed, in the query model, many terms will have zero probability,

even when it lias been extended. b solve this problem, we assume again that the

feedback documents are generated from two sources: the query model and a general

language mode!, which is approximated by the collection model. Then the !og

like!ihood of the feedback documents is as follows:
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LL(FB) = (t,D)[aP(t I 8)+ aP(t I
DEfB (EV IEX

= tf(t,D)aP(tI8)
DEfB EV 1EX

where X=Xu{C}={0,K,Dorn,FB,C} and a1 =1.
jE X

The determination of the best mixture weights to maximize LL(FB) is a classical

problem, which can be solved using EM algorithm. Here we wilÏ leave the derivation of

the updating functions in Appendix 1. These update functions derived are as follows:

aF(tIO’)
Z. = (E-step)

a1P(tI8)
jE X,

= DeFB (EV (M-step)
f(t,D)

DEfB lEV

where a is the previous parameter value, and is the new parameter value. b start

the EM process, we set ail the parameters at equal value, i.e., 0.2.

The above EM process may stiil have some problems. In fact, we allowed the

collection model to play different roles in the above training process. Its mixture weight

can vary largely. The component query models will share the remaining part. However,

in the score function, we only use the component query models, but flot the collection

model, for the query. Therefore, the relative importance of the component query models

resulted in this training process may flot be aiways reasonable. In order to solve this

problem, we can fïx the mixture weight of the collection model at 0.5, and let those of

the component query models vary, SO that they will always share a total mixture weight

0.5.

This EM process is performed for each query. The training process is done

online (during the retrieval time). Therefore, time is critical. fortunately, the EM
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process converges very quickly. On average, it stops after about 12 iterations (the

maximum number of iteration is set at 50).

We also note that the number of feedback documents is iimited: we use the top

20 retrieved documents. So the caiculation of the likelihood is also very fast. In ail, the

EM process takes about 5 seconds.

In both training processes, we assign one mixture weight to a component query

modei. One may question if a more refined weighting depending on the term should be

made. For example, a component model may not cover ail the topics (tenns) equaily

well. It can cover some topics better than some others. Therefore, it may be reasonable

to assign a mixture weight according to the term that we are considering. A similar

approach has been tested in another study 16j. We will leave the utilization of this

approach to a future research.
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Chapter $

Experiments

In this chapter, we wiÏl test the approaches we proposed earlier on several TREC

ad hoc retrieval collections. We will integrate several contextual factors by using a

language modeling approach. The experimental results show that it is feasible and

effective to use contextual factors in W systems.

8.1 Experimental Questions

Our experiments aim to investigate several aspects conceming the utilization of

contextual factors:

(1) For inter-query context — knowledge model, in addition to testing its

effectiveness, we also want to compare the context-dependent relations

with context-independent relations and the second-order (i.e., information

flow) relations. This will show whether the consideration of intra-query

context is important.

(2) For extra-query contexts — domain model andfeedback model, we examine

the following questions:
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• Is it useful to use domain model and feedback model to complete the

query?

• When both models are incorporated, are the effects of them

complementary?

• We described two ways to gather documents for a domain: either by

using documents manually classified, or by using documents retrieved

for the queries in the domain without relevance judgments. How do

they compare?

• There are two ways to detennine the domain for a query: manually by

the user or automatically by the system. How do they compare?

(3) Finally, we will see the resuits of the complete model when ail the

contextual factors are combined.

8.2 First Experiments: Comparing Different Types of

Term Relations for Query Expansion

This first series of experiments aim to compare query expansion with context

dependent relations and with context-independent relations.

8.2.1 Test Collections

The experiments are carried out on three documents collections: AP, SJM and

WSJ, which are used in TREC Disks 1-3. The queries we use are also in TREC Disks 1-

3 {40][41]. We choose to use these queries because each topic (query) has manually

specified domain. This will allow us to carry out experiments on domain models later.
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The statistics of the test collections are given in Table 6:

<top>

Table 6. Collection statistics of first experiments

<head> Tipster Topic Description

<num> Number: 055

<dom> Domain: International Economics

<titie> Topic: Insider Trading

<desc> Description:

Document discusses an insider-trading case.

<smîy> Summaiy:

Document discusses an insider-trading case.

<narr> Narrative:

A relevant document will discuss an insider-trading case,
identifying the accused/the defendant(s), as well as the
government doing the investigation. It will also mention at least
one of the following specifics of the case: the aIleged illegal
activity, whether charged with providing or using insider
information, possible conspira tor’s role in the scheme, the
monetaiy amount of illegal profit and of damage; if pronounced
gullty, then the sentence terms, e.g., monetaiy penalty (cash
payment), time in prison, cooperation with the government,
probation, communlly service, being barred from the industry for a
certain time period.

Below is an example of full TREC topic (#55):
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<con> Concept(s):

7. insider-trading case

2. insider-trading scheme, illegal insider-trading activity, filegai
securïties transactions, white-collar crime, securities-iaw
violations

3. insider-trading investigation, insider-trading probe

4. Securities and Exchange Commission, SEC

5. investment banking, investment banker, arbitrage, arbitrager,
securities analyst

6. inside information, advance knowiedge of corporate takeovers

7. ieaking information, misappropriating information, ieaking word,
ieaking news, passing a tip

8. pre-bid market activity, takeover speculation, matched-book
transaction

<fac> Factor(s):

<def> Definition(s):

Insider Trading - Deaiing in shares with the advantage of inside
information. The owners of shares in a public company are ail
supposed to be equai - so if one of them knows that the company
is about to go broke before the others and seiis his shares whlle
their price is stiil good, that is unfair. In many countries, including
the U. S. and the U. K., it is aiso filegai. However, it is very difficuit
to prove that an investor is buying or seiiing shares on the basis of
inside information.

</top>

We choose to use only the “<titte>” of topic as our query because this is a more

realistic situation, although using the other fields of the topics may resuit in better

retrieval effectiveness.

Our approaches described in the previous chapters have been integrated with the

Lemur toolkit11, which is developed jointly by the Language Technologies Institute of

11 http://www.1emurproject.org/
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Camegie-Mellon Univcrsity and the Center of Intelligent Information Retrieval (CIIR)

in University of Massachusetts at Amherst. This is a toolkit for W based on language

modeling approach. The basic retrieval models as well as various smoothing techniques

have been integrated in Lemur. We have extended this toolkit to build different

component query models and to integrate them.

In these experiments, as well as ail the following experiments, we perform the

standard preprocessing as follows:

• Terms are stemmed using the Porter stemmer [70];

• Stopwords are removed. The stoplist is the one included in the Lemur

Toolkit.

In this series of tests, the query model only combines the basic unigram

language model with different knowtedge models, which are defined below.

8.2.2 Comparing Context-Dependent and Context

Independent Relations

In this series of experiments, we compare the impact of using different types of

term relations for query expansion. The following types of term relations are compared:

• Context-independent — traditional co-occunence relations of the form t. — t1;

• Context-dependent — biterm relations of the form {t , t } —> t..

In ail the experiments, we will use the same documents models, which are

smoothed with JeÏinek-Mercer and Dirichiet. These methods have shown good results

in other studies [116], and they are proven to be robust. In our experiments, the

parameters have been tuned so that we can obtain the best effectiveness for the baseline

model. For example, the mixture weight À in Jetinek smoothing is set at 0.5, and the
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Dirichiet prior p in Dirichiet smoothing (see Section 2.3.4) is set at 1000, following the

experimental resuits of Zhai and Lafferty [116]. This baseline method is the one that

produces the state-of-the-art retrieval effectiveness which is comparable or higher than

reported in other studies on the same collections.

Below, we will remind the query models that we compare:

• Basic LM (UM):

In our baseline model, we use the basic unigram language mode! as our

query mode!, which is estimated by MLE.

• Context-independent query expansion using co-occurrence relations

(CIQE):

We extract co-occunence relations from each document collection. The

co-occunence relations are weighted as described in Section 5.1. Co

occurrences are considered within windows of fixed size. In this experiment, we

use a window size of 10 words. This window size has produced good resuits in a

previous study [14]. In fact, when the window size increases, we do not observe

much difference, but more relations are extracted. Therefore, the size 10 seems

to be a good compromise between the performance and efficiency.

The co-occunence relations are extracted from the respective document

collection. $0 strongest expansion terms are selected and incorporated into the

co-occunence mode!. Again, this number of expansion terms has produced good

results. Increasing this number does not !ead to any meaningful increase in

retrieval effectiveness, as we will see later in the experiments.

The mixture weight aK is manua!ly tuned on a different training

collection: AP89 collection (TREC Disk 1) and queries 1-50. The value is

aK = 0.6 (i.e., the mixture weight for the original query mode! is 0.4). The two

other parameters aDO?,, and aFB in this series of experiments are 0.
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Context-dependent query expansion (CDQE):

This expansion uses context-dependent term relations to create another

knowledge mode! (see Section 5.2). Ibese relations only apply to queries of at

least two words, and no impact is produced for queries of one single word. As

for the previous query expansion experiments, we use a window size of 10

words, and the $0 strongest expansion terms are selected and integrated into the

knowledge mode!. Again, the mixture weight aK is tuned using the same

training collection (aK = 0.7 in this case).

In this series of experiments, we assign a uniform probabiiity P(tjk I Q)

to any biterm (tJ,tk) in the query, i.e., any combination (t,tk)oftwo words in

the query is considered as a vaiid biterm, and it is used to suggest expansion

terms. This strategy produces the best effectiveness among ail those we tested

(see a later test on this aspect).

8.2.3 Experimental Resuits

The main experimental results are described in Table 7 (with Jetinek-Mercer

smoothing for documents) and Table $ (with Dirichtet smoothïng for documents). UM,

CIQE and CDQE use the basic query model and the two expanded query models

respectively. In these tables, we also indicate whether the improvement in average

precision obtained is statistically significant by t-test: I+ indicates that the

improvement is significant at the level of p < 0.05 and I++ indicates it is significant at

the level of p <0.01; t.) is compared to UM and [.1 is compared to CIQE respectively.
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Table 7. Query expansion by CIQE vs. CUQE (Jetinek-Mercer)

. CIQE CDQECollection Measure UM
(Co-occurrence) (Biterm relation)

0.2844 0.3325 (+31.74%)**
AvgP 0.2524

A? (+12.6$%)** [+16.91%J+÷

Q51-100 Recail / 6 101 3 535 3 862 3 991

P@10 0.3878 0.4102 0.4837

0.2122 0.2435 (÷36.72%)**
AvgP 0.1781

SJM
(+19.15%)** [++14.75%]÷÷

Q101-150 Recali / 2 559 1 579 1 761 1 863

P@10 0.3087 0.3391 0.3935

A P 0 2332
0.2404 0.2714 (÷16.38%)**

vg
(+3.09%) [÷12.90%]+

Q51-100 Recali / 2 172 1 554 1 653 1 740

P@10 0.3104 0.3125 0.3438

Table 8. Query expansion by CIQE vs. CDQE (Dirichtet)

. CIQE CDQECollection Measure UM
(Co-occurrence) (Biterm relation)

A P 0 2767
0.2902 0.3383 (+22.26%)**

A?
vg (+4.88%)* [÷16.57%]÷+

Q51400 Recali / 6 101 3 677 3 897 4 029

P@10 0.440$ 0.4551 0.5082

0.2225 0.2448 (+21.37%)**
AvaP 0.2017

SJM
(+10.31%)** [+10.02%]+

Q101-150 RecaIl /2 559 1 641 1 761 1 873

P@10 0.3152 0.3630 0.3870

0.2393 0.2710 (÷14.20%)**
AvgP 0.2373

wsj (+0.84%) [+13.25%]÷

Q51-100 Recali / 2 172 1 588 1 626 1 737

P@10 0.3292 0.3313 0.3625
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Let us analyze these resuits in more details:

8.2.3.1 CIQE and CDQE vs. UM

It is interesting to observe that query expansion, either by CIQE or CDQE,

consistently outperforrns the basic UM on ail the collections. In ail the cases except

CIQE for WSJ, the improvements in average precision are statistically significant. At

the same time, the increases in the number of relevant documents retrieved are aiso

consistent with those in average precision.

The improvement scales obtained with CIQE are relatively small. These

improvements correspond to the typical figure using this method that is shown in other

studies using language modeling approach.

On the other hand, query expansion with context-dependent relations (CDQE)

produces much higher improvements. In ail the cases, the differences between them are

statistically significant. The gain of context-dependent relations compared to the

traditional co-occurrence relations stems from the fact that the relations applied to

queries are more appropriate by using the additional context word. Indeed, a word that

co-occurs with a biterm is more strongly related to the query than a term that co-occurs

with only one query term. The results that we obtain strongly confirms our hypothesis

that context-dependent term relations can identify better expansion terms than context

independent unigram relations.

We have shown an example earlier to compare the two types of relations. Let us

show one more example. The expansion terms (stemmed) for the query #55 “insider

trading” suggested respectively by CIQE and CDQE are as follows:

CIQE: stock:0.0]4] market:0.0]13 US:0.01]2 year:0.0]02 exchange:0.0]0]

trade:0.0092 report:0.0082 price:0.0076 doltar:0.007] 1:0.0069 govern:0.0066

state: 0.0065 future:0. 006] million: 0.006] day: 0.0060 office: 0.0059 people:0. 0059

york:0.0057 issue:0.0057
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CDQE: secure:0.0161 charge:0.0158 stock:0.0137 scandal:0.0128 boeski:0.0125

infonn:0.0119 street:0.0113 wall:0.0112 case:0.0106 year:0.0090 ,niltion:0.0086

investigate: 0.0082 exchange:0. 0080 govem:0. 0077 sec:0. 0077 drexet:0. 0075

fraud:0. 0071 law: 0.0063 ivan:0. 0060

In the case of CIQE, some suggested expansion terms are quite related to the

query such as “exchange”, “rnarket”, but many others are comrnon words in Engiish

such as “report”, ‘future”, “dollar”, etc. These latter terms do flot heip retrieve relevant

documents. On the contrary, they can even hurt it. Therefore, it is very important to

assign an appropriate mixture weight to the CIQE model.

For CDQE, we observe that most of the suggested words are relevant. What is

interesting to observe is that not oniy the general term related to “insider trading” such

as “secure”, “sec”, “scandai”, ‘fraud”, etc. are suggested, but also specific names:

“boeski” — the name of a person involved in an insider trading scandai, and “drexet” — a

company invoived in this scandai. This example shows cIearly the advantages that we

can have with context-dependent term relations.

8.2.3.2 Query Expansion can also Increase Precision

What is interesting to see is that the addition of expansion terms does flot only

improve recali. Precision of top-ranked documents (F@]0) is also improved. This can

also be seen in Figure 12 and Figure 13, where we compare the full precision-recali

curves for the AP collection using the three query models. In particular, we can see that

at ail the recali levels, the precision values aiways follow the following order: CDQE>

UM. The same observation is aiso made on the other collections. This shows that the

CDQE method does flot increase recali to the detriment of precision, but both of them.

The reason that can explain this is that, by adding terms into the query, the documents

that contain these additional terms are favored. f the added terms are strongly

associated with relevant documents, then the documents promoted to the top tend to be

more relevant. Therefore, adding strongly related tenns into the query can also be a
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means to improve precision. This resuit also shows that context-dcpendent relations are

capable to suggest strongly related terms.

In contrast, CIQE increases precision at ail but 0.0 recali points: the precision at

the 0.0 recaii point is 0.6699 for UM, but 0.6565 for CIQE (in Dirichtet smoothing).

This shows that CIQE can slightiy deteriorate the top few documents, although the

P@ 10 is a littie bit increased. This figure corresponds more to the general observation

and belief using query expansion: it is better suited to improve recall than precision.

However, with CDQE, precision is also increased.

figure 12. Comparison of query expansion on AP (Jetinek-Mercer)
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Figure 13. Comparison of query expansion on AP (Dirichiet)
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8.2.3.3 Effect of Smoothing Parameter

In the previous experiments, we have fixed the smoothing parameters according

to a training collection. In this series of tests, we analyze the effect of the smoothing

parameters on retrieval effectiveness. The following figures show the change of average

precision (AvgP) using CDQE along with the change of the parameter aK (UM is

equivalent to aK = 0, and the previous resuits are obtained with aK = 0.7).
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figure 14. CDQE effectiveness w.r.t. aK (Jeïinek-Mercer)
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figure 15. CDQE effectiveness w.r.t. aK (Dirichtet)
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We can sec that for ail the three collections and for both document smoothing

methods, the effectiveness is good when the parameter is set in the range of 0.6-0.8. The

best value for different collections remains stable at 0.7-0.8.

The effect of aK on CIQE is slightly different, as we can see in the folÏowing

figures:
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Figure 16. CIQE effectiveness w.r.t. aK (Jetinek-Mercer)
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Figure 17. CIQE effectiveness w.r.t. aK (Dirichtet)

Wc can sec that the increases in retrieval effectiveness arc less than with CDQE.

In particular, for the WSJ collection, only slight improvements are observed. This
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comparison shows that context-dependent term relations can make larger impact than

context-independent term relations.

8.2.3.4 Number of Expansion Terms

In the previous tests, we limited the number of expansion terms to $0. When

different numbers of expansion terms are used, we obtain different effectiveness resuits.

The following figures show the variation of average precision (AvgP) with different

numbers of expansion terms, using CDQE method.
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Figure 1$. CDQE effectiveness w.r.t. # of expansion terms (Jetinek-Mercer)
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Figure 19. CDQE effectiveness w.r.t. # of expansion terms (Dirichiet)
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We can see that when more expansion terms are added, the effectiveness does

flot aiways increase. This is because when more terms are added, there is a larger

chance to introduce noise terms. In general, a number around 80 produces good resuits.

In some cases, even if better effectiveness can be obtained with more expansion terms,

the retrieval time is also longer. Therefore, a number around $0 seems to be a good

compromise between effectiveness and retrieval speed: the retrieval time remains less

than 1 second per query.

8.2.3.5 Combining Biterms with Co-occurrence Relations

As both CDQE and CIQE can improve retrieval effectiveness to some degree,

an intuitive idea would be to combine them. This corresponds to the idea of relation

smoothing. In addition, some of the test queries only contain one term, thus CDQE

cannot apply. In this case, we can stili use CIQE.

We tested two strategies:

• For each query, we use both CDQE and CIQE. They are combined using a

smoothing factor. The smoothing parameter is tuned to its best in order to

see the maximum effectiveness we can obtain;

• We have observed that for ail the queries to which CDQE is applicable, the

effectiveness with CDQE is aiways higher than with CIQE. Therefore, an

alternative strategy is to choose to use CDQE when it can apply, and use

CIQE when CDQE does flot apply (for single word queries).

Table 9 shows the results with both strategies. We cari see in the table that both

combinations do flot improve much the retrieval effectiveness. Globaliy, the second

strategy is slightly better than the first one. This shows that the systematic introduction

of CIQE, when CDQE is also used, is not very helpful. On the other hand, if we choose

to use CIQE only when CDQE does not apply, the former can add some additional
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impact on single-word queries. Stili, the overail impact is very small. So our conclusion

is that such a combination is flot very useful.

Table 9. Combine biterm and co-occurrence relations (Dirichtet)

Collection Measure UM CUQE
CDQE CDQE

+ CIDE or CIDE

AvgP 0.2767 0.3383
0.3415 0.3411

(+0.95%) (+0.83%)

Q51-100 Recall/6 101 3677 4029 4074 4061

P@10 0.440$ 0.5082 0.4980 0.4959

AvgP 0.2017 0.2448
0.2448 0.2481

SJM (--%) (+1.35%)

Q1O1-150 RecallJ2 559 1 641 1 873 1 $73 1 897

P@10 0.3152 0.3870 0.3870 0.3826

AvgP 0.2373 0.2710
0.2710 0.2725

SJM
(07’) (+0.55%)

Q1O1-15O Recall/2 172 1 588 1 737 1 737 1 750

P@10 0.3292 0.3625 0.3625 0.3583

8.2.3.6 Selecting Biterms from the Query

The previous tests on CDQE used ah the biterms included in a query and ail

biterms are weighted equahhy. However, some biterms may flot be correct, in the sense

that they may flot represent the correct dependency in the query.

In an attempt to select and weight the best biterms, we tested the following two

approaches:

• Using mutual information (MI) as the weight of biterms;

• Using maximum spanning tree (MST) to select the strongest biterms that

cover all the query terms. Again, we use MI as the weight of biterms.

The following tables compare these methods with the previous one:
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Table 10. Biterm selection in short queries (Titie only, Dirichtet)

CDQE CDQE
Collection Measure UM CDQE

(MI) (MST)

0.3210 0.3183AvgP 0.2767 0.3383
Ap (-5.11%) (-5.91%)

Q51-100 RecaIl/6 101 3677 4029 3890 4024

P@l0 0.4408 0.5082 0.4531 0.4776

0.2643 0.2566AvgP 0.2017 0.2448
(+7.97%) (+4.82%)

SJM
Q1O1-150 Recatl/2 559 1 641 1 873 1 921 1 868

P@10 0.3152 0.3870 0.4152 0.4022

0.2614 0.2612AvgP 0.2373 0.2710
wsj (-3.54%) (-3.62%)

Q51-100 Recali / 2 172 1 588 1 737 1 686 1 678

P@10 0.3292 0.3625 0.3563 0.3521

As we can see, the two selection and weighting methods are flot better than the

previous simple method (i.e., CDQE in the table). We observe some improvements

only on one collection, while there are decreases on the other two collections.

The following reason may explain this result: the biterms removed by these

methods are flot aiways noise biterms. The correct biterms can also be removed. In fact,

MI is only a statistical measure. A biterm with strong MI value may be a wrong biterm

in a query, and vise versa. This is because a query can contain two terms that do flot

connect with each other, while they have a strong relationship in the collection. For

example, from the phrase “computer used in education science”, it is possible that this

method will extract the biterm “computer science” because of their statistical

relationship in the collection, but it is flot a correct one in this example.

One may think that these selection and weighting methods can be more effective

on longer queries, since there may be more need to remove noisy biterms. To test this,
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we use long queries which contain both “<titÏe>” and “<description>” fields of the

topics. The table below shows the results:

Table 11. Biterm selection in long queries (Titie ÷ Description, Dirichtet)

CUQE CDQE
Collection Measure UM CDQE

(MI) (MST)

0.3108 0.3171AvgP 0.3001 0.3403
(-8.67%) (-6.82%)

AP
Recall!6 101 3860 4080 3998 401$Q51-100

P@10 0.4531 0.5143 0.4592 0.4816

0.2662 0.2717AvgP 0.2538 0.2786
(-4.45%) (-2.48%)

SJM
RecalI/2 559 1 869 1 983 1 983 1 965Q1O1-150

P@10 0.3870 0.4109 0.4087 0.4022

0.2696 0.2701AvgP 0.2522 0.2722
(-0.96%) (-0.77%)wsJ

RecaIl/2 172 1 670 1 731 1 683 1 678Q51-100

P@10 0.3292 0.3542 0.3479 0.3583

Surprisingly, we see that the effectiveness is even worse in most cases. This

indicates that, on the one hand, the methods we used to select and weight biterms are

flot effective; on the other hand, there may not be needed to filter out biterms.

To understand the reason, we have to go back to the fundamental goal of biterms:

the biterm relations aim to suggest related terms with two words that co-occur in the

same window. They are not designed to capture stricter relations such as syntactic or

semantic relations. In the above filtering process, we were trying to use biterm relations

to capture the latter, which is flot appropriate. Indeed, the notion of “correctness” of

biterms does not apply. Any biterm that we can encounter are legitimate biterms. So no

filtering is required. By removing part of the biterms, we are indeed reducing the
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potential impact of context words: some context tenns wïll flot be considered afler the

filtering. Our experimental resuits suggest that we should consider ail the context terms

instead.

This resuk also indicates that biterm relations can be widely appiied without

further conditions: whenever we encounter a biterm in a query, the conesponding

relation applies.

8.2.3.7 Suitability of Relations across Collections

In many real applications (e.g., Web search), we do not have a static document

collection from which term relations can be extracted. The question is whether it is

possible and beneficial to extract relations from one text collection and use them to

retrieve documents in another text collection. Our intuition is that this is possible

because the relations (especially context-dependent term relations) encode general

knowledge, which can be applied to a different collection. In order to show this, we

extract term relations from each collection, and apply them on other collections. hie

following tables show the effectiveness produced using unigram and biterm relations

respectively.

Table 12. Cross-utilization of term relations (Dirichiet)

\\ReI. Unigram relation Biterm relation

CoH’N\\ AP SJM WSJ AP SJM WSJ

AP 0.2902 0.2803 0.2793 0.3383 0.3057 0.2987

SJM 0.2271 0.2225 0.2267 0.2424 0.2448 0.2453

WSJ 0.2541 0.2445 0.2393 0.2816 0.2636 0.2710
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From this table, we can observe that relations extracted from any collection are

useful to some degree: they all outperform UM. In particular, the relations extracted

from AP are the best for almost ah the collections. This can be explained by the larger

size and thus possibly wider coverage of the AP collection than ifie two other

collections. This result suggests that we do not necessarily need to extract term relations

from the same text collection on which retrieval is performed. It is possible to extract

relations from a large text collection, and apply them to other collections. This opens

the door to the possibility of constmcting a general relation base for various document

collections.

8.2.3.8 Adding More Terms into Conditions

We have compared term relations with one term and two terms in the condition

part. The latter produced better retrieval resuits. A legitimate question is whether further

enhancement of the condition can help suggest even better expansion terms.

In order to test this, we have produced triterm relations of the following form:

{t],tk,tt} — t.

These relations have been extracted in a similar way as biterm relations.

We have compared three types of relations on queries with 3 or more terms.

Table 13 shows the results.

We can see that increasing the number of terms in the condition of relations does

not lead to better results. The overall effectiveness of triterm relations is comparable to

the simple co-occunence relations. Both are well below the effectiveness of biterm

relations.

This comparison validates our earlier hypothesis that by adding one additional

term into the condition, the two terms can mutuahly precise the meaning of the other

term and one additional context term is often sufficient.
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Table 13. Comparing co-occurrence, biterm and triterm relations (Dirichiet)

. CIQE CDQE CDQE
Collection Measure UM

(Co-occur.) (Biterm rel.) (Tnterm rel.)

AvgP 0.1998 0.2045 0.2569 0.2067
AP

Q5F100
RecaIl/3 581 1 931 2039 2 178 1 988

P@10 0.3485 0.3515 0.4212 0.3576

AvgP 0.2113 0.2320 0.2630 0.2168
SJM

Recall/1 849 1 183 1 278 1 401 1 214
Q101-150

P@10 0.3359 0.3897 0.4128 0.3436

AvgP 0.1679 0.1628 0.1810 0.1710
WSJ

RecalI/1315 88$ 946 1025 933
Q51-100

P@10 0.2406 0.2500 0.2719 0.2437

Triterm relations could also suggest strongly related terms. However, as we add

more tenns into the condition, we can observe fewer occurrences of co-occurring terms.

Therefore, we are more exposed to the problem of data sparseness. The extracted

triterm relations may not have a good coverage. This may explain why triterm relations

perform worse than biterm relations.

8.2.4 Evaluating Second-Order Term Relations

We mentioned that some strong relations (e.g., synonymy-like relations) cannot

be extracted directly from co-occunences. Second-order relations can be used to cover

this type of relation. In the following experiments, we compare the second-order

relations with the two previous ones. They are carried Dut Ofl a TREC collection: the

documents from Associated Fress (AP8$-89) contained in TREC Disks 1 and 2. We use

two sets of queries that have been used respectively in TREC 2 and 3 ad hoc tracks

[401[41]: 101-150 and 151-200. Only the tities of the topics are used as queries. Some

statistics are shown in Table 14.
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Table 14. Collection statistics for testing second-order relations

Collection Description Size (MB) Vocabulary # of Doc. Query

Associated Fress 10 1-150AP 491 196,933 164,597(198$-$9) 151-200

We also use a slightly different dataset for training: AP89 collection (TREC

Disk 1) and topics 1-50 for setting the mixture weights.

The previous models will be compared with the following ones:

• HAL-based query expansion (HAL):

This model is similar to the co-occurrence relations, except that we

replace the traditional co-occurrence relations by the HAL co-occurrence

relations. We remind that the main difference between them is that HAL co

occurrences implicitly consider the distance between the words and use it as a

decaying factor (the more distant are the words, the less strong is their relation),

and that heuristics are used to combine terms in the query.

• IF-based query expansion (IF):

From HAL co-occurrence relations, information flow (IF) relations are

extracted between a combination of terms (query) and another term. These are

second-order relations.

Table 15 and Table 16 show the experimental results. The percentages in the

table are the relative changes with respect to the baseline LM without query expansion.

In general, the methods under comparison perform similarly with both smoothing

methods. The general trend is: CDQE > IF> CIQE > HAL > UM.
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Table 15. Query expansion with different relations (Jetinek-Mercer)

Cou. Measure UM CIQE HAL IF CDQE

0.2392 0.2163 0.2686 0.2800
AvaP 0.2042

Ap (+17.14%) (+5.93%) (+31.54%) (÷37.12%)

Q101-150 RecalI/4$05 3021 3337 3 118 3691 3756

P@10 0.3600 0.4040 0.3720 0.4340 0.4560

0.3234 0.3057 0.3377 0.3636
AvgP 0.2876

(+12.45%) (+6.29%) (+17.42%) (÷26.43%)

Q151-200 Recall/4 933 3 367 3 551 3 472 3 555 3 777

P@10 0.4900 0.5220 0.5220 0.4960 0.5420

Table 16. Query expansion with different relations (Dirichiet)

Colt. Measure UM CIQE HAL IF CDQE

0.2568 0.2379 0.2744 0.2886
AvgP 0.2304

(+11.46%) (+3.26%) (+19.10%) (+25.26%)

Q101-150 RecalI! 4 805 3 157 3 393 3 227 3 722 3 812

P@l0 0.3880 0.4140 0.4000 0.4200 0.4460

0.3337 0.3235 0.3503 0.3715
AvgP 0.3132

(+6.55%) (+3.29%) (+11.85%) (+18.61%)

Q151-200 Recalti 4 933 3 425 3 630 3 488 3 624 3 847

P@10 0.5180 0.5160 0.5240 0.5160 0.5340

Observations:

• Query expansion by HAL vs. by co-occurrence relations:

When HAL relations are used for query expansion, we can obtain improvements

of around 3-6% for each of the smoothing methods. However, compared to the

traditional co-occurrence relations, HAL relations do not seem to have any advantage.
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Their effectiveness is even lower. This may show that the consideration of the distance

between the terms (the decaying factor) and the heuristics used to group terms are flot

very useful. The statistics of raw co-occurrence frequency can be better.

Query expansion by IF relations vs. by biterm relations:

In contrast, when we use If to expand queries (LM with W), the effectiveness is

much improved compared to HAL relations. This experiment shows that If combined

with LM can indeed add interesting terms into queries, which carmot be added using

raw co-occurrence and HAL relations.

However, compared to the context-dependent term relations (CDQE), we see

that IF relations are stiil less effective. In fact, this second-order relations can only take

into account context words indirectly. This is less effective than a direct solution to deal

with context words. In addition, the computation cost to obtain IF relations is also much

higher. In conclusion, it is better to use context-dependent term relations than second

order term relations.

8.3 Second Experiments: Integrating Contextual

Factors

In the second experiments, we investigate the impact of integrating different

contextual factors: knowledge, domain and feedback.

8.3.1 Test Collections

The main dataset are those from TREC Disks 1-3 ad hoc tracks, including

queries 1-150, and documents including AP (Associated Press), SJM (San Jose Mercury
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News), WSJ (Wall Street Journal), FR (federat Register), Ziff (Information from

Computer SeÏect disks by Ziff-Davis, PAT (US. Patents), DOE (Department ofEnergy

Abstracts), FBIS (Foreign Broadcast Information Service), LAT (Los Angeles Times)

and FT (Financial Times Limited). The queries l-150 contain manually specified

domain for each query, as we can see in the query topic example given earlier (see

section 8.2.1). This allows us to compare with an approach using automatic domain

identification. Again, we only use topic tities for the queries in ail our tests. In these

experiments, queries 1-50 are used for training and 5 1-150 for testing.

13 domains are defined and assigned to these queries: Environment, Finance,

Science and technotogy, etc. Figure 20 shows their distributions among the training and

test queries. We can see that the distribution varies strongly between domains and

between the two query sets.

Figure 20. Distribution of domains

As additional test collections, we also use TREC 7 and 8 data, for which no

domain is manually indicated for queries. These data are mainly used to test whether we

can automatically assign a domain to each query and whether this is helpful. Some

statistics of the data are described in Table 17.
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Table 17. TREC collection statistics for second series of experiments

Collection Document sources Size (G) Vocab.
[

# of Doc. Query

Training AP(1988),FR(1988),WSJ
0.86 350,085 231,219 1-50

(Disk 2) (1990-92), Ziff-Davis (1989-90)

AP (1988-90), DOE, FR (1988-
Disks 1-3 89), WSJ (1987-92), Ziff-Davis 3.10 785,932 1,078,166 51-150

(1989-90), PAT, SJM (1991)

TREC 7
1.85 630,383 528,155 351-400(Disks 4-5) FBIS (1994), FR (1994), VI’

(1991-94), LAT (1989-90)
TREC 8

1.85 630,383 528,155 401-450
(Disks 4-5)

As previousiy, ail the documents are preprocessed using Porter stemmer in

Lemur and stopwords are removed. Notice that some queries only contain one word:

there are 4, 5 and 3 respectively in the three test query sets. For these queries, context

dependent term relations do flot apply.

8.3.2 Baseline Metliods

Two baseline models are used: the ciassical unigram model without any

expansion, and the model with fB (feedback). This latter model is also used as a

baseline because this is a common method in current IR, and it produces the state-of

the-art effectiveness. The weight of the feedback model is set at 0.8, which is suggested

by [115].

In ail the experiments, document modeis are smoothed by Jelinek-Mercer

smoothing. This choice is made because our previous experiments did flot show much

difference between the two smoothing methods. Another reason is due to the
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observation made in [116] that this smoothing pefforms very weii for long queries. In

our case, as queries are heavily expanded, they perform similariy to long queries.

Table 1$ shows the retrieval effectiveness on ail the collections with the two

baseline methods. As found in many previous studies, the model with feedback

pefforms much better than the basic unigram model. The differences between them are

statistically significant.

Table 1$. Baseline models

Unigram Model
Collection Measure

Without FB With FB

AvgP 0.1570 O.2344(+49.30%)**

Disksl-3 RecalI/48355 15711 19513

P@l0 0.4050 0.5010

AvgP 0.1656 O.2176(+31.40%)**

TREC7 Recali /4 674 2 237 2 777

P@1O 0.3420 0.3860

AvgP 0.2387 0.2909 (+21.87%)**

TREC8 RecaIl /4 728 2 764 3 237

P@l0 0.4340 0.4860

8.3.3 Knowledge Models

Let us first test the integration of the knowledge mode!, together with the

feedback mode!. We also compare the context-dependent knowledge model with the

traditional co-occurrence model. The column WithoutfB is compared to the baseline

model without feedback, while WithFB is compared to the baseline with feedback. T-

test is performed for statistical significance: ** and * mean significant changes in t-test

with respect to the baseline without feedback at the level of p < 0.01 andp < 0.05
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respectively, while ±+ and + are similar but compared to die baseline model with

feedback.

Table 19. Integration of knowledge models

CIQE CDQE
Collection Measure

Without FB With FB Without FB With F3

A P
0.1884 0.2432 0.2164 0.2463vg (+20.00%)** (+3 .75%)++ (±37.$3%)** (+5.08%)++

Uisksl-3
Recall/ 48 355 17 430 20 020 18 944 20 260

P@1 0 0.4640 0.5160 0.5050 0.5120

A P 0.1823 0.2350 0.2157 0.2401vg 10.08%)** (+8.00%)+ (+30.25%)** (+ 10.34%)++
TREC7 RecaIl /4 674 2 329 2 933 2 709 2 985

P@10 0.3780 0.3760 0.3900 0.3900

A P
0.2519 0.2926 0.2724 0.3007vg

(+5.53%) (+0.58%) (+14.12%)** (+3.37%)
TREC8 Recail / 4 782 2 829 3 279 3 090 3 338

P@10 0.4360 0.4940 0.4720 0.5000

Once again, we can observe that simple co-occurrence relations produce some

improvements, but context-dependent term relations can produce much stronger

improvements in ail cases.

When the feedback modei is added, the additionai improvements with both types

of relations are reduced. This is flot surprising. This resuit indicates that there is a

common effect produced by feedback modei and knowledge modei.

However, we stiii observe higher effectiveness than the baseline with feedback.

In two out of three cases, the additionai improvements are statisticaily significant. This

indicates that another part of the effects produced by feedback and knowledge is

different and compiementary. So both modeis can be combined to produce even better

effectiveness.
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8.3.4 Domain Models

In this section, we test several strategies to create and to use domain models.

There are two different ways to create domain models and two different ways to

determine the domain for queries.

Strategies for creating domain models:

• Manual collection (Cl): With this strategy, we collect documents that are

classified manually into domains. To simulate this process, we use the

relevant documents manually judged to select example documents for each

domain. In order to avoid bias, when we test on a query, only the relevant

documents for the other queries are used to build domain models;

• Automatic collection (C2): This strategy simulates the situation where we

do flot have manually judged documents in domains. However, the user is

willing to indicate the domain of his queries during the period of domain

construction. b collect documents for different domains, we simply use the

top-100 documents retrieved with the queries in the conesponding domain.

This is a strategy similar to those which observe the user’s interactions with

the system in order to perform personalized IR. Again, we exclude the

cunent test query in the domain construction process.

Strategies for using domain models:

• Manual classification (Ui): The domain model is determined by the user

inanually. This strategy can be tested on the first dataset (TREC Disks 1-3);

• Automatic classification (U2): The domain model is determined by the

system autoinaticatly using query classification. This strategy can also be

tested on the second and third dataset (TREC 7 and 8).
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8.3.4.1 Creation of Domain Models

We compare strategies Cl and C2 for domain model creation. In this series of

tests, each of the queries 51-150 is used in turn as the test query while the other queries

and their relevant documents (Cl) or top-ranked retrieved documents (C2) are used to

create domain modeis. The same method is used on Disk 2 for queries 1-50 to tune the

mixture weights.

We mentioned that for large domains, the whole domain model may not be very

useful for a particular query. Therefore, sub-domain modeis are also created and

compared with whole domain modeis.

In the following tests (Table 20 and Table 21), we use manuai identification of

query domain for Disks 1-3 (Ui), but automatic identification for TREC 7 and $ (U2).

First, it is interesting to observe that the incorporation of domain modeis can

generally improve retrieval effectiveness in ail the cases. The improvements on Disks 1-

3 and TREC 7 are statisticaiiy significant. However, the improvement scaies are smaller

than using feedback and knowledge modeis. The smailer improvements can be partiy

expiained by the fact that we do flot have sufficient training data to create domain

models. Looking at the distribution of the domains (Figure 20), we can see that we only

have few training queries in severai cases. In addition, topics in the same domain can

vary greatly, in particular in large domains such as Science and technology,

International politics, etc. Therefore, the domain models can cover a few topics in the

domain. It is expected that this problem can be partiy soived when the number of

documents in a domain grows: the coverage of the domain model will be better and less

skewed.
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Table 20. Domaïn models wïth relevant documents (Cl)

Domain Sub-Domain
Collection Measure

Without FB With FB Without FB With FB

A P
0.1700 0.2454 0.191$ 0.2461

Disksl-3
vg (+$.2$%)** (+4.69%)++ (+22.17%)** (+4.99%)++

(Ui) Recall/48355 16517 20141 17872 20212

P@10 0.4370 0.5130 0.4490 0.5150

A P
0.1715 0.2389 0.1842 0.240$

TREC7
vg (+3.56%)** (+9.79%)+ (+11.23%)** (+10.66%)++

(U2) Recali /4 674 2 270 2 965 2 428 2 987

P@10 0.3720 0.3740 0.3880 0.3760

0.2442 0.2957 0.2563 0.2967

TREC$
AvgP

(+2.30%) (+1.65%) (+7.37%) (+1.99%)

(U2) Recali /4 728 2 796 3 308 2 873 3 302

P@10 0.4420 0.5000 0.4280 0.5020

Table 21. Domain models with top-100 documents (C2)

Domain Sub-Domain
Collection Measure

Without FB With FB Without FB With FB

A P
0.1718 0.2456 0.1799 0.2452

Disksl-3
vg (+9.43%)** (+4.78%)++ (+ i459%)** (+4.61 %)++

(Ui) Recall/48 355 16558 20 131 17341 20 155

P@10 0.4300 0.5140 0.4220 0.5110

A P
0.1765 0.2395 0.1785 0.2393

TREC7
vg (+6.58%)** (+10.06%)++ (+7.79%)** (÷9.97%)++

(U2) Recali /4 674 2 319 2 969 2 254 2 968

P@10 0.3780 0.3820 0.3820 0.3820

0.2434 0.2949 0.2441 0.2961

TREC8
AvgP

(+1.97%) (+1.38%) (+2.26%) (+1.79%)

(U2) Recall/4728 2772 3318 2734 3311

P@10 0.4380 0.4960 0.4280 0.5020
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Second, we observe that the two methods to create domain models perform

equally well (Table 20 vs. Table 21). In other words, providing relevance judgments for

queries or performing a manual classification does flot add much advantage for the

purpose of creating domain models. This may seem surprising. However, an analysis

immediately shows the reason: a domain mode! (in the way we created) only captures

term distribution in the domain. Even if the top documents retrieved for the in-domain

queries are flot relevant to the query, they are nevertheless selected because of their

strong conespondence with the query terms. So these documents still contain

characteristic terms related to the query. Therefore, they can be assumed to be related to

the domain, and be able to produce a reasonable term distribution for the domain. This

resuit opens the door for a simpler method that does flot require relevance judgments,

for example using user’ s search history.

Third, the sub-domaïn models can bring very strong improvements in retrieval

effectiveness when the feedback model is flot used. When the feedback model is used,

the improvements lessen. Compared to the baseline with feedback model, the utilization

of sub-domain models can still bring quite strong improvements which are significant in

2 cases out of 3. However, compared to the case where the whole domain model is used

together with the feedback model, we do flot see additional advantage of using sub

domain models.

This observation can be explained by the fact that the sub-domain model

exploits a similar idea to pseudo relevance feedback. The only difference between the

feedback model and the sub-domain model is that the former is extracted from the

whole collection, while the latter is extracted from a domain. In both cases, some

documents related to the query will be obtained. The terms from these documents,

extracted either from the whole collection or from a domain, can be very similar.

Therefore, when the feedback model is already added, no additional effect is produced

by the sub-domain mode!.
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Finally, we can observe that in both cases with and without feedback models,

the impact of the domain model is steady. This indicates that the effects of both models

are different and complementary. It is beneficial to combine them.

8.3.4.2 Determining Query Domain Automatically

It is flot realistic to aiways ask users to specify a domain for their queries. Here

we examine the possibility to identify the query domain automatically, once domain

models have been constructed.

Table 22 shows the results with this strategy using both ways to construct

domain models. We can observe that with automatic domain identification, the

effectiveness is only slightly lower than those produced with manual identification of

query domains (see Table 20 and Table 21). This shows that automatic domain

identification is a feasible way to select domain models. Therefore, once domain models

are constnicted, the user can issue queries as usual without having to indicate their

domains. The domain model constructed previously can be automatically used to

enhance these queries.

Table 22. Automatic query domain identification (U2)

Dom. with rel. doc. (Cl) Dom. with top-100 doc. (C2)
Cou. Measure

Without FB With FB Without FB With FB

0.1650 0.2444 0.1670 0.2449

Disksl-3
AvgP (+5.lO%)** (+4.27%)++ (+6.37%)** (+4.48%)++

(U2) Recall/4$ 355 16343 20061 16414 20090

P@1O 0.4270 0.5100 0.4090 0.5140

Looking at the accuracy of the automatic domain identification, however, we see

that it is quite low: for queries 51-150, only 38% of the domains determined
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automatically conespond to the manual identifications. The following table shows more

details about the accuracy of automatic domain identification:

Table 23. Accuracy of automatic domain identification

Domain j Number Domain Number

Environment 2 /4 Medical and Biological 6 / $

Finance 0 /4 Military 5 / 7

International Economics 4 / 16 Politics O / 3

International Finance 0 / 1 Science and Technology $ / 16

International Politics $ I 11 U.S. Economics 2 / 7

International Relations 3 / 10 U.S. Politics O / 3

Law and Government O / 10

This is much lower than the 80% rates reported in [58]. A detailed analysis

reveals that the main reason is the cioseness of several domains in TREC queries. For

example, International relations, International poÏitics, Politics can ail contain similar

terms. In this case, a query in one of these domains can be easily classified into a wrong

domain.

However, in this situation where domains are close, a wrong domain assigned to

a query is flot aiways inelevant and useless. For example, even when a query in

International relations is classified into International politics, the latter domain can stiil

suggest useful terms to the query. Therefore, the relatively low classification accuracy

does flot mean low usefulness of the domain models. The terms from the identified

domain can still be useful.

It would also be possible to use several domain models, each with a weight

P(domainlQ), to expand the query. This will alleviate the problem due to wrong

classification. We leave it to a future work.
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8.3.5 Extracting Term Relations within Domains

We mentioned that one possible approach to select more relevant expansion

terms is to use domain-specific term relations. In the following experiments, we will

test whether it is useful to extract term relations from documents in each domain and

use them to expand the queries in that domain.

Again, we use the relevant documents judged for the other queries to constitute a

domain. Both co-occunence term relations and context-dependent term relations are

extracted and used. Table 24 shows the results when such relations are used.

Table 24. Domain-specific term relations (Cl)

• Domain-specific Domain-specific
Cou. Measure Domain

Co-occurrence Biterm

0.1908 0.1979
AvgP 0.1700

Disksl-3 (+12.24%)** (+16.41%)**

(Ui) RecallI48 355 16517 17886 18 176

P@10 0.4370 0.4760 0.4740

0.1847 0.1847

TREC7
AvgP 0.1715 (+7.70%)* (+7.70%)*

(U2) Recail /4 674 2 270 2 427 2 403

P@10 0.3720 0.3860 0.3800

0.2552 0.2531AvgP 0.2442
TREC8 (+4.50%) (+3.64%)

(U2) Recall/4 728 2796 2839 2833

P@10 0.4420 0.4300 0.4300

From this table, we can see that if we extract term relations from the documents

in each domain, the term relations obtained can make a larger impact on retrieval

effectiveness than when the domain mode! is used (as a term distribution). This may

show that the domain mode! that we use can be too large for a particu!ar query: for a
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query in a domain, it may not be the best strategy to add ail the strongest terms into that

query. Some of these terms may flot be related to the query. On the other hand, when we

apply the relations extracted from the domain, only the related terms are added.

Therefore, compared to the previous domain models, the extraction and utilization of

term relations from the domains make a further selection on the expansion terms.

Compared with the term relations extracted from the whole document collection,

we can see that the co-occunence relations extracted from the domains perform slightly

better than those extracted from the whole collection. This suggests that this type of

relation is highly ambiguous. When the extraction is restricted within a specific domain,

the relations are more appropriate for queries in that domain.

On the other hand, for context-dependent relations, the relations extracted from

the whole collection are better than those extracted from the domain. This shows that

the context-dependent relations are much Ïess ambiguous. Even if they are extracted

from the whole collection, they have much less danger than the co-occurrence relations

to be applied in wrong contexts. The fact to restrict the extraction within a domain will

simply reduce the coverage of the relations. Therefore, such a domain-specific

extraction is not necessary for context-dependent relations.

The above resuits also validate our earlier hypothesis that by adding some

context words into terms relations, the relations become less ambiguous and can be

applied in the correct contexts.

8.3.6 Complete Models

The resuits with the complete model are shown in Table 25 and Table 26. This

model integrates ail the components described in this thesis: original qucry model,

domain model, knowledge model and feedback model. The results are compared to

both baseline methods. The improvements indicated in (.) and [.] are over unigram
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mode! and feedback mode! respective!y, and and +/++ indicate whether die

difference is statistically signïficant at the !eve! of p <0.05 andp <0.01.

In these experiments, the parameters are tuned using the une search method and

EM algorithm described in Chapter 7 respectively. When using une search to tune the

parameters, the training collection contains documents from Disk 2 and queries 1-50.

The values of the parameters are: a(t 0.1, 1K = 0.2, aDQ,fl = 0.1 and tFB = 0.6. These

values are used for the other test collections.

Our first observation is that the complete mode!s a!ways produce the best results

compared to the other cases where only some of the query models are used. All the

improvements over both the baseline mode!s (with or without feedback) are statistically

significant. This result confirms that the integration of other contextua! factors is

beneficia!.

Let us look at the mixture weights, which may reflect the importance of each

model: a0= = 0.2, a001 = 0.1 and aFB = 0.6. We see that the most important

factor is feedback mode!. This is a!so die sing!e factor which produced the highest

improvements over the origina! query model. However, even with !ower weights, the

other models do have strong impacts on the fina! effectiveness. This demonstrates die

benefit of integrating more contextual factors in IR.
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Table 25. Complete models (Cl)

Ail Document Domain
Collection Measure

Manu. Dom. Id. (Ui) Auto. Dom. Id. (U2)

0.2501 (+59.30%)** 0.2489 (+58 .54%)**
AvgP

[+6.70%J++ [+6.19%1++
Disks l-3

Recall/4$ 355 20514 20367

P@10 0.5200 0.5230

0.2462 (+4$.67%)**
AvgP

[+13.14%1++
TREC7 N/A

RecalII4 674 3014

P@10 0.3960

0.3029 (+26.90%)**
AvgP

[+4.13%J++
TREC8 NIA

RecaIl /4 728 3 321

P@10 0.5020

Table 26. Complete models (C2)

Ail Document Domain
Collection Measure

Manu. Dom. Id. (Ui) Auto. Dom. Id. (U2)

0.2502 (+59.36%)** 0.2495 (+5$.92%)**
AvgP

[+6.74%1++ [+6.44%J++
Disks l-3

RecalI/48 355 20474 20419

P@10 0.5220 0.5190

0.2469 (+49.09%)**
AvgP

{+13.47%J++
TREC7 N/A

RecaIl /4 674 3 014

P@10 0.4020

0.3022 (÷26.60%)**
AvgP

TREC8 N/A
RecaIl 14 72$ 3 322

P@10 0.4960
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Let us summarize ail the experiments presented so far in the following table:

Table 27. Summary of experiments

Mea- UM + UM + CompleteUM+Dom
Cou. UM

sure
Ci C2 CDQE FB

Ci C2

O.1700** 0.1718** O.2164** 0.2344** 0.2501** 0.2502**
AvgP 0.1570

Disks (+8.28%) (+9.43%) (+37.83%) (+49.30%) (+59.30%) +59.36%)

1-3 RecalI
15711 16517 16558 18944 19513 20514 20474

(Ui)
/48 355

P@1O 0.4050 0.4370 0.4300 0.5050 0.5010 0.5200 0.5220

O.1715** O.1765** O.2157** O.2176** 0.2462** 0.2469**
AvgP 0.1656

(+3.56%) (+6.58%) (+30.25%) (+31.40%) (+48.67%) +49.09%)
TREC7

-______

Recail
(U2) /4 674

2237 2270 2319 2709 2777 3014 3014

P@10 0.3420 0.3720 0.3780 0.3900 0.3860 0.3960 0.4020

0.2442 0.2434 0.2724** 0.2909** 0.3029** 0.3022**
AvEP 0.23 87

(+2.30%) (+1.97%) (+14.12%) (÷21.87%) (+26.90%) +26.60%)
TREC$

Recail
(U2) /4728

2764 2796 2772 3090 3237 3321 3322

P@10 0.4340 0.4420 0.4380 0.4720 0.4860 0.5020 0.4960

The above table shows the following trend on ail the collections:

Complete > UM + FB > UM + CDQE > UM + Dom > UM

from this, we can conciude that the more we incorporate contextual factors, the

more the final model is effective.

On individual contextual factors, we can also observe the foiiowing trend:

FB>CDQE>.Dom
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8.3.6.1 Sensibility of Mixture Weights

We have performed an exhaustive test on ail the possible combinations of

mixture weights on different test collections. The best settings are very similar in ail the

cases. They are aiways in the following ranges: 0.1 a0 0.2, 0.1 a, 0.2, 0.1

aDo,,, 0.2 and 0.5 a, 0.6. More specifically, for both manual identification and

automatic identification of query domain (Ui and U2), the best settings are respectively:

• TREC Disks 1-3: a= 0.1, aK = 0.2, aDO,,, = 0.1 and aFB = 0.6;

• TREC 7: = 0.1, aK = 0.2, aD(»,, = 0.1 and °FB = 0.6;

• TREC8: a0=0.2, aK=O.2, aDo,n—O.l and afB=OS.

We can see the mixture weights across different collections are quite stable.

8.3.6.2 Using Unsupervised Training

We also tested the utilization of EM algorithm to tune the mixture weights. We

tested two settings: when the collection model is combined with different queries

model s, we can let the mixture weight of the collection vary freely during the EM

updates, or we fix it at 0.5. In both settings, the mixture weights vary over queries. So

we cannot compare these mixture weights with those trained by supervised training.

We observe that in the first setting, the final retrieval effectiveness is slightly

lower than with the second setting. This is because the influence of the collection modei

varies from a query to another, whiie in our score function the collection model is not

used in the query model. Therefore, the component query models may share a variable

part left by the collection model. This ieads to very different mixture weights for the

component query models. Using the second setting, the palï of the collection model is

fixed at 0.5, and the other component query models share the other part. Therefore, the

relative importance of the mixture weights can be better determined. So we obtained

slightly better results. Table 2$ and Table 29 describe the results with the second setting.
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Table 28. Complete models with unsupervised EM tuning (Cl)

Ail Document Domain
Collection Measure

Manu. dom. Id. (Ui) Auto. dom. Id. (U2)

Av
0.2474 (+57.5$%)** 0.2469 (+57.26%)**

g [+5.55%]++ [+5.33%]++
Disks i-3

Recati I 48 355 20 143 20 076

P@10 0.5240 0.5260

0.2374 (+43.36%)**
AvgP

[+9.10%]
TREC7

Recail /4 674
N/A

2 953

P@10 0.3920

0.273$ (+14.70%)AvgP
[-5.$8%J

TREC8
Recali /4 728

NIA
3 270

P@10 0.4700

Table 29. Complete models with unsupervised EM tuning (C2)

Ail Document Domain
Collection Measure

Manu. dom. Id. (Ui) Auto. dom. Id. (U2)

A P 0.2473 (+57.52%)** 0.2472 (+57.45%)**
vg

{+5.50%]++ [+5.46%1++
Disks l-3

Recail / 4$ 355 20 129 20 082

P@10 0.5260 0.5220

0.2380 (+43.72%)**
AvaP

[+9.38%]
TREC7

Recail / 4 674
N/A

2 954

P@10 0.3940

0.2733 (+14.50%)
AvgP

[-6.05%]
TREC$

Recali /4 728
N/A

3 271

P@10 0.4700
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From the above tables, we can observe that in general, the retrieval effectiveness

is much ïmproved over UM model (the percentage in t.) and **). However, compared to

the model with feedback, for the two first collections, we observe further improvements.

In particular, the improvement on the first collection is statistically significant. However,

on the third collection, the effectiveness is lower than the baseline with feedback.

However, notice that the mixture weights for the models with feedback have been tuned

to their best, while those for the complete models are tuned in an unsupervised marmer.

So this lower effectiveness is not surprising.

Overali, the comparison between the two training methods indicates that if we

have a training data with relevance judgments, then a supervised training is better than

an unsupervised training. Especially, we have observed that the optimal parameters are

quite stable across collections. However, in absence of such a training data, we can still

use unsupervised training and this can also lead to better retrieval effectiveness than the

baseline model.

8.4 Discussions

In these experiments, we have tested different query models: knowledge,

domain and feedback. We have found that each of these models can enhance the

original query model with MLE. The best results are obtained with the complete query

model which integrates all the components models.

On term relations, our experiments demonstrated that context-dependent

relations are more suited for query expansion than context-independent co-occunence

relations. In addition, this type of relation does flot need to be extracted from the

specific domain. It can be extracted on the whole collection, and they do flot run a high

risk to be applied in wrong contexts due to the context terms added into the condition.
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On the crcation of domain models, we have tested two approaches: with or

without manual judgments. We have shown that it is possible to collect documents to

train domain models without manual judgments. In addition, documents collected in

this way perform equally well to the documents classified manually.

To determine the query domain, we have compared the manual identification

and automatic identification. Our experiments show that both strategies can perform

equalïy well. The differences between them are marginal.

Ouï experiments also show that when a new contextual factor is added, we

aiways obtain improvements in retrieval effectiveness, although the scales of the

improvement may vary. This resuit indicates that the three contextual factors we

integrated can ail enhance die query from different perspectives. Their effects are quite

complementary. Overail, it is shown that the method that we proposed to integrate

different contextual factors is both feasible and effective in practice.
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Chapter 9

General Discussions and Conclusions

Traditional W approaches usually consider the query as the oniy element

available about user’s information need. In reality, there are many other factors that

specify the information need from different perspectives.

In this study, we exploited different contextual factors in order to complete the

original query. The key problem is to add conect terms. For this purpose, we proposed

to create context-dependent term relations to expand the query, to build domain models

to capture background terms for the query, and to use pseudo feedback documents to

reflect the collection characteristics related to the query. This completion of query aims

to increase not only recali, but also precision. As our experiments have shown, when

relevant terms are added into a query, the retrieval effectiveness is increased on ail the

recali levels, including for the top ranked documents.

Previous studies have also tried to add terms into queries, basically through the

following approaches: query expansion using term relations, query expansion using

pseudo relevance feedback, personalization. In comparison to these existing methods,

we have developed new approaches to use these contextual factors and to integrate them.

These approaches constitute our main contributions in this study:
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• Intra-query context — knowledge model:

We observed that in traditionai approaches to query expansion using

term relations, the relations are usuaiiy created between two single terms. This

led to the application of inappropriate relations. The key problem that we

observed is the lack of context in the relations. Therefore, we proposed the

creation of context-dependent term relations, which contain more terms in the

condition of a relation that heip us specify the correct situation to apply the

relation. Our experiments showed that this new type of relation is more effective

than traditional term relations. In addition, there is no need to add many context

tenus. With oniy one additional tenu in the condition part of relations, we can

obtain the best results.

This type of relation exploits context words that exist within the query.

These words define a new type of context — Intra-query context.

• Extra-query context — domain model:

Many previous studies have investigated personalization of W. The usual

approach consists of constructing a user profile corresponding to the interests of

the user. However, we observed that such a user profile that mixes up ail topic

domains may flot be effective for new queries. Therefore, we proposed to model

topic domains instead of one user profile.

We have tested two different ways to create domain models, either with

manual relevant judgments or without them. We have shown that both strategies

can be equally effective.

To determine the appropriate domain for a query, we have used

automatic query classification. Our experiments showed that the automatic

domain identification is as effective as manual identification, although it

identifies different domains.
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• Combining multiple contexts:

In previous studies, usually only one type of context is considered. We

argue that multiple contexts can be used and they are often complementary.

Therefore, a general model is proposed to integrate ail the contextual factors that

we considered. We have shown that the complete model outperforms any partial

model. This clearly shows that it is beneficial to take into account the contextual

factors as much as possible.

• Language modeling framework:

Our general model is created using language modeling framework. We

have further extended the language modeling framework to integrate different

contextual factors. This framework lias proven to be flexible for the integration

of different factors. It seems to be a suitable tool for integrating more contextual

factors.

Overall, our study aimed at the consideration of contextual factors in IR

operations. We have successfully shown that this is feasible and it can produce large

impact on the retrieval effectiveness.

Limitations and future work:

This work has explored several aspects of context-sensitive R. On each of the

aspects, our approaches have some limitations:

• Different contextual factors are considered to be independent. They are

combined using a simple interpolation. In reality, contextual factors may

interfere with each other. It would be interesting to investigate other ways to

combine different contextual factors;

• Term relations are also considered separately. When we apply one term

relation, the application is independent from other relations. In addition, we
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assume that ail the relations are consistent and no contradiction can be

encountered. In practice, situations may present where different relations

become contradictory. Non-monotonic reasoning may be required to deal

with this problem. This situation has been investigated by Lau et al. [53].

However, it is still unclear whether and how their approach can be applied

on larger dataset. More methods are stiil needed to solve this problem in the

future;

• We have used topic domains to replace user profile. In reality, domain and

user profile can be used together. For example, a user profile can indicate the

importance of each domain for the user, according to his interests. Then

given a query, it can be classified into one of the domains in the user profile.

In this way, we can take advantage of domain models to apply the

appropriate terms to a particular query. On the other hand, we also have a

better idea about the prefened topic domains of the user. This will alÏow

query classification to better choose the domains for the user. In addition, the

user’ s preferences cannot be always classified in terms of topic domains

only. Many preferences are not related to topic domains, such as the

prefened medium, document source, and so on. Therefore, other types of

user models are required for them. The approaches using a general user

profile could be used to deal with some of these problems by creating a

unique user profile to reflect non-classified user preferences and behavior;

• Our investigation is based on a language modeling framework. It is also

limited by this. In particular, we only used unigram language models. This is

a very limited model. Even though the limitation leads to a higher efficiency,

in the future, it would be necessary to investigate the possibility to account

for term dependencies. Traditional n-gram models do not seem to solve this

problem, as [97] showed. A possible solution may lie in the integration of

NLP techniques within the language modeling framework. For example,
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strong noun phrases can be modeled with a higher-order language model,

while weak statistical dependencies can be filtered out. This may reduce the

problem of noise introduced by traditional n-gram models;

We have used relatively simple parameter tuning methods. In particular, we

have assumed that the mixture weights are the same for ail the queries and

query terms. In fact, the mixture weight may depend on the query terms. For

example, if term relations do flot cover the query terms, then lower mixture

weight should be attributed to the knowledge model. It may 5e interesting to

investigate more sophisticated training methods for term- and query

dependent setting of parameters;

• finally, more contextual factors can 5e investigated and integrated into the

same framework.
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C
Appendix 1

Derivation of Updating Function in EM

The Iog-likelihood of the feedback documents that we want to maximize is:

LL(EB)=
DFB lEV ieX

=

&FBt€V IEX

whereX= X u{C} = {O,K,Dorn,FB,C, a is the new parameter value and =1.
jE X

Let us express the above LL(FB) as a function of the mixture weights

a = (a0 aK aDom , af a)

L(fBd) = fQ,D)1ogJ(t O)
TFB lEV i€X

Adding a constraint on a. = 1, we can get:
jE X

aP.(tIO’)
a.P(tIO’)

‘ Q

(t,D)logX

I Q a,(tI6) fl(a —1)
aIIQ6Q) iEX

jE X

aPQ6’) a.PQ’)
= tfQ,D)1og,’ j —fl(a —1)

D€fBoV iEX1(t Q) a1J(t Q) ieX
jE X

where a is the previous parameter value. Then we can use Jesen inequality here:

C
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Making the partial derivation and make it equal to O, and let:

aF(tI6)zjj =

je X

=

DeFBteV a.

If we let:

6= fQ,D)
E-FB teV

Then we derive our updating function as follows:

aF(t
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